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CURRENCY EQUIVALENTS

Rs. 4.762 = US$ 1.00
Rs. 1.00 = U$ 0.21
Rs. 1.0 million = US$ 210,000
Rs. 1.0 billion US 210 mi-llion
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BASIC DATA

Area:

Total Cultivated Area
(square miles) as % of Total

Pakistan 365,503 30.4
West Pakistan 310,376 2 .5
East Pakistan 55.127 63.6

PoDulation (1969/70 estimates)
Density per

Total Square Mile

PakiRtan 132 million
West Pakistan 61 million 200
East Pakistan 71 million 1.290
Rate of Growth (1969/70) 2.8 percent

Political Status: Member of U.N., Conmornwealth, RCD (Regional Cooperation
for navnlinmanA-t PAki+8..Qn Trqn and m yrkV)

Gross Na+t±onal Product- at GUrn Marklet Prices (1969/70): U$6l9milli on

pRal rate Of Grow+h 1959/60 - 196/).165 = 5.5%
1964/65 - 1969/70 = 5.7%
1959,/60 - 1969/70 = 5.6-

Per Capita GNP in 1969/70 = US$124 (at official parity rate)

Gross Domestic Product at Constant Factor Cost (1959/60 prices):

1959/60 1969/70

Total $6.6 billion $11.4 billion
(lf ".>h4.hv 4n perscert:

Agriculture, Fishing, Forestry 53.2 44.9
MYI-"- n"d r-- Jrj"-4 0.2 0.3
Manufacturing 9.3 12.2
0--s 4-- taon42.1 5.5
Transportation and Commmication 5.9 6.6
i¼bl4c Ad4in4stratIon, Defense 14.2 6.5
Other Economic Sectors 25.0 24.1
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Percent ot GNP at Market Prices 1964/65 1969/70

Gross Investment 18.3 13.5
Gros8 Savings 11.8 9.9
Balance of Payments

CGurrent Annount DAficit 6.5 3.6
Government Taxation Receipts 8.4 8.9

Resource Gap; Percent of Investment

1964/65 35.5
1QQ/7h0 27/1,
Average Third Plan 29.9

Mbney and Credit (Rs. Million)

Conversion: 1 Pakistan rupee = US$0.21
(Par Ualue): 1 TT3S 4r% 1n- Po 4.76

% .- , ..'a , . a --.. ...wa-.UT = RB

Pslati on.shp to l.,arge mwin+ita nir vc1s+.nm area mmmh.r of ~tsterling area
Inv-criu ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ P~nta~ i

At Feb. 28 change Feb. 1969 -
1970 Feb. 1 q70

Total Mw.on.etary Assets 101.70 + 8=0
Scheduled Banks' Credit to Private

S r in,904on], + 4.6
Claims on Government 9,951 + 7.6

-ne-a' 1 ll--ala ni a ce T".Aa + 2.8

An nual !Lat e of
Government Operations (Rs. Million) 1964/65 1969/70 Change

~~~ j. r' £'vi t, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'IOfa1 lIAt 1O O/7

vt-rU-ae %lcei-pJ 5 ,6JC.L 714 +LJ.7

Non Development Expenditures 3,988 6,660 + 10.8

Capital Expenditures 3,668 7,261 + 14.8

Annual Rate of
O960/.1 .1.707/ (Uar6S

1960/61-1969/70

External assistance to public
sector of inich u132 2833 T 11.9

Commodity aid 505 92 + 7.0
PL 480 160 476 + 12.9
Project and technical assistance 367 14129 + 16.3
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FTrtArnnl Publin Debt (US $ Million) As of June 30. 1969

Total At-tArnaI nublic debt 3n647
Net of undisbursed 2,549

Totnl Ann 1a1 dAht PArvieA (1968/69) 153
Of which:

smrin +4. .n +-4 oin 94,

interest 59
Debt Se. iGe as % of fore4i.n eXc-hnge eAnrnings 17.7

Anmiil nRAtA of

Balance of Payments (Rs. Million) 1960/61 1969/70 Change 1960/61-1969/70

Total merchandise exports 1,877 3,304 + 6.5
L,.visib'e~ ,.a,..a 4vs4 c 4°9O + 11.5
Total foreign exchange earnings 2,286 4,394 + 7.5
Total ij or + C . 4- 3 ,41 A64,33 + 7

Invisible payments (incl. interest
pa,efn4ts -r official debt) 382o i,380 + I15-3

Current account deficit 1,527 3,324 + 9

Secon1 dI '"I, T4 -d 'ln

Co.-n"o d-iy cor.cen.rtio of44- eort--4

(raw jute and raw cotton) 44% 39%

Official exchange reserves (March 1970) US $ 342 million

Net use of IMF Credit US $ 77 million





SUIvMARY AND CO-NUCLUSIONS

(i) Since Pakistan's present Administration under President Yahya
Khan came to power in March 1969, its foremost objective has been to create
in the country conditions conducive to the emergence of a new and viable
order compatible with preservation of the unity of the country. Tnis is
essentially a political process, involving the creation of a political struc-
ture to serve as the channel for reaching a new national consensus. The
Government's over-riding concern has been with this political task.

(ii) At the time this report is being written, the Government is still
considering how to give concrete shape to its economic and social objectives,
the means by which to achieve them, and how to raise the resources required.
These are complex issues, and the difficulties of resolving them have de-
layed completion of the Fourth Five-Year Plan due to be launched on July 1,
1970. They have also effected preparation of the Annual Plan and the Budget
for 1970/71 which were announced only at the very end of June, too late to
be taken into account in this report. Thus, in looking to the future, this
report is essentially concerned with elucidating issues and identifying con-
straints standing in the way towards their resolution.

Recent Economic Developments and Policies

(iii) Pakistan's economic performance in 1969/70 -- the terminal year of
the country's Third Five-Year Development Plan -- did not remain unaffected
by the political and social disturbances that took place in early 1969 ard
by subsequent events. The picture that emerges suggests a low level of general
economic activity, and the present official estimates, which put growth of GNP
in 1969/70 at 5.1 percent are probably too optimistic. Agriculture is the only
major sector -- apart from public administration and defense -- which expanded
faster than in 1968/69, thanks mainly to its recovery in East Pakistan from a
weather-induced slump the year before. In all other sectors, the pace of
growth slowed down, in some cases, such as manufacturing, to a considerable
extent.

(iv) Particularly weak spots in economic performance were investment and
exports. Preliminary estimates indicate that fixed capital formation in cur-
rent prices was lower than in the previous year. In view of rising costs,
particularly on account of higher duties, investment in real terms must have
declined considerably. Basically, this continuing decline reflects the con-
tinuing severe resource constraint under which the economy has labored over
the last several years. However, political uncertainties were no doubt a
contributing factor.

(v) For a larger part of 1969/70, exports were actually moving below
the level of previous years. However, they recovered towards the end of the
year, and present estimates suggest that over the twelve-month period they
will be marginally higher than last year. This sharp decline in the rate of
growth had its origin not in manufactures which in fact continued to rise sub-
stantially, but in primary commodities. Especially exports of cotton and jute
fell markedlv. Here. sneculation was nrobablv a contrihbtinln factor. but
mainly their poor performance reflects the lack of proper attention by Govern-
ment, in the form of snnportlng programs a nd policies as well as in qssmring
remunerative prices.
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(vi) Balance of pay,ments develop.ments generally iindoerscore 1h 1o lee
of activity last year. It now appears that imports declined, too, and par-
ticularly heavily in ast Pakistan. WIere it not for a small decline in dis-
bursements of external assistance, receipts would have balanced payments.
As it Jis, it appears that+ Pakistan will ,uti -a -s- los innt xhag
.ft C U .L 0 v w ±.) V±J i £cJJ 0U 4l iS4.. .V-4.4IJ. -i .i a-a -.'JO. -ii -IC 

assets. However, this is unlikely to exceed the SDR's accruing to Pakistan
dur.-U-n-g Ile year, so that netU asse4ts -ill rer-n ouSly at U TT 4SJ)i $ i0 ll,
equivalent to about 21 months' exchange payments and four months' non-aid
f inanced payments .

VJLLJ J.1~ ~W CWJ. IJOL KU£ U). 1± u i .) U~U~6 , Y i-I-l / 7/ '0 VWCLQ UU lO±I Uu1l

continuity of Government operations within a frameuwork of economic stability.
)n 4. 1Ae lo-le 4- l e 1, u. g e I wA s s er,at QA v e It I A" - - -7 -- 4- n - A, A I - - a - n A - _ ul Avi .. .1 A -L A A~ul t,t:-L.tVl ) 11 : Wu~UllVJ~ UII ViLL~ U IVClIS CUUOU± v o u*< {VClJ U VG~ d.L.tU U ;L .J_ U, i<idOLL± C.: ULIt:: LUEStLU

in response to the disturbances were in the right direction. Whether on the
t .ax, or orL Uthe eApentiUture side, UlthOes measVuVte L wet at letI LUI ol WUt

Government's desire to develop -- in steps -- more appropriate fiscal policies.
These measures were taken partly with a vie-w to co ensating for the inelasticity
of Pakistan's tax structure with respect to increases in production and incomes,
but also prompted by thle slaCK iL1 GJove1rmelnl reivnules resultIng from sluggish

developments of production and incomes.

(viii) Present estimates suggest that total revenue receipts of the Govern-
ment, Central and Provincial, in 1969/70 (U -LL be Rs. 1,0u0-1,10U million, or
about 13 percent higher than in 1968/69. Ye-t such is the degree of financ-ial
stringency in the public sector that even reveniue increases of this magnitude
provided little room for maneuver, in particular for giving significant effect
to a redirection of Government spending. Thllus it is now estimated that of the
total increase in revenue rough'ly two-thirds will have gone into provisions
for additional non-development outlays, largely to maintain current services
in the face of higher salaries, defense outlays (up nearly Rs. 300 million,
mainly because of increased pay), and interest payments (up Rs. 120 million).
As a result, the revenue surplus did not increase very much. In addition,
disbursements of external assistance to the pufblic sector declined. In sum,
resources were available only for a small increase -- about Rs. 200 million --
in public Plan development outlays, barely sufficient to maintain expenditures
in real terms. This made it possible to provide for some increase in spending
on social development, but not, it now appears, to raise development expendi-
tures in East Pakistan.

(ix) On the whole, while 1969/70 saw some action being taken towards im-
provement of the fiscal situation and movement in new directions, it was not
a year of decisive fiscal reform. Nor can it be said that the Government made
full and effective use of fiscal policy in bolstering the level of economic
activity. As early as August 1969, pressures for action grew, as there were
no signs of a dramatic resurgence of private investment and exports as well as
imports remained below last year's level. After assessing the situation, the
Government took action to raise total effective demand in the economy. In
November 1969 additional expenditure appropriations amounting to Rs. 430 million
were decided upon, equivalent to 7 percent of expected revenues. These appro-
priations probably proved useful in keeping a number of projects and programs
going, whose local currency requirements had been under-estimated in the
Budget, but their impact on the economy as a whole must be regarded as negli-
gible.



Review of Third Plan Performance

(x) It is not an easy task, looking back over the past five years, to
eval. -ua+e the acco -,l s -4-n d we.nesses of P1A I Yr's w. PI an r o

1965-1970. Clearly, if Plan targets were taken as the basis, the large shDrt-
fPa'I 1s - ccur+ re wo-nd J.nA rcate tF.at pervfo-nce ha J ghly na -tr -- t nvyr:

GNP growth 5.7 percent against 6.5 percent; a sharp decline in the investment
'I. eve' 4 C,o -'"pJe 4 UU4aL 4.U - -'I -J.t. 1± ,- - - -L1t. -O U-4) - t. On J t.11J. _ SJ ./.I :)O/7leve to abut 1, perent agains utheL platned increase uo 20 p,enr. by :6/0
public development outlays 30 percent short of the target in current prices and
considerably more in real ter.ns; widening, instead of narrowing, of inter-
regional and inter-personal income disparities, combined with stagnation, against
the planned major advan.ce, in soclal ser-vices; marginal sav igs, lnstead of
being considerably above the average rate, significantly below; towards the
end of the Plan perlod, e-ven exports, that had so far done well, got into
difficulties, while the level of debt service was becoming a matter of serious
cUonter'n1 bo thIle UCo velrnlmenlt andu Urthose providnLgL11 asslistalne.

(xi) Yet clearly, judgements on performeance rnust take into acco-unt thle
circumstances which, over the last five years, were difficult for those managing
Pakistanis economy. There was the war with India, with its immediate effects
and the quantum jump in military outlays. There were two poor harvests in
succession, with tneir disruptive impact. And there were the shortfalls iR
the amount and the worsening terms of external assistance, wqhich contributed
to the stringency of resources. In these circumstances, it was a task of
formidable dimensions to maintain the momentum of economic and social develop-
ment. Clearly, too, the Government took measures to protect economic growth.
Incentives and resources were shifted to agriculture, which promised the
greatest productive return, and away from manufacturing, previously the main
engine of growth. Measures were taken to raise additional revenue, and
adjustments were made in favor of manufactures for export, so as to protect
export growth.

(xii) In quantitative terms, accomplishments are quite impressive. GNP
grew quite respectably, despite the declining investment rate in West Pakistan.
Development outlays rose in East Pakistan. Revenue measures raised double
the amount of Rs. 3,000 million set as the goal. Cumulative exchange earnings
are estimated at 90-95 percent of the target which was considered ambitious
when the Plan was launched. Yet, in each of these cases a qualification is
called for. In the case of economic growth, reservations center on its dis-
tribution, inter-regionally and inter-personally. In the field of public
finance, the resources raised proved inadequate in the face of a very in-
elastic tax structure and sharply rising claims for defense and debt service
which made orderly execution of programs and projects very difficult. In the
case of exchange earnings, most of the increase was pre-empted by much higher
military imports and fast rising debt service payments.

(xiii) In sum, one looks back with some ambivalence at the Third Plan
period and its accomplishments. However, the essential purpose of any review
of past performance is to assess the size of the future task of providing the
country with effective management of its economy in pursuit of its economic
and social ob;jectives. Examining performance with this purpose in mind, one
cannot but be critical. Perhaps, the critical shortcoming in the way the
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Government dealt with its problems in the Third Plan period was that the
action taken -- whether in devising means of achieving stated objectives, or
in scaling down objectives that had proved unattainable -- was never quite
enough to put development on a reasonably secure basis and thereby to get
away from ad hoc adjustments, with their unsettling effects on both the private
and Dublic sector. Creation of such a basis has now be-come indispensable,
if the Government is to cope effectively with the difficult problems of eco-
nomic management that lie ahead. Thus, the accent now has to be on basic
reform in a number of important fields.

The Regional Disparity Problem

(xiv) There is no question that the disparity in economic growth between
Pnkist,nns two wings has widened during the Third Plan neriod. Estimates
indicate that WJest Pakistan's growth rate (at 6 percent per annum) was some
50 percepnt higher thnn that of the East (N, nprepnt ner annmm)n With so rmlch
more rapid growth in the West, most of the increase in GDP was generated in
West Pnkistan and East Pakistan's share in the total product of Pakistan de-
clined from 43.8 percent in 1964/65 to 40.6 percent in 1969/70. That dis-
parity has sic!nrc, i lf not the princijn n then at I the most hoty1 r
debated economic and political issue confronting the authorities.

(xv) However, while disparity is an unquestionable fact, it is not al-
togetrn+hcer c-lealr-' that as suich it. can senrv.e, n vt-v ii2Sfail l u +n i vnarltnl +rtol in

efforts to develop a constructive approach to the problems of East Pakistan.
In essence, these lie in vey slow growth in the East nnd the fact that it has
so far not been possible to develop a strategy that in the circumstances of
Easct PD1ist,-n - has pn-nroved efft--ive in produci ng -r+.1i n+. a na -pac Oni foicnvnl-r

above the increase in population. Efforts in this direction have probably
been ha--eredAt r byoncn Aion ^" Ar.74 A_ ~r^n mi cpoicie r .; r _ In A; A rl

take sufficient account of the significant differences that exist between East
anCrd WVest P akis. . Tn the co.textu of national,a policle,s strongly o.lented
towards using the private sector as the main engine of growth, West Pakistan's
co=aparatiLve advar.tage's tne obcm ce.utd

t-4_ r\ Tn V -4- a4OA. A. - - - -A_ - -A A-A4- -A 4U. A A _ 4h_1- A4__
\AV J ± ±l± U, ./ .A; '*IJ) dtJOX iU' .)VAA: V QV d..-1 UV kJu UiLtC i ;VL1 .i C ) DU.Ld-

tegy to regional conditions did not emerge. Thus, the very large allocation
fLor prvate investm-,ent in Eas "kstar was supportedbyo' e-litdJ.± ±LV U ±i1 0 UIIIL -L± E.0. Ui I cI.LO 01 V UU H .A LL UJ U±L.LJ O) ..LIUc .u.

fiscal incentives which proved ineffective in raising investment anywhere
near tue planned level. NIor was it ev er u ite clear tat hea-V-y reliwnce on
the private sector was regarded as desirable by the authorities of East
Pakistarn, particuliarly if itJ involved giving entrupreie-urs fromI westu raA-±sistar
a large role in the economy of the East wing. Moreover, similar efforts to
give East Pakistan's economy a mrrajor pusrh through a larger lncrease in public
development outlays did not prove as effective as had been hoped. It could,
of course, be argued that in view of tne very limited capital stock in the
Province in the mid-1960's, particularly in infrastructure, doubling public
development outlays in the period of the Tnird Plan over the level of the
Second Plan was not sufficient to provide the push that was needed. Yet,
while it is undoubtedly true that investment in East Pakistan needs to be
stepped up greatly if the basis is to be created for sustained rapid growth
in the longer run, within the span of any single Plan period growth must
come mostly from existing assets.



(xvii) It is here, in the failure so far of existing assets to yield mo:e
output, that the main explanation lies for East Pakistan's continuing slow
growth over the last five years; and it is on this area that efforts must
concentrate in the Fourth Plan period if growth is to accelerate as it must.
This applies particularly to agriculture which, as the source of 60 percen,; of
East Pakistan's regional product, holds the key to the over-all pace of economic
growth in the Province. Some advance was made made in this direction over the
last few years, but in the absence of high-yielding varieties suitable for a
substantial part of the cultivated acreage, the possibilities were too limLted
to lead to a decisive breakthrough. Such possibilities now appear to exist
and, if exploited to the full by a concentrated effort in terms of programs
and policies, could enable East Pakistan to overcome the near-stagnation of
its economy. To develop an effective strategy for agriculture, to create the
conditions in which the private sector can play a substantial role in the
economy, and to design a public development program that in terms of size
and composition maximizes the realization of growth possibilities in the short
run, while also laying the basis for future growth, are tasks which will put
the ingenuity of Pakistan's planners to a severe test, in which this must
succeed if the Government is to meet one of the principal challenges -- if not
the principal challenge -- it is confronting today.

The Social Problem

(xviii) Over the past ten years or so, Pakistan's development policies
have put primary emphasis on programs designed to achieve a high rate of
economic growth through large investments in infrastructure and in the
directly productive sectors of the economy. In view of Pakistan's poverty
at the beginning of this decade -- which still Persists -- emphasis on
rapid growth of production was appropriate because, above all, Pakistan
needed to generate additional resources in support of economic and social
development over the longer term. Fairly rapid growth of the economy was
indeed obtained and per capita income rose bv some 2-2.5 Dercent per annum,
but there has been a discrepancy between observable improvement in the stanld-
ard of living of the great maioritv of the nonulation. which remains one o'
the lowest in the world, and the widely acclaimed achievements of Pakistan in
general economic growth.

(xix) Most of the benefits of economic progress went to a small minority
of larger farmers and industrialists, while the emerging middle class -- the
Civil Service, the Armv and white-collar workers -- rec.eived most Of the
benefits from the modest social programs. This was so because of the large
incentives and generous subsidies that were made available to larger farmers
and industrialists as an inducement to save and invest. As a result, the
tax structure was eroded and the Government denrived of resources that miglht
otherwise have been available for social programs. In fact, the regressive-
ness of Pakistan's taxation structure -- personal income tnyntion is hardllyr
significant in Pakistan and collections compare unfavorably with many countries
of Latin Amer_ca -- mnde the qfter-tqw innome distribhti on even more skPwvPr1d
Finally, the stress in expenditure programs on relatively high-cost public
hoising- medilum- nnd higher-level education and on urban health facilities
meant that most of the poorer sections of Pakistan's population benefitted
onrly mnar> -nally fromn thei minreagr ze- --clA devornl emnitm+-" proranm.
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(xx) In 1969, dissatisfaction with the Government's neglect of the
social aspects of development was violently expressed; clearly the policies
of the past decade could not be continued. A number of measures were taken,
including a sizeable wage increase for *msidlled industrial workers under
legislation introducing a system of minimum wages, and a new labor policy
was announced. Pronosals were made for a new educational policy, the 1969/70
Budget introduced some tightening of the generous system of income tax
concessions. and there was recognition of the need to devote more resources
to social development in the Fourth Plan. Proposals now being discussed
center nround four Dossible lines of attack on the problems of social justicce
first, measures to curtail private control over property, including nation-
slization of indlustrv and banking institutions: second. a nush towards
greater direct taxation; third, the establishment of specific targets for
mass consrmntion and for Pmnrlovrment.: fourth, slubstantial increases in olut-
lays on social programs. However, no firm comprehensive program has yet
emerged which is hardly srp-rising, c.^nsi dri ng how nrofonind a shift. in
emphasis in Government policy is involved. An added difficulty has been
concern that too much ofa shift towards social objectives migJht take pnIace
to the detriment of economic growth.

(xxi) For a country at Pakistan's level of poverty pursuit of economic
-1roT-rf-.h musct r^rrmai7n thp nrincipnal oclhiPr-tiverp of pnlicvy Nrwptrp-r the nq,•:Smn-

tion of a sharp conflict between economic growth and social justice is
clearly debatable There is scope for measures in favor of greater social
justice that would not detract from the objective of economic growth. Measures
dcsi ged +rt facilitate thne e+nt+h n+r of new etpnu nt rniifnr'+,iv'YrlC riniil l

not only meet social needs, but would also be desirable from the economic point
of view. Clearly, too, there is not only scope, but also a pressing economic
need for raising the productivity of smaller farmers who are the mainstay
o r S a g r. C _14 - 4v A -4 -- I XAIn1, A ._-4 D-14 4- -_ |; - 41, A.TA -. - 4 611
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into the orbit of the "Green Revolution" if rapid growth of output is to
Ue sustained.

-(xxii) _ _; Srll-, _ as regrd -t --- Iaxati-;on there dloes no' seem to be ary-con-
\ A-A-L -L I UJ_L1ILLJ..dJ. £.~Y, .LO lUCdI L1. U .. ,L'II IIIC ll; uAC i)U DCC UU L) IJC LLy

flict between the requirements of social justice and those of economic growth.
VU 11 po-I 1U Uo lUIi urgeCnl nU IICCLo V 11 n 1ciLr±e c -U `d.ax bL1II 1- JD jdlJ 1L 4L11 -U tg L-J1

part of the Government's revenue system. These measures could go far in
ra-ising reso-ir ces fUor deve'lopment, whille also iLntrodUcUiLng m Uor- LLe U,' JlIUo
the social framework of Pakistan. Finally, as regards social programs as
such, there are large areas where social and econom,Lic objecti-v-es coincide.
This is so in education where the present system provides a very weak basis
for achieving ±mpro-vemeits in productivity in the long rnw. T-o a consider-
able extent, it also applies to health programs, particularly in the rural
areas where health standards are low.

(xxiii) If greater emphasis on social programs is to serve the purpose of
increasing social justice, the programs will have to be designed to ensure
that they benefit the low-income groups. Also, effective implementation
will require administrative reform. In part, this is a matter of raising
the administrative and executive capability of the departments and agencies
concerned. In addition, it will also be necessary to integrate Central and
Provincial programs iith those operated by local government bodies.



Tne Internal Resource rroblem

(xxiv) In the Third Five-Year Plan period, Pakistan has not done well
in the mobilization of domestic resources. In 1964/65 domestic savings
stood at 11.8 percent of GNP, which, with a sizeable inflow of external
assistance, permitted an investment rate of 18.3 percent. Public savings
reached 1.8 percent of GNP which together with a high level of private
savings and external resource inflows ensured a high rate of investment,
both public and private. The picture changed radically in the Third
Plan. Public savings declined to 1.4 percent of GNP. In contrast to the
situation in the first half of the 1960's, foreign savings no longer
compensated for low domestic, and particularly public savings, as they fell
from 6.6 percent of GNP in 1964/65 to an estimated 3.7 percent in 1969/70,
and the public resource position became critical. Inadequate revenue, short-
falls in external assistance including PL 480, in combination with high
defense spending and increasing allocations to the Indus Basin works,
led to shortfalls in operating expenditure, particularly in the social
sectors, in public savings and therefore also in Plan expenditure.

(xxv) Fiscal performance has been far from satisfactory. The ratio
of tax proceeds to GNP was only 8.4 percent in 1964/65, and - although new
measures were taken on a substantial scale - it reached only 8.9 percent
in 1969/70, a figure that is very low, both in terms of Pakistan's needs
and in comparison with other countries. On the basis of international
comparisons, Pakistan's ratio of taxes to GNP should at least amount to 15
percent. The structure of taxation remains inelastic with respect to
growth in incomes and production and contains many elements of inequity, as
witnessed by the sharp relative drop in personal income taxation and the
preponderance of indirect taxes in total Government revenues. In the face of
these shortcomings in revenue performance, expenditures on defense remainecd
high through the entire Plan period and consistently accounted for some 40
percent of non-developmental expenditure. Defefnse expndii fimr now anbsrbs
3.4 percent of GDP, up one point from where it was just before the India/
Pn *istn Wn .T ;

(yxvi) Tn make up for low reveniius and high def4nse Pnpenditnures, the

rate of growth of current expenditures other than defense was consistently
kept lrow s as to enhle development eAypenditirAq t.n rise f"rnm onme Rs. 4
billion in 1964/65 to Rs. 6 billion in 1969/70. While the rationale for
this policy r as understandable, it appears to have been p1Qhed further thny
was consistent with efficient use of resources. It led to inadequate pro-

v sion frn. c,Irrnt e-x-pen.it resjT-A q T^.i h m m+- 'I''against t back A ri capitml

expenditures meant that newly created facilities could either not be staffed
oAdequ t+ el ,r nr nn+ >A,n mr;+ n+ noA nnnrso,.i w- ,. n mr,on,oAo A o.e nnnv_< <_J v-.. y, . - .nv- be _ , . _ - v _ pw_V%_A£W |WlJV

utilization of' installed capacity as well as wastage of resources resulting
from a reduction i;r the ,Qeful li4fe of assets, ,Aich contributed to ra4si
the cost of investment in Pakistan.

(xxvii) There is, undoubtedly, much scope in Pakistan for mobilizing
addiA-tion,al re1sou,rces t1+r,our.61h new revenue, measures, t-hJArougl, r no4 g- 4-t-
efficiency of the public undertakings, through raising the current surplus
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of public utilities such as WA-DA in West and East Pakistan - where rates
of financial return are unusually low - while keeping in check growth of non-
essential current expenditures. There is also great need for such measures,
not only to provide the public sector with resources commensurate with its
role in Pakistan's economic and social development which, in the light of
recent events will perforce have to expand, but also tc make taxation an
instrument for the gradual redistribution of income which is needed if social
progress is to become a reality. At the same time, measures are needed to
stimulate private savings through a more active use of interest policy and
other measures. In addition, opening up new areas of investment to the
private sector would help considerably.

The External Resource Problem

(xxviii) Developments in Pakistan's balance of payments during the Third
Plan period nresent a very mixed pieture. It now annears that Pakistan
comes very close to reaching its target of aggregate export earnings
over the five-year period, at ,°0-95 percent of the amounnt prniected
originally. This represents a considerable achievement. In respect of

mnv'r.hnnA4 cc ornnr+c - + T.TnQ mAoAnnc hl a 'h-r Yon-ni rl-,r~4 nf n,in.+rr.erchandise exports, it was mad posil h- -ai -rwv of -manufactures.-__

In contrast, exports of primary commodities more or less stagnated at a
level snmewhat below. that of IQ6hJ/65. The caunse o-f the poor performance
of primary exports lay on the supply side where output did not grow fast
enough to p-rovleA fnor +the rapAldy r c ncr noff+-tk ofn rf moYn11f'n--1iini ncr

and expand sales abroad. This situation reflects the unfavorable treatment
accorded expoort angricul ture -in the +enh AIc n p orol r, A

with the failure to develop comprehensive programs for the promotion of
orvgric-'u +i--e p,'n,ro+d4ctlon forn' exponrt,- nor+qltl cotton-e-,-n+n nrA -ute+ a h

effects of past neglect began to make themselves felt strongly in 1969/70.
Aih+v 6h-,,,e-.i-, nr,,,ln+-ruu wac s probab-l- - con- ribuh-+tng fa-tor o t h e slm-u of

primary exports that year, the basic problem was insufficient supplies,
to -wlich attention now needs to be given as a ma tter of urgency.

\JXXft/ TLh pruulems u± economIic iiagdiini or Uthe eApu± s de we re dwarfed

by those on the payments side. A rough indication of the dimensions of these
proble-ms is given 'uby the fact that the aiourll of exchangb actually available
for financing normal imports fell short by about US $1,500 million, or 30
percent, of the projections. This shortfall arose in rougnly equal pro-
portions out of a deficiency in disbursements of external assistance and out
of additional claims on exchange resources associated with military purchases,
food imports and somewhat larger debt service payments than projected. It
would probably have been possible to deal witn either of these snortfails,
without significantly disrupting the orderly advance of the economy, but in
combination they proved a problem that could not be handled without affecting
the economy severely.

(xxx) In an effort to ease the immediate difficulties, Pakistan resorted
to more borrowing abroad on hard terms than was prudent, so that debt service
obligations rose sharply, causing considerable concern to the Government and
those providing assistance.Not surprisingly, either, ad hoc adjustments of
the import regime were used for dealing with the immediate balance of payrents
situation. The problem is that, in managing the country's exchange resource's,
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the Government never went beyond short-term expedients, and ad hoc adjust-
ments, including increases in the effective cost of exchange but also
through an elaborate sYstem of auantitative restrictions, became almost
the chief instrument for keeping payments in line with receipts and for
allocating available resources among various users. Moreover. throughout
this period the Government was unable to resolve the conflict between the
pDrincinal obiective of its davelonment stratefv -- the achievement of
growth through better utilization of existing capacity rather than through
additinnR to canital stock -- and an exchangA npol4v that. through
adjustments in the effective rupee cost of imports and through quantitative
restrictAonsn threw the mTnaor bulrden of adjustmq nt to the short-fall in
resources onto imports of raw materials rather than capital goods.
NVi+lior of +)hoai Annan+sr of rl-wnm-t. t pol4cy nirt Tnr 4t easier for t.ha ecOZChnc1bM
to adjust itself, in reasonably efficient fashion, to the sharp change in
exte.rna.n ic. vv,m+n.ces .

nevelopment Strategies
_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ V W ._

(.Yv-y.. ^ -r.no,Ara the ~n,,- vnnvt rvagerer+ of +1,e ecnnomwv, 1rob>r

the foremost problem is that of mobilizing additional resources, domestic
as -IeI Pl4 as fo.-igr., sukoo44 4~ -- 4or ^.e nntle.%14nn o4 p sector

activities that is called for and to meet the requirements of the economy
4
i 9g.eral for atr.eng4ahar-4-- 4h 'k-h be -- ecor.omic 4 A-.ce Or.e alvi

conclusion is that measures directed towards mobilizing resources --

externally in the form of exchange earnings -- must loom large in any
progrrI VX of action des U1o A1dU )U UWi eL4W U1H-VLUA.1 ilt: UIJ1OU 1.,r. X LV1U1 .acl 14VL

thwarted so many of the aspirations enunciated for the Third Plan period.

(xxxii) The other, perhaps less obvious conclusion, relates to
economic growth as an. obJecti-ve of policy. An acceleration of growth
is, in any event, imperative in East Pakistan if fruetrations of long
standing are to be a"leviated. rurutermore, there is a strong case for
seeking rapid economic growth in conjunction with the compulsion for a
rnassive eifort to mobilize additional resources, because it is much more
difficult to obtain more resources out of a given income than out of
.Ucreme=nts 'To-V JUaOw * J.. I.t5 is1thi cui deraiaon. Unat argues sL.rLruLgA.Y .0r

strong efforts to keep regional income in West Pakistan growing rapidly
-- quite apart froM the fact that, cOmparisio n-s with East PakiStan aside,
TWest Pakistan is still far too poor to be able to afford relaxation of
efforts to maintain growth at a fast pace. Tne essential argument for
fast growth in Wbst ?akistan is that it is there that most of the resources
will have to be generated -- in the form of public revenues, savings and
exchange earnings -- which will be needed, in the context of net transfers
from abroad at best a remaining constant, for effecting the shift in
emphasis in investment towards East Pakistan.

(xxxiii) Concern over Pakistan's social problems will have to be
translated into ameliorative action. Tnis need not mean massive diversion
of resources to non-economic ends. To provide opportunities in future
is not only a social but also an economic need in important areas of economic



activity, particuiarly in agriculture, and must constitute ani inportant
objective of economic policy. At the same time, however, social services,
particularly in education, health arn housing, will need to be exparLded
greatly, and claims on resources for these purposes will be very substant-
ially larger than they have been in the past, circumscribing the scope for
increasing investment in more directly productive activities.

(xxxiv) Compulsions for increasing the investment rate in East
Pakistan raise difficult problems for the management of the economry of
Pakistan as a whole. Some of them are obvious -- East Pakistan's present
capital stock in infrastructure is very small -- in absolute terms and
even more so in relation to the region's difficult physical environment;
much ov the investment will, therefore, have to go into improving the
infrastructure: that is, it will create conditions conducive to future
growth, but it will not produce growth by itself. It is, therefore,
quite likely that, with a rising share of total investment going to East
Pakistan, investment on the whole will take longer in contributing to
economic growth. Several implications follow. As far as East Pakistan
is concerned, great care will have to be taken in composing the investment
program to balance short- and long-term considerations. As for Pakistan
as a whole, the aim should be to raise investment in East Pakistan within
the context of a rising over-all investment rate, that is to try to avoid
a further decline in the investment rate in West Pakistan which has already
fallen from above 20 percent to around 15 percent over the past 5 years.

(xxxv) Among the problems that are perhaps less obvious, the most
important are those that derive from the fact that the regional economies
of East and West Pakistan are not contiguous and -- because of the diffi-
culties and cost ot transport and communications -- do not form part of a
genuinely integrated economy. A shift in investment towards East Pakistan
would undoubtedly be facilitated by promoting regional specialization,
particularly in manufacturing, and the expansion of inter-wing trade to
which it could give rise, would make it possible to supplement net trans-
fers through external trade -- where by all indications the resource
position will remain very tight -- by net transfers through inter-wing
trade. Such objectives would obviously have to be reflected in the
regional pattern of investment.

(xxxvi) In this context, one further point about the pattern of
investment may be worth making. It relates particularly to West Pakistan.
If the process Oi transition referred to above is to proceed with a minimum
of economic disruption, West Pakistan's economy will have to generate over
the next several years very substantial surpluses of commodities for ship-
ment abroad as well as to East Pakistan. It is doubtful whether this
could be achieved if private investment there in real terms were kept below
the level of the past five years. as propoded.

(xxxvii) There is one final point that needs to be made auite
explicit. Even more so than usual within a five-year time horizon, the
desired rate of economic growth and desired rate of investment are essentially
two separate objectives. In terms of economic management, they have to be
tackled as such. This maans that. economic arowth has to be obtained verv
largely by means of making more productive use of existing assets, and eco-
nomic policies and programs intended to promote growth will have to be focussed
accordingly. There are aimple opportunities for Pakistan to do this.
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A Possible Economic Framework

(xxxviii). The Government is now under strong compulsions to re-order
the objectives of Pakistan's economic and social development. Under any
circumstances, such re-ordering of objectives would have entailed profound
changes in the structure of economic policies and programs; against the
background of the stringent resource constraint under which Pakistan labored
through the end of its Third Plan period, dramatic changes will be needed.
Prolonged debate about the allocation of resources as between East and West
Pakistan has delayed thorough examination of the macro-economic framework
within which to formulate policies. Therefore, little in the way of concrete
policies has yet been made explicit. Consequently, it is not possible now,
on the basis of an evaluation of a framework of policies already decided
upon, to assess the likely course of economic developments over the next
five years. However, it may be useful to outline what now seem to be the
major elements of an effective strategy.

(xxxix). The first such element is continuing pursuit of rapid economic
growth which in the circumstances will have to come chiefly from better utiliza-
tion of existing assets. Acceleration of growth is, in any case, of foremost
importance for East Pakistan. However, within the resource constraint of the
economy as a whole, continuing rapid growth is also indisDensable in West
Pakistan if it is to be able to serve as the main source for generating the
cdsitional revPnues; savings and exchange earnings reouired to sunnort the

greatly expanded development effort that is needed economically and politically.

(xxxx). The second element is the investment rate which must rise above
its present low level if Pai stan is t be able to sustai n economic growth
at a pace sufficiently higher than that of population to produce visible improve-

mnv ;~ 1n Ni, Ti if, c+v~ .psA_Ao 'r E-h4 c o P.,ir C+D-Xv mu ce+ 7,.)u
4
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,,71 ^7,;ments,i,nhving stqndards. To .this e .P*tki _s t v J *AulV 0 *4iv -- X n c* .. J v O v _ gfl6*
rate of at least 19 percent - 22 percent in the West and 15 percent in the East -,
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to raise the share of revenue in GDP, to which end additional resources through
ne. 50..easures0 .w lV LVr.eeded inL theJJ order01 oi` LRLs. 10 £bJi LOn, one and a half times

the amount actually raised during the last five years. Yet even with such efforts
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Moreover, even such limited improvement is fragilely based, as it would practically
be wiped out :Lf th-e amolnts and ter.ms of et+ernal assistance .re anot imprvedt
sufficiently to maintain the net transfer of resources from abroad at the present
level of u$50-5o f0 wdlior. a ye&.

* I.L1Th IALUe i ZrId e'e.,.ent concern-As ltihe regional Ui visi.Lvln ul .L1v tin WLAIIIU

resources. The obvious need here is to raise the investment rate in East
4. .T.Z4.~ U 0Pakistan above its present low level of about 10 percent. Withun tuhe continuing

overall resource constraint this could be achieved by depressing the investment
level, but s-uch a course of action would be iU inconsisten wth the overall need
to use growth in West Pakistan as the main source of additional resources for
development. However, this consequence can only be avoided if inter-wing
trade is developed into an important instrument of policy, designed to play
a substantial role in transferring resources to East Pakistan.
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(xxxrii). Altogether, it might be possible for Pakistan to achieve
fonta invectmpn+. in the onrdr nr Rs f AC P00 millio-r or Itrt n-ext five

years, as compared to Rs. 47,000 million in 1965-70 and to raise total
rlvploP1nnm t ut]ays nln]os t. Rc 70 non millinn HAnsc-uo it+ car.nn+ b
stressed too strongly that the magnitudes suggested here have little basis
wi+thin the present frarework of po icies and achlnnnn.an4 of anyhng 14
the objectives set forth here - in terms of economic growth, recovery of
i-vTenStmeant and the shift in the ollncation Of re-scourca towards East Ial an -

is crucially dependent upon action in the rea]m of policy.

(xxxxiii). However, while this task is essentially the Government's,
therm_ 4
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Pakistan can make. This applies, above all, to need to so adjust aid policies
tha, +he a+ln.. T +n A0ec--4e 4n 4he n.et amount of resources trans'erred 0om
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abroad, that would follow from continuing assistance in present amounts and
on current terms, does no[t occur andu tha net transfers are, at Leasst, kept
at their present level of US$500-550 million a year. However, it also applies

|~~~p s 4- o |A_Ar ___AT T _ :___1 ,_ s1_ LW VII LPIIIptO X .Ul UL t VL o as* istance. UL±COD;i 0dl .LL1C1C1Vdta L[Lg ;5XdLJdt: U1 UdJ±b1b

assistance can be made available either to finance local currency expenditures
or for non-project purposes, the scope for Pakistan to use its existing assets
more productively or to shift the regional allocation of investment resources
to-wards East Pai-:stan (where most projects will have a high local currency
content) will be circumscribed severely. This is particularly important in
th3e iiwuuedlata future, since structural rigidities - in the economy and in
the aid pipeline - present strong obstacles to changing the pattern of resource
allocation, regionally as well as sectorally.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1. In late 1968, an outburst of demonstraions ariu strikes brok-e ue

state of political stability, social calm and orderly economic progress
tnat had characterized the decaue since AyubD lan came to power -in L79U.
From isolated incidents, disturbances spread quickly. In the West, they were
largely confined to urban centers, but in East Pakistan they engulfed practi-
cally the whole region. As disorder spread, its intensity increased, culmi-
nating in eruptions of violence which at their peak in February/Marcn, 1969,
rendered the authorities incapable in parts of the country of maintaining a
semblance of law and order, especially in the East wing. Confronted with
such widespread and strong repudiation of his regime and unable any longer
to exercise effective authority over the country, Ayub Khan resigned from
the Presidency in early March. Martial law was declared and a Martial Law
Administration set up, beaded by General Yahya Khan who soon thereafter
also assumed the Presidency.

2. Much has since been said and written, both inside and outside
Pakistan, about the causes of these events, and there is no need here to
trace in detail the actual course of events and to analyze the various
forces at work. Suffice it to identify the principal factors involved.
Numerically certainly the weightiest, and in its impact on developments
during these critical months around the turn of the year probably the deci-
sive factor was East Pakistan where political frustration - over the lack
of control by East Pakistanis over the affairs of the Province, let alone
influence commensurate with their share in total population on matters of
national policy - went hand in hand with economic discontent - over the
persistent absence of visible economic progress, in contrast to the rapid
strides of West Pakistan, which was seen as a clear indication of the Centzal
Government's bias in favor of the West and disinterest in the fortunes of the
East wing. In West Pakistan, discontent with the political order centered
on the lack of political rights, the dominance of Punjabis in political and
bureaucratic matters, and the concentration of economic power. On the purely
economic front, there were the urban workers, particularly in West Pakistan,
who sought redress against an economic system that forced them to work at
declining reas wages and failed to produce adequate expansion in employment;
opportunities, while extending generous privileges to established entreprene;-,.
Finally, there were those - mainly intellectuals and students - who protest,ed
against the lack of freedom.

3. These various forces combined into a formidable alliance, challenging
all the major pillars of the established order. The political system was
challenged for its authoritarian nature and failure to respond to popular
aspirations, particularly as regards East Pakistan. The economic system came
under attack for its failure to distribute equitably the fruits of economic;
advance, between regions and persons. And the bureaucracy - particularly its



elite corps, the Civil Service of Pakistan (Cs,P) - was accused of having
become the aloof, high-handed and, at times, corrupt intermediary between
the political and economic systems.

4. Since the present Administration uncler President Yahya Khan came
to power, its over-riding objective. to which all others have almost
invariably been subordinated, has been to create in the country conditions
conducive to the emergence of a new, viable order, compatible with preserva-
tion of the unity of the country. On the political front, President Y?hya
Khan declared from the outset that he saw the primary function of his Govern-
ment in paving the way to the restoration of elected government. Towards
this end, a number of important steps have been taken during the last fifteen
months. The first major step came in November, 1969, when the Government
announced that direct elections, based on full adult suffrage, would be held
on October 5, 1970, for a constituent assembly which would be required to
draw up a new constitution within four months./l Should it fail in this task,
it would stand automatically dissolved, and new elections would be held.
Furthermore, the Government accepted East Pakistan's demand that the principle
of parity of representation between East and West Pakistan, which the 1956
constitutiQn had introduced, be abandoned in favor of representation on the
basis of population which gives East Pakilstan an edge of 54:46 over the West
wing.

5. The second major declaration of policy was made in March this year.
It comprised three major elements. First, it set down several major principles
which would be required to be embodied in the new Constitution, including in
particular the following provisions: the Provinces are to be united in a
federation which will ensure the independence, territorial integrity and
national solidarity of the country; the Provinces are to have the fullest
possible degree of autonomy, provided however that the Federal Government
shall have adequate powers to discharge its external and internal respon-
sibilities and preserve the country's independence and integrity; there will
be Deriodic free and direct elections, based on adult suffrage and population;
fundamental rights of citizens are to be laid down and guaranteed; Islamic
ideoloLv must be preserved and the head of svate must be a Muslim. Second.
it announced that, in response to popular demands, the Province of Wzest Pakistan
would be dissolved and renlaced by four nrovinces - Baluchistan, North-West
Frontier, Punjab and Sind - effective July 1, 1970. Third, it laid down that
elctionns for the provinci' al asemb'1ies would he held shortly after the national
elections for the constituent assembly, but that provincial assemblies will not
start functioning ulntil the ne¶v Constitution has --me into t ffec.

6. Together, these various declarations amount to acare fully balanced
package intended to achieve two principal objectives: first, to facilitate,

+^ --+exen+ possible 'eed co_-nclu-sion of the de1 ;"erat4-on- of the cor.stituent-4
assembly - by declaring certain constitutional principles to be outside the scope
of consideration by the constituent assem.blyby y settling beforehand a number
of potentially divisive issues, such as the election system, the principle of
representation, and the future organization of West Pakistan; by lImiiting the
scope for playing off national against provincial politics and harnessing the
influence of provincial assembly members for the speedy conclusion of the task

/1 To allow for preparation of the elections, the ban on political activity
was lifted as of January 1, 1970.
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of the constituent assembly, by scheduling provincial elections shortly
after the national ones, but making the functioning of provincial assemblies
contingent upon the new Constitution having come into effect. Second, to
ensure continuation of effective Government, by limiting the power of the
National Assembly to framing the Constitution until the Constitution Bill is
nassed. authenticated and in force: bv vesting in the President-.alone the
power to authenticate the Constitution Bill, to amend the Legal Framework
Order and to resolve anv problem of interpretation: and by giving the present
Government up to 90 days after the new Constitution has come into effect to
handi over to an Alerted goveryment.

7. On t.headminiqt.rnf.;ve frnnt, 10A M.Q1as T Civil RSrvants were
suspended in December 1969 for suspected dishonesty or misuse of powers.
Wi .h feu a-vrntionfirmn- +.hae s penriAei offi'ficerrs have sine hpn oi eit.her Ai mi Qse

or retired framu the service. This action amounted to a major purge of the
higher echelons of the civil servcex, as it affected 15 percen.t of all
Class I officers. Its effect on the administrative capacity of the Govern-

not+ ; o 1 4 I ho ; An-h1 o o~n .+- ,..1 ow.l-wr ; r Q+ Dslr; e4 h9- W+ 4 +
*Ifl.4 V . rJ vVldL 4*S I v^ -_S 1_ r.v W_ _i. V e A. JA d-V Svv aa-v _vJhtSt 

was taken in order to demonstrate that the Government did not regard the
CV4LA- SeV1_Vce, asO 4AILUe zgaC.st1 crtiis ar.wa prepared t-o acifttJ.J. V LJ J ± VI.,~ ~ .ALWli.1.L ~ U t,4.J U.1~L~U ~.JA.J NO. L %. tL l U L Le A..L A.LIU

was found valid. In addition, the Government published the Cornelius re-
'&L., prepared sever. years ago, whiLch rlec-OJM=Ue _aboiir of-14.- -4 e 4 C- ar.d--V.1±Le,IJ±~JO.L ~. ~ V L± J~O. ~ IJ.L.. 1 01M U DLL d.LJI.LJ.AU.LUJ.L1.U.L WA±0 VO~)L d.ALU.

major other reforms designed to disperse power at the local level among the
.LLU1u UL. L"L.L = d.L"qutL O.LA Od to 4-c-e.LsVe mbUiLJJty_LUJt W. UL4.UlL (ALe -.J.VJ... O-.aLVice.

No action has, however, as yet been taken.

8. On the social front, too, the Government has taken a number of
measures. As thes` are iscus8ed in soime detal i'n Chapter III, s-ufice it
here to present merely a brief summary of major actions. To calm urban
unrest, the Governmuent enacted a mainium -wate law -which increased uy 50
percent the wages of the lowest paid industrial workers. It also permitted
the resumption of trade union actl-vity.- Furthermore, it put into elfeCt' anti-
monopoly legislation and launched a drive against tax evasion. Finally, in
July, 1969, it put forward for public debate proposals ior a new educational
policy which led to the adoption by Government of the New Education Policyr
in March 1970.

9. Throughout this period, since March, 1969, there has been considerable -

and, on certain issues, fierce - debate on economic objectives and the future
shape of economic policy. However, in contrast to otner areas, much of t.ir.s
debate has not yet led to concrete action. The exception was the decision 1r
1969/70 to make a major effort to enable East Pakistan to expand public
development outlays and, to that end, to raise a considerable amount of
additianal revenue,. As it turned out, this effort met with only limited
success, largely because increases in government salaries and unexpectedly
large demanda on the Government for providing rupee financing for Tarbela
pre-empted a significant part of the additional resources raised. In any
event, most of the' basic issues were debated less in the context of imme-
diate action, but rather centered around the Fourth Five-Year Plan, due to
take effect July 1, 1970, which had been under preparation since 1968.
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debate proceeded both within and outside the Government, the approach to
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were those who argued that the preparation of the Plan was a prerogative
o.L thUIJLe e 5.lectVed V.M governmn..t to co.e n.d t. ha.t therefore a.Lr7.

1pre Sparatory w-orkL
should be suspended, pending installation of the new Government, while
4temporizin in 'Uh'e mean`"e 1,t ann a 1 pl-;-4g. COr. 4the owher- h.d, 4-herLu U1. .J.J.i~.L AC L .L...UL VW L .I~ 5L L UAM.LA.... -A.h LLa4J. 14.L, 5-i ULLO VL 41V± UGLLLAU, WIVJL L_

were those who contended that suspension of long-term planning would very
seriousl.y Jeopar ze - .e rat.w . -. aprL.L acJjJ±5oeo.orC 4UV 11.5..t, -whicL

the Government had spent years to develop and gain acceptance for, and might
so erode the pl g machey that it woud be diffct o resurect
later. Considerable debate also centered on the question whether, if a Plan
was to be prepared, it shol ' d contain essentiallY an exploration of various
alternative courses of action on major issues, or whether it should present
a f.± RI ±rZ'1e-wom Y fUo ai.±Ucn.

11. in the end, the Government UeCiUedU in the intlerest o cOntinUity

of the process of planning and economic decision making, that the Fourth Five-
Year Plan be launched as originally scheduled on July 1, 1970, and that the
Plan should provide a firm set of objectives and guidelines to Government
action. in accordance with this decision, a draft Outline was prepared and
submitted to the National Economic Council (NEC) in early February this
year. From the NEC meeting emerged instructlons to the rlanning Commission
to strengthen the emphasis in the Plan on measures to reduce the regional
disparity in incomes, particularly between East and West Pakistan, to devise
a concrete package of programs and policies to further social justice and
to re-examine the possibilities of mobilizing additional resources to support
a higher level of development outlays than proposed in the Outline. Further-
more, the Planning Commission was asked to set up several panels of independent
experts to review the proposals incorporated in the Outline, including in
particular a panel of economists drawn from East and West Pakistan to examine
the macro-economic framework of the Plan.

12. Not surprisingly, perhaps, it was the deliberations of the panel
of economists that revealed how difficult it was to examine issues of econom-
ic objectives and policy with professional detachment and divorced from the
stresses and strains of transition in the political order, particularly when
so much of the impetus for political change had come from frustration of
economic aspirations. Thus, the panel's discussion centered almost exclu-
sively around the issue of regional income disparity, its causes and feasible
courses of action towards its reduction. In the end, the panel was not
able to agree on a joint report and recommendations to the Government, and
it was left to the Planning Commission to devise a conpromise and to the NEC
to adjudicate the issue. The NEC decision, in early June, went quite far
towards accepting the views of the East Pakistan economists.

13. Understandably, at the time this report is being written, the
Government is still considering how to give concrete shape to its economic
and social objectives, by which means to achieve them and how to raise the
resources required. Concurrently. work is proceeding on the Annual Plan and
the Budget for 1970/71 which are to be announced at the end of June. Thus,
in looking to the future, this report is essentially concerned with elucida-
ting issues and identifying constraints standing in the way towards their
resolut-ion.
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14. One further important point should be noted. Less than two years
ago Pakistan experienced a. popular uprising which left hardly any part of
the established political, social and economic order untouched. It was
no doubt a traumatic exDerience for Pakistan which in ten vears of
political and social calm and steady economic advance had come to regard
itself - and to be regarded by others - as almost immune to such upsets.
Yet, what happened in Pakistan was not, of course, unique; on the contrary,
it has haPpened in- so many other develoning countries that it probablv has
to be looked upon as a reflection of the strains and stresses of developmient.

15. The task before Pakistan today is the construction of a new, v-iable
order. This is Pssentiallyv a nlitic81 process involving0 the creation of a
political structure to serve as the channel for reaching, by democratic mneans,
a neW na+ini rnconsensus. The present Cernment has ncneivid of its nprimarv
function as providing an umbrella for this process. This will mean, as :it has
meant over the past fiftvee.n mlonth-sl t.h,+ +Ihn= en.etsoeri;gcnr

will be with this political ta.sk, including especially the preservation of
tbe unity of the country, and that all other objecti4ves wi11 be subordinated
to it. Th.e recent upsurge of demonstrations and strikes, especially in 'East
Pai, stan, once -.gn4 -A ------ o 4-t.u _fficuy of vhis task.



II. RECENT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS AND POLICIES

Introduction

16. Pakistan's economic performance in 1969/70 - the terminal year
of the country's Third Five-Year Development Plan - did not remain unaffected
by the political and social disturbances that took place in early 1969 and
subsequent events. Private investment and exports in particular appear to
ve Ve 'k.n" *nc e t ea m.rges from. a3n anaJir.s of.

data presently available also suggests a. low level of general activity.
According to preliminary offiici_al estimlate-s, e-c nom-ic gr w"+v dropped fr ...
6 percent in 1968/69 to 5.1 percent in 1969/70. However, this estimate may
well t-urn out to h.,ave lWen too -Optimistic r asf it is difficult to reconcile
with near-stagnation in exports, a decline in imports, and a fall, in real
IJVI hfid, U± ± VL W--ienL IA.17rms, o t ianves 4 ngfvc

' .L ' LV -L D AULD 1 1 | A.U LA I J x V - r, U, IV W ~ LIJV au s ns u s v wvs1sll V xW 1GO~-.= VL1

balance have ha.d on the level of activity in the economy. This is partly a.
mlatter of tati sticwi b ecm WaJvL ell LJonlI.iI dVdd.LL %JI1.y W-l aiiA ln ±V L a It g ndLIU L-e

often of questionable reliability. However, it also reflects considerable
vacillation in the direction of GovernmLent policles a.s t,he authorities were
obviously uncertain whether the situation they faced was one of excess or
UeIiciei...lJ Utmanu. ILJ"ZrU Wd.rJ LV;[niUCRdlCW dCI.&.UULy t:drJy LI ub1 fIscal1 year

about the combined effect on demand of a 50 percent wage increase granted
to unskilled urban industrial workers, higher saiary payments to the lower
ranks of public employees and the reversal of the earlier decision to reduce
the support price for wheat in West Pakistan. In anticipation of a strong
rise in private demand, the exchange budget provided for a sizeable draw-down
of exchange reserves, and in the conduct of the Governmentis fiscal affairs
the authorities adopted a cautious attitude. However, as the year wore on,
it became increa.singly apparent that the expected upsurge in demand was not
in fact materializing. Price movements sbowed little evidence of excess
demand, except in East Pakistan. There, foodgrain prices rose sharply towards
the end of 1969 because available supplies had been over-estimated, and
arrangements had to be made for large shipments to East Pakistan, from the
West wing and from abroad under PL 480, to bring the price situation under
control.

18. Towards the end of 1969, a number of measures were taken to bolster
economic activity. In November, supplemental appropriations were made to
increase public expenditures on social services and investment. In addition,
some adjustments were made in the regime for imports reauiring bonus vouchers
which ha.d the effect of lowering the effective cost of such imports. However,
it appears that the state of the economy benefitted only marginally. This may
be because of the normal lags in the effect of such measures. It may also be
that the authorities continued to be of two minds about the economic situation
and therefore did not act with sufficient force in giving effect to measures
intended to expand demand. Present indications are, for instance, that the
amount of deficit financing through the banking system will not be significantly
larger than originally estimated in the budget. Moreover, the Government became

-6-
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very cautious in following up on the initiative it had taken earlier in
matters of social policy. Adopton of the New Educa.tion Policy was delaye;1
by several months by protracted deba.te over its financial implications,
particularly in respect of teacher salaries. The question OI further
adjustments of salaries in the public sector was referred to a Pay Commiss:Lon.
Moreover, as the year advanced, it became increasingly clear that the Guve:rn-
ment did not intend to broaden the scope of legislation for wages in the
private sector to cover, in particular, skilled industrial workers. As a
consequence, redress was being sought by other means, and towards the end
of 1969/70 it appears that strike activity was once again increasing to a
level where it must have an effect on industrial production.

Investment and Output Growth

19. Preliminary estimates by the Government indicate that expenditures
on fixed capital formation declined somewhat in 1969/70 from the previous
year. If these estimates are correct, there can be no doubt about investment
having experienced a rather sharp decline in real terms in that year, particu-
larly since the cost of imported capital equipment was substantially raised
through a rise in import duties introduced in the 1969/70 Budget. Duties on
industrial machinery and component parts were raised from 35 to 50 percent
for West Pakistan, and from 25 to 30 percent for imports into East Pakistan.
Imports of agricultural machinery and parts were made subject to duty. The
impact of these cost increases fell particularly on private investment, whicb
constitutes the bulk of industrial and agricultural investment. Thus, in real
terms private investments must have fallen sharply, a conclusion that is not
immediately apparent from the national accounts which show - in current prices -

a slight increase in private investment for 1969/70 as compared to a decline
in public investment.

20. While political uncertainties were undoubtedly the dominant cause
of this rather poor performance, there were also other contributing factors.
In the case of West Pakistan. for instance, problems in securing electrical
power connections - occasioned by WAPDA's difficulties in expanding its
transmission and distribution system, had an impact on investment in industry
as well as in agriculture where critical tubewell installations
had to be postponed. With respect to public investment in both East and West
Pakistan, financial constraints dominated the situation, although the ability
of the administration to decide upon and effectivelv launch new schemes wCs
undoubtedly affected adversely by political uncertainties including, in th,.
case of West Pakistan, the impending division into four provinces.

21. There is some evidence that in the first half of 1969/70 private
industrial investment improved somewhat, in part perhaps because the announce-
ment of elections in October 1970 for a constituent assembly somewhat clarified
the political scene, in part perhaps because the Government re-assured en,re-
preneurs that private industry would be expected to continue to Dlav a major role
in the development of Pakistan's economy. In total, loans sanctioned by P[CIC
were 12% higher in 1969 than in 1968. This rise occurrei entirelv hec-nse of
greater activity in West Pakistan, where the amount sanctioned increased :rom Rs.
178.6 to Rs. 266.8 million. In East Pakistan- there was a depline from Rs.171 4 to



Rs. 126.8 million. In part, this fall no doubt reflected the general state
of confidence in that wing. However, some decline would probably have
occurred in any case following the large amount committed to further expansion
of the jute industry in the previous year.

22. Overall economic growth in 1969/70 has been estimated at 5.1 percent,
down from 6 percent the year before. However, even this rate was made possib'e
only by the recovery of agricultural production from its weather-induced slump
the year before. Apart from agriculture, the only other major sector expandir:1
faster than in 1968 was public administration and defense, with probably very
limited impact on the welfare of the great majority of the population. In all.
the other sectors, the pace of growth slowed down, in some cases, such as
manufacturing, to a considerable extent. Furthermore, it is quite possible
for the reasons indicated above, that overall growth has in fact been less than
the present estimate suggests.

Fiscal and Monetary Policies

23. The principal objective of the Budget for 1969/70, as presented in
June 1969, was to assure the continuity of Government operations within a
framework of economic stability. On the whole, the budget was conservative
and the policy measures developed in response to the disturbances were in
the right direction. Whether on the tax, or on the expenditure side, these
measures were a reflection of the Government's desire to develop - in steps -
more appropriate fiscal policies. On the revenue side, the Central Government
Budget provided for additional taxation, expected to yield Rs. 405 million,
orlo percent of total tax receipts. These measures were taken partly with a
view to compensating for the inelasticity of Pakistan's tax structure with
respect to increases in production and incomes, but also prompted by the slack
in Government revenues resulting from sluggish developments of production and
incomes. In fact, the revised estimates for 1968/69 show that the proceeds
of taxes on income and production fall short of the original 1968/69 Budget
estimates bv some Rs. 300 million; in the event the overall shortfall was
smaller (Rs. 40 million) only because of unforeseen, and heavily taxed, sugar
imports which yielded substantial customs revenues.

2h. The largest single increase in taxation fell on imnorts. As noted
earlier, import duties on industrial equipment were substantially raised and
introduced on agriculturnl machinery and narts. These measures not onlv vielded
much needed revenue. In addition and potentially even more important for the
development of the economv was their effect. on the allocation of resources,
because they, first, corrected in part for the previous underpricing of capital
rrnnti Wrlh -rin innnr-teAt n+. t.hep nprityv rat.p nf exchnnan nf Rc 1,-76 +to thp dlallnr

and, second, increased the differential in pricing of capital goods between
East and West Pakistan. The latter move sziifios the rising awareness f' the
difference in industrial environment between the two provinces: the need to
encourage iur indutrial investm.ent in EVa+st P3s1,i+tan % ere 1 in West Pa,kista
relatively more emphasis needs to be placed on bringing into production existing
excess capacit.y, in part-n caused .JA the-r previ undmfpri -nn of capalgoods.
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This awareness, and a growing realization of the revenue costs of tax holidays,
is also reflect-ed in the deiM;ion to wiithdrnw those tax holidays from coroora-
tions in the developed areas of West Pakistan, and to reduce them in the semi-
develoned areas of the West. while mqintaining them in East Pakistan. There
were also other measures, some of them more indicative of the desire to effect
structural changes i-n the revenue svstem than merely to raise additional revenue
in the short-run. Such was the decision to extend the purview of the wealth
ta~x to agricultural land owrned b: y persons liabe to income and wealth tar. The
schedule of personal income taxation was also rationalized, and effective rates
were raised albeit m3rg nally. 1,,- eaS s f direct taxtin w -.itigated only
notionally: the maximum amount eligible for tax exemptions under the investment
^11A._-oanesc'Aeme wa,s -14 44-ed 4to. Ds. 'Cff (OfAO -P-- +4- P. In ncnn~ ~ J~II~ WOQ JLIU. L~U~AJ ±I C _ j J.;P www JL V .L ±1'Jkuo. A". ,LJ4. ~ 

25. ±LJe %oJVverrument oL' 'Ust Pakistan also mour,L.oed an effort to rai i .mre

resources. Stamp and entertainment duties were raised. So were provincial
-xcise t-axes. Wter-- rate -wr ,nrae v 5prcet Tarff for. Pos andV.Aj0: UdJ * wa ~.E Id .,AL1 WICFt: .1ijci'eaw:U py - _) jjU1- i4.. lai .L.LLo J.LU Power .an

rail transport were also enhanced. In East Pakistan, however, action wa:,
limiteu to a increase in railway rates, aespite the oUVlVub nteeU LUfor moJr-e
revenues. Nonetheless, altogether the measures taken in connection with the
Budget for 1969/70 amounted to a creditable revenue package. Present estinmates
suggest that total revenue receints of the Government, Central and Provincial, in, 1/
1969/70 will be hs. 1,000-1,100 million, or about 13 percent,higher than in 1968/69.-

26. Yet such is the degree of financial stringency in the public sector
that even revenue increases of this magnitude provided little room for maneuver,
in particular for giving significant effect to a redirection of Government
spending, in favor of social outlays and in favor of East Pakistan. Thus, it
is now estimated that of the total increase in revenue of Rs. i,0Ou-i,iOO million
over the level of 1968/69, roughly two-thirds will have gone into provisions for
additional non-development outlays, largely for tne purpose of maintaining
current services in the face of higher salaries, defense outlays (up nearly
Rs. 300 million mainly because of increased pay), and interest payments (up
Rs. 120 million3. As a result, the revenue surplus did not increase very much.
Moreover, of this increase, part had to be made available to defray the rise in
local currency outlays on Tarbela resulting from higher wages. In addition,
disbursements of external assistance to the public sector declined someuhat.
In sum, resources were available only for a small increase - 4-6 percent -
in public Plan development outlays, barely sufficient to maintain expencitures
in real terms. This made it possible to provide for some increase in spending
on social deve].opment, but not, it now appears, to raise development expenditures
in East Pskistan.

27. Thus, while 1969/70 saw some action being taken towards improvement
of the fiscal situation and movement in new directions, it was not a year of
decisive fiscal reform. Nor can it be said that the Government made full and
effective use of the possibilities of fiscal policy in bolstering the level
of activity in the economy. As early as August 1968, pressures for action
grew, as there were no signs of a dramatic resurgence of private investraent
and exports as well as imports remained below last year's level. On the Govern-

/ Of this increase, rougily Rs. 700 million represents receipts from new
measures.
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ment revenue side, some receipts failed to increase as foreseen - which
was indicative of a slow-down in economic growth - and there was also a
slow-down in Government expenditures. After fully assessing the situation,
the Government took action in November 1969 to raise total effective demand
in the economy.

28. In November 1969 additional expenditure appropriations amounting
to Rs. 430 million were decided upon, equivalent to 7 percent of anticipated
Central Government revenues. Those appropriations could be spent immediately
as they went for projects and programs, expenditures on which had been under-
estimated in any case in the 1969/70 Budget. East Pakistan received Rs. 100
million for foreign aided projects plus an additional Rs. 50 million for the
rural works program. West Pakistan received Rs. 280 million: Rs. 120 million
for WAPDA, ADBP, and WEDC and the remaining Rs. 160 million went to the Indus
Basin Fund to finance increased salaries. Because of some savings elsewhere
and the cancellation of some unappropriated funds, total deficit financing
was projected to increase only from Rs. 412 to 560 million.

29. Although these anticyclical measures came too late to avoid the
six-month slump that occurred between March and September 1969 - they lacked
thrust anyway - they somewhat assured a sustained level of Government expendi-
ture for the rest of 1969/70. It is, however, not sure yet that Government's
recourse to the banking system will reach the Rs. 560 million then projected.
Concern about fast rises in food prices in East Pakistan in late 1969 and
indications of a revival of demand for bank credit in the enterprise sector,
mainly to public enterprises and large-scale private firms, supported arguments
against additional expansionary financing and increased the ambivalence of
Government policies.

Ralnnce of Pnvments Develonments

30. %Ipnee of npvments develooments in 1969/70 are discussed in some
detail in Chapter III of this report. Essentially, the rate of growth of
Pnkistan's eP-norts dieclined sharnlv in 1969/70 and at best eRrnorts will he
marginally higher than last year. While exports of manufactures continued
t.o rise subihsta.ntAnlly - npnrtAicu1,rlv in the rcqe of rotton and lutp mqniifqr'nrt P -

exports of raw cotton and jute fell markedly. Although speculation probably was
a contributing factor, the poor performance of primar expnorts essentially ap-ears
to reflect the neglect by Government from which primary products for export
continued to suffer - both in terms of assuring growers of rer.uner3tive rie
(the applicable effective exchange rate being Rs. 4.76 to the dollar, as against
P.s. 7.71 -n average orn man-fact'.ures-) nd i rep -- ct of supporting po l i -cs

and programs.

31. At the same time, imports declined too - heavily in East Pakistan -,
reflectAn -1-hLe. Ci - -1- 00 d leve.l of ec L,-1 W n1L - ,t ..p 4 t.4.44. T.n... 4-.7d-. *retlectir,g~~~~~~~~~ "edpesdlee feooc ciiy Tre it nolt for a sm,all

decline in disbursements of external assistance, receipts would have balanced
p JlIIItLAt U.Z t ± U -t is, lt U apJpJea.r s Ulle U Pa'LLs IetaIn W.L -J-1 sustain a sm aIl± loss in 0 1-1 -e 'L
exchange assets. However, this is unlikely to exceed the SDR's accruing to
Pakistan during t'he year, so that net assets will remain roughly at US$300
million, equivalent to about 2 1/2 months' exchange payments and four months'
non-aid financed paymernts.



III. CURRENT MAJOR ISSUES

A. BACKGROUND - DEVELOPMENTS DURING THE THIRD PLAN PERIOD

Introduction

32. It is not an easv task. looking back over the Dast five vears. to
evaluate the accomplishments and weaknesses of Pakistan's Third Plan period,
1965-1970. Tn nprt. the diiffimulty 1ies in establishina. with a reasonable
degree of confidence, the factual basis for a judgment of performance, which
nr4seAs because much of the statistical infor tiron about PzWitnB ernt
must be treated with caution. For example, mich of the basic data underlying
the natIonal acounsn+_ ar of questionable cur-acvy; morovAr reAginnal snd
national accounts often show widely divergent movements, at times in opposite
diA-retions= Estiates of inrvestr.ent, so innportn-t for calculating savings

in the absence of independent estimates, are notoriousljy weak. According to
th.e definition of the Plonnig eommAission, public develnpment exnQnA1+u1es
during the Third Plan period in East Pakistan reached 71 percent of the
revised Plan tar-et, However, these outley 4,clude sizeable, and f'n
rising, payments of debt service; if these are excluded - as they should -
nnlyw A9 n62peYr_en o-f +he +ntar+ was achevreA

33. In esser.e, of crse,a +h Ad4ff4icties+4a of 4uA,4rine PoV-4 a+sro I

performance lie in matters of substance. Clearly, if Plan targets were taken
as the basis Of 4ud-., the -egn,,t1 -- ae_s 'n w- ^5 d add up to the conclus:Lon
that performance was highly unsatisfactory: GNP growth 5.7 percent against
6.5 ercmv.en-t;" al'ip Adecl4ne 4n he n 'evel to abou+ U3 perent

* - ' r - S.'.t: - -kLLIfl. _. t _ - e,St ..Lf -AUC ~.4. V JItLv .. ,V5 J U CLJ.' .._ y I SI

against the planned increase to 20 percent by 1969/70; public development
ms1 +1 - - o - sA +'k -t _^ ._shn^A_A A 4- 1A|e_S .A ota over the peV7r 4

UVA as a wh4o.0le V30) p U- vI f G JorlV s o Ieare iU wurren-.
prices and considerably more in real terms; widening, instead of narrowing,
of ;n+er-regional and 4t-persoa Anco -i -pt-, cr d.44th - 4--

tion, against the planned major advance, in social services; marginal savings,
instead of bei.g considerably above te avIeragerate, significant.y less;
towards the end of the Plan period, even exports, that had so far done very
A U .441 US + - 1 'A..". L 5A. 4 LIP LAX.h.L0 IALW .J. V .L L v.40 A .4 U 1.5V 4 JA .+ .4 .I.LrCL oJ.ALIV-

becoming a matter of serious concern to the Government and those providing
a_Ssistw-nce .

-a). V-~4.0 LJ0. ea 3A I ~j 44L45UL1541SWA '.1 1.L. JIJU I.4JALL'U .4 L~A0 .LI . LLO JO SM 1

without reference to the circumstancs in which actual developments took place-.
Ov 5LSJe last f,i4ve years, NalAes VV.clJ -L.LJ.L .LS..UL.L 4'

for those responsible for managing Pakistan's economr. There was the war with
T-4a, .44t its iJ-.h effects4 1 L6- the qutw.1. UJIWLJ .. 1 t .. 4t

entailed. There were two poor harvests in succession, with their disluptive
.A.A1 t on theU ecrg. Ad-Ware -w-er-e 'USe sOAL-'a,C%.Ls in tthwe araontmt and 4t,1e

worsening terms of external assistance, which directly and indirectly contrib-
uted t1o -the at"riing,cy of reso-arces5. InL wLese cirow-Um cestnCS,Lo itLOa

I- 451U'.5 ar4. e 0iorU. UV0.5~ 1 U.S.P OU11 rL00 * £11U U WLUUU 1 UIJ.U L.DIW UEJMTb Ullt IUqU wl Ldt

1/ In an effor-t to help i^,iro-ve the sit-uaion the IBriLi at the request of twhe
Government, in late 1969 organized a mission to review the statistical
system. The report of the mission was submitted to the Government in June
1970.



a task of formidable dimensions to try to maintain the momentum of economic
and social development. Clear1v the Goverrment dim. d not shy away from it,
but took action over a wide front in order to protect economic growth. By
chrnges in relative prices and administrative action, the pattern of incentivJs
and resource allocation was shifted in favor of agriculture, where the limited
resources available, in 1 c_a and fo-reign c1rency promi-sed to -ie + the
greatest production return, and away from manufacturing, previous]y the main
e no nef gro'th and modernization- A large r-mber of re3sureS w +re taken

to raise additional revenue. Large adjustments were made in relative prices
in favor of mnnufacturers for e. port in order to protect the target for exPori
growth.

35. In quantitative terms, accomplishments are quite impressive. Official
est i

mates suggest that GNP 3 nt p,rices grew som#ewhat .,r rapidly- dung
6 ' -' ~. W -JI VfJ V 114th."uL.IL

the Third Plan period than in the first half of the 1960's. The effects of the
declining in,vestment rate were very largely borne by West akistan, while The
share of resources devoted to investment or development outlays rose in East
Pi 1 l slan. Le-w lax and rever.ue measures raised roughily ± double the amoufn' of

Rs. 3,000 million set as the goal. It is now estimated that cumulative
exchange earnings during the Third Plan period will come to 9u-95 percent of
the target which-was considered very ambitious at the time the Plan was
launche-._L UIJ~ U.

36. Yet, it is perhaps indcative of the situation that in each of these
cases a qualification is called for. In the case of economic growth, reserva-
tions do not essentia'1 ly center on its pace - wnich, despite some doubts about
the accuracy, or perhaps economic significance, of the official estimates, was
probably quite respectable - buton its distribution, inter-regionally and
inter-personally. In the field of public finance, the additional resources
raised proved inadequate, in the face of a very inelastic basic tax structure
and sharply rising claims for non-development purposes, in particular defense
and debt service, to prevent a stringency of local resources that made orderly
and efficient execution of programs and projects very difficult. In the case
of exchange earnings, a large part of the increase was pre-empted by very much
higher military imports and fast rising debt service payments.

37. In sum, one cannot but look back with ambivalence over the Third Plan
period and its accomplishments, even without bringing in the obvious point
that there was enough of an economic cause behind the political upheaval of
1968/69 to require qualification of whatever achievements were attained. However,
the essential purpose of any review of past performance is not really to weigh
the good against the bad and then come up with a total score that purportedly

has some significance. It is rather to assess the size of the task lyin- ahead
in providing the country with effective management of its economy in pursuit of
li -s economic ancnd social nbiecrtves. Examinin nPerfnrmance with this purpose in mind,
one cannot but be critical. In this context, perhaps the critical shortcoming in
the way the Government dealt with its problems in the Third Plan period was
that, altogether, the action taken - whether in devising means of achieving
stated objectives, or in scaling down objecti.res that had proved u1nattainable



in the circumstances - was never quite enough to provide that additional
room for maneuver critical to being able to put development on a reasonabl;y
secure basis and thereby to get away from the need for temporizing, ad hoc
adjustments, with all their unsettling effects on the conduct of economic
affairs in both the private and public sectors. Creation of such a basis
has now become indispensable, if the Government is to be able to cope
effectively with the very difficult problems of economic management to which
the politica:L events of 1968/69 have given rise. Thus, after the interlude
of the Third Plan period, the accent has to be on basic reform in a number
of important fields.

Economic Growth

38. Recent estimates of national income indicate that Pakistan achieved
an average annual rate of economic growth of 5.7 percent in the Third Plan
Period (1965-1970) which would indicate a. slight acceleration over the Second
Plan period (1960-1965) when GNP grew by 5.5 percent per annum. It is difficult
to be sure about the correctness of those estimates - partly because of the
weaknesses in Pakistan's system of national accounts, but principally because
other evidence would be difficult to reconcile with an acceleration of eco:aomic
growth. For one thing. statistics for both East and W4est Pakistan tend to
indicate a. deceleration of economic growth in the latter half of the sixties:
data for West Pakistan reveal a decline in the growth of that wing from 6.1i
percent in 1960-65 to 6.1 percent in 1965-1970. East Pakistan's growth rate
dronned from L-3 to 4.1 nercent. in that period. Period averages, moreover,
are misleading: for th.e whole of Pakistan the rate of economic growth declined
every year since 1967/68 and reached 5l npercent in 1Q96/70. At. this rat-,
per capita national income increases only nominally since the population has
been estimated to rise at 2.8 percent per year so tha.t, per year, not much
more than US$2-3 is added to the standard of living, a very low figure for
Pa. stan nhtich St-All r a.*m *COUSS r:tJ Oexre epvtynyS.. . w..h a3a.per cepita

income around US$100. Progress in East Pakistan is even smaller: not much
more than one percent (ar one doll.ar) per year on 3a-. per nta bssi, -- A kan.h
is where over 70 million Pakistanis live with an annual income in the order
of US$70.

39. T9ere are o4-er reasons for doubting the validi At y of presen+
-- - - - -_- I - - - - - 5 1-~~~~~ - j -~ LACA

estimates of Pakistan's rate of economic growth. First, the data suggest a
uu +l _ _,,4n,,4 + a a OD A Pan +h, t,Aal a

4
' ,1,4 .+- .and of 21 for +.a.st

Pakistan. These are surprisingly low ratios, considering the large concentra-
ti;on of-L slO-w-m,aturing in.frastr-O-Lctur prjet tu at Wen int th LIlcin

ment program, the imbalances in the public investment program - particularly
reaigt po-a na. tra.nsport industry.. and -. the 4 Water prga. - and. whe..y large.-

A.CS0V.A U''k.'WCW U &AJJ U, ±AI¶4AUU V.A JY C,LA%A U.S LA CCa VOL jJS Wr± l -71 C11%A.UlAJV .LCU .

amount of unu-tilized capacity in private industry. Second, the national income
est4 -...- y ~ .4.. 4-l.. -4 a. . 4-i.-.. flL4 .. D V.... fl.. .4. 1esi.. ates- indicate thteve the Thrd Fve IerPlnpeid h norrcor,u,odit -C .JiLd UACC ±ILLA '..CL% C lU UIJ., 'JVUA 14110 AA U V.1 VO O .LC L IiLI Vci1±.JVU L.JOli uL-ulu1Ut

producing sectors grew at a much. faster rate (by about 50 percent) than
agriculture and i ndustry combined, and thus have been estimated to provide
50 percent of the increase in production in that period. These estimates
must be regarded aS questionaoble 'out, even if acceptoed, they would raise doubts
about the economic significance of growth so obtained for the great majority
of Pakistanis.
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Sources of Growth
(Million rupees, constant prices)

Percent Share in
l961l/6 1969/70 Increase Increase Increase

nDP [1m 0 12.98N 106 1000
Agriculture (19,761) (75 ) (23.6) 9
Industry ( 4,711) ( 6,<C11) ( 1830) (38-8) _ 

Sub-Total 24,472 30,960 6,488 26.5 50.0
Rest 16,576 2ThD73 ( 1)t97 _'2 0 n0-0

4o. Still, growth probably came to 5 percent a year, a respectable pace,
and an imort-n+t achieaeramen. nf +the Thirdr PlAn ws the aeler ion orf ang _

cultural production growth from 3.3 percent per annun in the Second Plan
period to 4.2 percent in the latter half of the +Y ia Thi relects the
agricultural breakthrough achieved in West Pakistan where significant advances
in wh1eat and ric4e production werel being mStade. As a reslt Ws Pakc 11istan food

imports - reaching some 1.5 million tons of foodgrains in 1966/67 - were no
longer -On,es r andr WesToc+ Pakri4etnn hn:c-a me ni^F netexnrtr nf fr'-or.nsv;c

Unfortunately, however, in the East Wing agricultural production did not rise
bD:y. mo,.0-re th-an threee rcen t -er nr.amd and foodgra;n production rose by on"y

2 percent annually - substantially below the level of population increase - thus
necesitainglarge and r1its"ing imports of foodigrains. These ;.prt -aech,~ .L ti~ £116 LCiI Q1l~~ L. Lll~ Lll~tJJ.Uti J4. . i~ IlL 4. .LlAit2 L.LyLJ.VVI Q ILj I aai..LA

1.7 million tons in 1969/70 as compared to about 350,000 tons in 1967/68. In
1. 1UUS r .U.L U F LdI ; UU.L C; Wd O ULIV U.PJFJ'J V 4. J * IAO.4V £116 %J.i Vt~ .u r lo iO ut~1 a r,Uif L1

rate from 11.7 percent to 6 percent, reflecting in considerable part the lovw
priority given tuo tha secto in th-1e allocation of resources, whil1e EastpiLUI 4. V~I1 UU LIIdI O VL1 lUl £1. Ull4 -LUL. u A.I UL £ %.U 1IL~JJ1, 

Pakistan's rate of industrial growth accelerated to 9.5 percent per annum, up
from ~~~ 5.'ecat or the whole of Paitn -rowth rates in "he constr-uc`-oirom *u percexiu. z'r I4lI~ L LU vir.r I 8.U ilAl~ u0 I1 Ul LUIl UUL.LUIA

sector dropped radically, from 24 percent to 9 percent, with the most marked
decline in East Pakistan. ThIls -urdoubtedly reflects the decline in Pakistban,s
investment rate which was very pronounced in the Third Plan period. (See
paragraphs 42 ff. below).

41. All availabie evidence suggests that Pakistan;s two wings participated
very unevenly in the economic growth achieved during the Third Plan period. As
indicated by the official national accounts estimates, West Pakistan's growth
rate (at 6 percent per annum) was some 50 percent higher than that of the
East (4 percent per annum). With so much more rapid growth in the West, most
of the increase in GDP was generated in West Pakistan and East Pakistants
share in the total product of Pakistan declined from 43.8 percent in 1964/65
to 40.6 percent in 1969/70, thus underscoring East Pakistan's claims that
interwing disparity in incomes has tended to widen substantially during the
past five years. That disparity has since become, if not the principal, then
at least the most hotly debated economic and political issue confronting the
authorities.



Lot-n±on of Eonnnmin Grnwth
(M-i liOn rupees, constant prices)

Percent Share iT!

1964/65 1969/70 Increase Increase Increase

West Pakistan 21,788 29,366 7,578 34.8 58.4

East Pakistan 17,965 21,942 3,977 22.1 30.6

Unallocated 1,295 2725 1.430 110.4 11.0

Total 41,048 54,033 12,985 31.6 100.0

Investment, Savings and Consumption

42. An important feature of developments during the Tnird Plan period
is that Pakistan's investment rate went down steadily, and practically iithout
interruption, from 18.3 percent of GNP in 1964/65 to 13.5 percent in 1969/70,
a decline of 4.8 points. In real terms both private and public investment
stagnated, and may even have declined.

Investment as a Percentage of GNP

1964/65 1969/70 Decline

Total Investment 18.3 13.5 4.8

Private Investment 8.9 6.4 2.5

Public Investment 9.4 7.1 2.3

43. All of the decline in the investment rate occurred in West Palistan
where the investment rate dropped from 23.6 percent of regional GDP in 1964/65
to 15 percent in 1969/70. The opposite occurred in East Pakistan where the
investment rate rose by nearly one point from 10.7 percent of regional (iDP
to 11.6 percent, thanks to a. substantial increase in public investment.
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Regional Investment as a Percentage of Regional GDP1/

1964/65 1969/70

West Pakistan

Private Investment 13.2 7.8

Public Investment 10.4 7.3

Total 23.6 15.1

East Pakistan

Private Investment 4.8 3.5

Public Investment 5-9

Total 10.7 11.6

2/ Because for various reasons the sum of regional GDP's tends to
-I-&e conideabl fro,. t1o4tarl nD Pfor PDal4 st-an, as a -,,l,h

rates shown here are not always the same as those shown in the
precedin tbl

44. In Wtest Pakistan, financial constraints and a.dministrative limita-
tlons playte UJ eir part in t d wV, I --- as a

reflection of Government strategy - initiated after the India/Pakistan war
in i905 - to abandon the massive investment/growth strategy and to concentrate
on quick-yielding projects and programs. In terms of its objectives, this
approach proved quite successful, in that despite the drop in the invest-
ment rate, the pace of economic growth was not substantially affected. The
opposite occurred in East Pakistan where the investment rate rose without
a concomitant improvement in the growth rate. Agriculture holds the key to
this disparity. Whereas in West Pakistan agricultural growth accelerated
from 3.8 percent in the first half of the 1960's to 5.5 percent in the second,
in East Pakistan it remsined stagnant around 3 percent per annum.

45. Questions of strategy apart, there is a good deal of evidence to
suggest that in the pa.st decade the link between public investment and economic
growth has indeed been quite loose. This goes for West Pakistan, where not in all
cases were projects carefully studied on their merits. At the same time, very
ambitious investment targets were set which subsequently led to shortfalls in
implementation and created imbalances in the public investment program. This
is particularly true for power, industry, transport and water. In other words,
there was considerable scope for economizing in the use of capital through
improvements in public investment planning and implementation and through
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improvements in sector policies, particularly in agriculture. While some of
4hoe 'k--p.en were -1lAiated Jn the ThJrd P1,- there isstllcosier
able room for further improvements. It is encouraging to note that the authori-

tles - notw aLware of th1-e socrn of the past -dreorz the need 4;o
U-U d,lz JJV 1VV.. LIJ± UJU I±J.J. Li AlIJ.LrD 'J±L )JL Ull iF.1L4 .1." I' U.L.lLiJLLi.A

achieve further improvements.

46. In East Pakistan, similar problems adversely affected the effective-
~~~~~~~~~____ - - _.1-- 4_ -:_ A_n_:__ 1 __ __"._ness of public investment. An1al.yssofL . wtheeooi beneitsuLu of poe ts and

programs was often not given the attention that would have been desirable.
There was a UexueJ±ulcy ULo-ugliutLLU UI±s period UV syread availaleU ILunds par--
ticularly in local currency, as well as technical and administrative manpower,
too thinly over too many projects, causing considerable delays in execution.
Moreover, the schedule of releases of funds within any given year often created
further difficulties for effective execution. In a way, of course, these short-
comings were even more deplorable in East Pakistan than in the West wing. This
is so partly because the bulk of the increase in investment spending in Pakistan
during the Third Plan period occurred in the East wing, and much of it in the
pubilic sector. Even more importantly, however, it was in East Pakistan where,
in view of the sluggishness of growth in the past, the need for achieving
visible improvement in economic concLitions was immeasurably greater than in the
West.

47. Another striking feature of performance under the Third Plan is the
poor behavior of savings. In both the public and the private sectors, savings
declined substantially in relative terms, thus reflecting a marginal savingjs
rate markedly below the average. In fact, over the Third Plan period, the
marginal savings rate averaged only 6.6 percent, bringing average savings down
from 11.8 perc:ent of GNP in 1964/65 to only 9.8 percent in 1969/70.

Investment and Savings Rates
(Percentage of GNP)

1964/65 1969/70 Change

Investment 18.3 13.5 -4.8
Financing:

Foreign Savings 6.5 3.7 -2.8
(current account balance)
National Savings 11.8 9.8 -2.0

Private Savings (10.0) (8.4) (-1.6)
Public Savings 11 ( 1.8) (1.4) (-0.4)

1/ Tne concept of savings in the national accounts differs from the
definition of the revenue surplus used in the discussion of
pUDlic finance elsewhere in this report. Tne figures in the
respective sections are, therefore, not comparable.

48. The corollary of the relative decline in savings was an increase in
the share of GDP going into consumption, from 88.2 percent of GDP in 1964/65
to 90.2 percent in 1969/70. This rise was shared by both public and private
consumption:
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Consumntion RTates
(Percentage of' NP)

1964/65 1969/70
Total 90
Public Consumption ( 6.6) ( 7.6)
Private ronsuzm.ption (81 6) (82.6)

The rise in public consumption primarily reflects the marked increase in defense
ou,Ia-s 4-ha4 occrre n over' 4b the 

-
+ fa -nornc lPv4nt+.n nrc¶,mn

4 ;4 n ,ffm_cae
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took place despite the relative drop in private disposable income, thus occur-
ring at bhe expense of pv.,ate savlngs. On +he basis of' these fi es, prvate

£ 0 U ,,a ~JJ.JO1iOU '41 - AJ. * a ' -30 V -5ULS J U).1. '4) V.---LV 

consumption per capita must have risen considerably, a conclusion that can only
ble recor.c4led with studies which show that per capita con.suWmption, of 16 major

U~ I ~L. .JLL. .LJ.U V L U'Ll to iU1A.LO A1iJ..._ OAl AkJVW IJA U .0 UOA 1.UAVt U. Jk J. . -L'4 Ai=kJulJ

commodities of mass consumption declined over the past five years, if during the
tls t X nl_ _ _ ____ t4__k..._ 4 S3 1 A. S_1, I 1II.-U r .111 Pe £1LUU U 1D W. J.UL-UA,-0Of. il C 1-i belJII1 V C.WW SLU C I ..L AIL e slKw d.

L9. These d~ev s are11L~ inL~ clear contrast LjwiL. th J ne -bJectLiv-es -.0

Pakistan's Perspective Plan which calls for rising-investment and savings
raues, a.LU -- in thLis co0nteUAxt -- r-educeUdU depe1nde.c nIA f .LgnL capitaI.Li-
flows. The degree of dependence on foreign savings did indeed decline over
the Third Plan period, so that nation.al savings financed 72 percent of' i1-
vestment in 1969/70 as compared to 64 percent in 196L/65. However, this was
achieved in the context of falling investment and national savings rates.
If national savings could have been maintained at the 1964/65 rate of 11.8
percent, dependence on foreign capital could have been substantiaLly reduced,
thus easing Pakistan's external debt position. Alternatively, Pakistan's
investment rate could have been made higner -- a course of action that wouid
clearly have been preferable because there is no question that continuing
major additions to Pakistants capital stock will be required to sustain
economic growth and that, therefore, the objective of a rising investment
rate in the Perspective Plan remains valid.

Fiscal and Balance of Payments Management

50. Fiscal performance since 1965 has been far from satisfactory. The
ratio of tax proceeds to GNP was only 8.4 percent in 1964/65, and -- despite
all the revenue action taken in the past five years -- it was estimated to have
reached only 8.9 percent in 1969/70, a figure that is very low, both in terms
of Pakistan's internal needs and in comparison with other countries that are
at a comparable stage of development. On the basis of international compari-
sons, Pakistan's ratio of taxes to GDP should at least amount to 15 percent.
Pakistan's structure of taxation remains inelastic with respect to growth in
incomes and production and contains many elements of inequity, as witnessed by
the sharp relative drop in personal income taxation and the preponderance of
indirect taxes in total Government revenues. In the face of these shortcomings
in revenue performance, expenditures on defense remained high through the entire
Plan period and consistently accounted for some 40 percent of non-developmental
expenditure. Defense expenditureLnow absorbs 3.4 percent GDP, up one point
from where it was just before the India/Pakistan war.
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51. In an effort to make up for low revenues and high defense expendi-
tures, the rate oI growth of current expenditures other than defen3e was con-
sistently kept low so as to enable development expenditures to rise from
some Rs. 4 billion in 1964/65 to Rs. 6 billion in 1969/70. While the rationale
for this policy was, in principle, understandable, it is by no means clear
that it made economic sense to pursue it as strongly as in fact it was.
Above all, it led to inadequate provision for current expenditures, which
against the background of rising capital expenditures necessarily meant that
newly created facilities -- such as schools and other completed projects --

could either not be staffed adequately or not be maintained properly. The
consequences were poor utilization of newly installed capacity as well as
wastage of resources resulting from a reduction in the useful life of assets,
which contributed to raising the cost of investment in Pakistan.

52. There is, undoubtedly, much scope in Pakistan for mobilizing addi-
tional resources through new revenue measures, through raising the efficiency
of the public undertakings, through raising the current surplus of public
utilities such as WAPDA in West and East Pakistan -- where rates of financial
return are unusually low, while keeping in check growth of non-essential cur-
rent expenditures. There is also great need for such measures, not only to
provide the public sector with resources commensurate with its role in
Pakistan's economic and social development which, in the light of recent
events will perforce have to expand, but also to make taxation an instrumrent
for the gradual redistribution of income which is needed if social progress
is to become a reality.

53. Developments in Pakistan's balance of payments during the Third. Plan
period present a very mixed picture. As regards earnings, the authoritie!s had
themselves a 9.5 percent average annual rate of growth as the target -- E. goal
that was widely considered to be out of reach. In effect, it now appears that
Pakistan comes very close to reaching its target, as aggregate earnings over
the five-year period are now estimated at 90-95 percent of the amount projected
originally. This represents a considerable achievement. In respect of mer-
chandise exports, it was made possible by rapid growth of manufactures which
expanded by nearly 20 percent annually, from Rs. 775 million in 1964/65 to
Rs. 1,915 million in 1969/70. In contrast, exports of primary commodities more
or less staenated at a level somewhat below that of 196L/65 for most of the
period. This stagnation occurred despite the fact that prices were generally
firm and although, in the case of raw lute. Pakistan continued to make the
most out of -the short-term market situation, disregarding the potentially
damaging effects of such a policy on the market in the longer run. In other
words, the cause of the poor performance of primary exports lay on the supply
side where output did not grow fast enough to orovide for the raoidlv in-
creasing off-take of manufacturing and expand sales abroad. This situation
reflects principallv the unfavrorabl e treatment anceorded exp3ort an 7cuilturre in
the Government's exchange policy, that is discussed in detail in a later sec-
tion of this chapter; comhined with the failure so far +.ton develop cnmprehenqive
programs for the promotion of agricultural production for export, particularly
cotton and jute. The effects of past neglect begn n t mlrze themselves felt
strongly in 1969/70. Although speculation was probably a contributing factor
to the sli". of prirny eports tha year, the basic problem was insufficient
supplies, to which attention now needs to be given as a matter of urgency.
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54. However, the problems of economic management on the export side were
dwarfedi by those on the navments side. A rough indication of the dimenni ons
of these problems is given by the fact that the amount of exchange actually
qv-nl nhl forr fi nanc-ing normql imnort.s fall short byv 'holit US 1tl .X I.=, milli on
or 30 percent, of the projections. This shortfall arose in roughly equal
proportions out of a defi ri ency in di suhrsement.s of erternql assistance and
out of additional claims on exchange resources largely associated with mili-
tary purchases hbt. nlso innludling food i mnorts and somewhat larger debt ser-
vice payments than projected. It would probably have been possible to deal
with either of these shortfalls, without significan.tly di srl ptin the orderly
advance of the economy, but in combination they proved a problem that could
not be han.dled without affecting, the economyrseverely. The difficulties in-
volved are only partially apparent in the amount of the shortfalls involved;
their full i act can. only be apprecirated wen the actual sit uaton is seen
against expectations in the mid-1960's. At that time, it seemed quite reason-
aCblle to assmme th1at- Paxkisst-ar co 'Od 1look wzithlf confidde-cs toco1r.i all

rapid expansion of imports. Thl development strategy, with its emphasis on
investment and m,anufact ur4n as - h rai source of -growthP_- , -ardcosqety

the structure of the economy and the pattern of policies and investment de-
cisions~ -wUe deeply 1rlju~±Leu.e b~y tLII4 expectatio. tvw±±e± itL tule out1II. that, ,i

it had been a false expectation, the re-adjustments called for were so drastic
4tha+ 4the capacity of arW group responsible for ar.ag-ng ar4cno r^Jhr
ULLo V VIAI L.ja¼. V-Ia WLJ 5 JIJ J .y.IO.IJ±. 1 .4. IraJa
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the world would have been taxed very severely.

55. So it was in Pakistan. Not surprisingly, in an effort to ease the
:_2 -1 -L _ 3 A X -D .9 _ nS - -e In -1 1 _X§.L - -_ _3 v lrimnekuLCLUfe U _ I i _L U UM t ra rt U C Ir e sor Ju eu ImU re U1i 0.r rO dUW'Ug U rtUI1 i- u

terms than was prudent, so that debt service obligations rose sharply,
causinlg considerable concern. tJO the GovernmentJ and those providinlg assis,anice.
Not surprisingly, either, ad hoc adjustments of the import regime were used
as an expedient for dealing with the ui-miediate balance of payments situation.
The problem is that, in managing the country's exchange resources, the
Government never went beyond short-term expedients, and ad hoc adjustments, in
prices and though an elaborate system of quantitative restrictions, became the
chief instrument for keeping payments roughly in line with receipts and for
allocating available resources among various users. Moreover, throughout this
period the Government was unable to resolve the conflict between the principal
objective of its development strategy -- the achievement of growth primarily
through better utilization of existing capacity rather than through additions
to capital stock -- and an exchange policy that, through adjustments in the
effective rupee cost of imports and through quantitative restrictions, threw
the major burden of adjustment to the short-fnll in resources onto imports of
raw materials rather than capital goods. Neither of these aspects of Government
policy made it easier for the economy to adjust itself, in reasonably efficient
fashion, to the sharp change in external circumstances.

Conclusions

56. In accordance with what was said at the beginning of this chapter,
the essential purpose of the foregoing review of developments during the Third
Plan period has not been to examine whether the Third Plan was a success or,
perhaps, a failure, or to evaluate how well, by some standard, the Government
has done in managing the affairs of the economy in what undoubtedly were very
difficult circumstances. The intention has rather been to assess how well
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prepared Pakistan is at the end of the Third Plan period for coping effec-
ti v'ely wi th +.he problems of the f+tu-re. There is no questinn that these
problems will at least match in difficulty those encountered over the last
fivP years bhge'nuQ -- na Tir-ii Awl abe tr-,ius in rItnii I in the rpmnaindpr nf this

report -- in addition to setting conditions conducive to sustaining economic
gro.1th at a fairly rapid pace, t 11- -- errnm1 _p to pay .ch
more attention than it has in the past to the social aspects of development

s.rh;~~~~~~~~~ +h_Ef O O 1s ano;nw_ -I- no r rn; I rWor"^T.rKn onAr + In V-1 crhlLP which *spei fi *w wwcOlyX m) cas Ws| vu|, nw ---| C2_5 acce_w Wss X ns r-t'

investment, laying the basis for future economic advance in the poorer regions
of Pakista, especially the East wng; an,d, by various mens ==givng better
opportunities for economic improvement to the poorer parts of the population,

J9.L .J VLLLL &J1 u U± t7'U..CLUAP ULIJ. d.LIU LIUL.JL UII ALL. AL4.. L J.LUJ P=;0 CLLLL JWJV.L V UiIJ~IJ..II ~ LL,Jprovidg beller edcto =dhat aliis rdmr ,Fasiso.diet
taxation -- reduce the skewedness of income distribution and achieve visible
4imrovement i -4- conditions for the poplation as a -e T4I 4 -
relation to these tasks that the weaknesses in the present state of the
economV- -- an effective gro-w-th-' rae- c0nslUtrably below w il l be req red

in future; a tendency for both investment and savings rates to decline; a
low tax rate; difIculiLes in managrement of the balance of payLIents, anc.,
partly for that reason, in the allocation of resources -- must be cause f'or
concern. In this context, the approach to management of the economy, as
practiced in the Third Plan period, must also raise questions. On the one
hand, one cannot but be impressed by the tremendous effort -- political,
administrative and technical -- that went into devising and administering
measures designed to improve the functioning of the econorm. On the other
hand, however, one is also struck by the fact that much of this effort was
somehow dissipated-- thus, the very sizable effort to raise revenue through
new measures to a large extent simply compensated for the low elasticity of
the existing tax structure; very largely, the efforts that went into adIusting
the exchange regime did not result in ensuring reasonably efficient allocation
of resources; and the very substantial effort devoted to screening project
and program proposals, through department working parties, industrial invest-
ment schedules, etc., was largely frustrated, partly because of the inherent
difficulties of the task in the face of very severe distortions, partly
because the number of proposals sanctioned exceeded available resources by a
very large margin and ultimately selection was based on criteria that were
never quite clearly stated.

B. THE REGIONAL DISPARITY PROBLEN-/

57. With the prospect of national elections based on the principle of
"one man, one vote" which would assure East Pakistan of a majority of votes,
regional disparity came to the foreground of national concern in 1969 and now
dominates the political, social and economic scene. This is not to suggest

1/ The discussion in this section focusses on regional disparity as an East-
West nroblem. Tt should be noted,however; that diqpnrity is also a prob-
lem between the provinces of West Pakistan. The recent break-up of this
wing into four provinces has revealed the considerable gap in the develpn-
ment level of the rich Punjab and relatively poor Baluchistan and North
West Prontier These two 1atter provinres -ith an incnm.e per capita of
Rs. 300 and Rs. 400, respectively, rank below East Pakistan as ... (cDnttd)
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th,at± the issue did not exist or was not recoenized. On the contrarv, it has
been strongly debated over the last two decades, but detailed discussions of
the pconn mTc rel 2ti^ns between West and Fast Pakistan were not. -tntil recPrnt1v
brought into the open. It is striking now to note how little the argument has
progressed since the mid-l950's. The issue of' econ-omic disparity between
regions in Pakistan therefore needs to be looked at in a long perspective.

58. At the time of Independence, East Pakistan was less developed than
West P-ak;star., but apeared too offer scom.e -nr%TJ isicg pnrossilliie o Jm n T. J -Ic fur-_

1
1

'LILI 4. JI-LtJLJtI, .'L I TaJJ..-.A pt - - in r-- -- -l i es on wh

ther development could be based. It was especially in agriculture that the
East ung was beetter endowe. Th alluvlI-ia ml srol s ' +'h t rein hined H4 nh

fertility; abundant rainfall assured greater water availability; Bengal
4-y -n-n - 1 r.,- n + ,-,4- +i nln f ^- vIn1 

4 ~ nil +3i vrrn+4 nv) onrl +h~ vn"nm Aniihl -enoyJ a a n -- adtio5 Lf l n 1 ----- ar.d the area doube cropped
was 75 percent larger than in West Pakistan. Above all, East Pakistan was
proaducing cvlose t o A 114 an bales of raw jute, or 80 +k-h of 'h oldA

prIu....± '...LQO 1.1k I. *IL...I± -I..~J S4 -& al L.- --) .1. LL F.LA- A U V Lit -LII . 011U4..L

output. These relative advantages that Bengal had developed over past centuries
1i _A es- ,A; 4-eA 4 -_ .- gh conce ntra-io n of -,,-a+-; on .,4 ch y 1 .,ter 4-o AecamA
JdU. . i LL Lv. u in a LLs . bL JL'FI. L. .U. 14 vjA IJ.Zvv c i.. IL sL" I v W. J..d.U_± c 1.1 L 'AI

one of the greater hindrances to East Pakistan's economic growth.

59. In other respects, however, West Pakistan was better endowed. It
hau bttuuer iI±eals of UoUJl1wi±catnUU . PartIitUjUjion left u± ±integratedU railwa byjstelm

comparable to Bengal railways centered in Calcutta; a large port, Karachi,
o-pen t'Uo internat-ional trade;- an a'--mr ras .L raonbe tndrs
Bigger cities provided more specialized manpower and larger markets. Indus-
Urial prod-uctlonI ln large-scale plants was well estabulished, and availaule
skilled manpower was reinforced by migration from India. West Pakistan had a
much larger participation in, ald control of, goverment ser-vices and defense.
In addition to human resources, the West wing also had the benefit of larger
financial resources. In 1949/50, its income per capita was about 25 percent
higher than that in East Pakistan. There was also a greater concentration of
wealth, indicating a higher saving potential.

60. Indicators of economic growth in the two regions since Independence
are scarce and unreliable. It is, however, possible to measure the changes
in disparity through sectoral developments in the last two decades. This
shows that the relative advantages of West Pakistan in industry and transpor-
tation have been confirmed while its progress in agriculture has eliminated
East Pakistan's initial superiority.

61. In manufacturing and mining, it is clear that the absolute increase
in capacity and output was far greater in West Pakistan than in East Pakistan
during the 50's. The 1957 Census of Manufacturing Industries shows that more
than 70 percent of Pakistan's large-scale industries were then located in
West Pakistan. The value added by West Pakistants manufactures was three

a whole, whereas Sind and Punjab enjoy per capita incomes of Rs. 900 and
Rs. Ann- Tmnmrorementi n econonmir c.nnriitionsn n West Pnk-istans provinces
will no doubt require the attention of Government. However, in terms of

te ;mpact1+ on Ioverall G1oe %VmmrnTnment nfli+_ +.ho Tthne'mlo mearries V'CAif +.t (1e!l

with the disparity problem within West Pakistan are not comparable to those
i4nowl vredn iivn East,lTn.Ts 4

P nb4-nv, relati4o"nso of both t-he vre,, -rh

smaller population and geographical contiguity.
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times higber in food processing, mainly for sugar and edible oils; in textiles,
where cotton mills had expanded considerably faster than East Pakistan's jute
industry; and in metal industries with the expansion of the smelting and. rolling
facilities. Production of basic chemicals, pharmaceuticals and cement was
concentrated in West Pakistan, whereas paper and allied products were mainly
produced in the East Wing. Regional income disparity increased under the
Second Development Plan (1960-1965) when value added by industry grew at an
annual rate of 11.6 percent in West Pakistan and 5.8 percent in East Pakistan.
In 1964/65, the West Wing was semi-industrialized, with a contribution of
large-scale industry to the gross regional product as high as 15.5 percent,
compared with 5.5 percent in East Pakistan which probably represents an
over-estimate.

62. Disparity in means of transportation and communication also increased;
5,000 miles of good roads were built in West Pakistan between 1947 and 1960,
against 500 miles only in East Pakistan. 1/ Gross investment in railways has also
been much larger, a.lthough route mileage increased by 93 miles (6 percent) in
East compared to 17 miles (3 percent) in the West during the same period.
Despite the improvement of Chittagong Port, West Pakistan's port handling
capacity was still 50 percent higher in 1960. Development of inland water
transport, so vital for East Pakistan, was comparatively neglected. In view
of this considerable difference between the two regions in terms of transport
facilities, it is startling to note that value added by transport and communica-
tion is estimated to have contributed practically the same amount to reeional
incomes in both wings in 1960. The same accounts show that during the Third
Plan npriod. (196t-1970Y annual vR1Us a,ddd hv thA transnortntion sector rospt
at a rate of 11.2 percent in the West and 3.7 percent in East Pakistan, which
seems more reaso-na-ble than the ea.rliAr AstiTmaQt.es

63. In view of its importance for the reg.iona lnA national economies,
the progress in best Pakistan's agriculture has marked a.critical point in the
ecrn omic hi s+tor of reoi nnnl Ad sa-4rit+.r . rA icJultuIral +-I deve.I.lomnt 4n t-he Iocli
are difficult to assess, and in fact estimates of the relative increases in
output in the +Two regions ALi no ffer wai+h +ho choic of the base npJrioA. Eas
Pakistan's output may have grown by 30 percent while West Pakistan's rose by
5J noercnt,+ buti+ other aQsti^n.ats shtow 4nrae f 40 pe-rcent anA 30' eren
for East and West respectively. What is less controversial is the sizeable
difference i anagriculture iMts a- acreage four tima higher (14 mllin 1 n acres)
was brought under cultivation in West Pakistan through irrigation, drainage and
avfls,,rhlanh- -4- n*ice nale mol. e _+41 of f-r e W9,9 pU a.t t+ +1o, T_

Pakistan farmers,together with a better supply of credit and improved seed
varie-ties . These efforts r--1,t- results in 4Lhe lz.tter halt ofP tbesiie

when growth in West Pakistan's agriculture reached an annual rate of 5.5 percent,
co.mpareCA J _' to 3.0 percent in O0asst1 Pals.J tiUsJtAanJAM ore th a, MWnytvbiin, one

should underline the ability of West Pakistan to seize the opportunity given
uly t1J1e ir,.proved cul'.vU..vation ofLA wdl-eatJ Land rLLce. tLhJe .LAincreaOsU a.VaiLO,U.Labili.y U.of

agricultural inputs in the mid-sixties was justified by technical progress in
4 -4. . -4 - -- - -Westv rPakisLtani's mteiln crops. 1 flln t the i:5, cotton C I1 VYDU r1K±UD5s, d.IU rice

1/ In judging the significance of these figures, account must, of course,
eA +_nmkea nf +.ha fact+. +.hat. in area WAst Pakistan ci six times larwer than

the East.



and jute in the East, did not present comparable opportunities. The initial
advantage of East Pakistan in agriculture has thus disappeared, but its
potential still remains, and there are now indications that, with new high-
yielding varieties of rice as the vehicle, it may lead to a breakthrough in
the not too distant future.

64. Whereas total regional income of West Pakistan was slightly lower
than that of the East at the time of Independence, it is now at least 25
percent higher. However, it is impossible to assess the difference with any
degree of accuracy because present estimates of regional products are not
reliable. There are grounds for believing that West Pakistan's production
is underestimated, while value added in East Pakistan is probably overstated.
In terms of per capita income, present disparity would appear to be somewhere
between the official estimate of 38 percent and private calculations of over
100 percent.

65. However, once it has been established that at present disparity in
per-capita incomes between East and West Pakistan is substantial, it is not
altogether clear that disparity as such can serve as a very useful analytical
tool in efforts to develop a constructive approach to the problems of East
Pakistan. In essence, these problems lie in the fact that economic growth
in East Pakistan has so far barely exceeded, if it has not remained below,
the increase in population so that living standards there have certainly not
improved significantly and may well have deteriorated. This fact indicates
that as yet it has not been possible to develop a strategy that has proved
effective in the circumstances of East Pakistan in generating adequate economic
growth. In part, this reflects the concentration in the past on nation-wide
policies, and there is a need now, therefore, to integrate regional aspects
into development strategy, which means that the potential and the requirements
of the regional economies will have to be examined explicitly, and that Govern-
ment policies will have to be adapted to specific regional needs within the
context of a coordinated approach to the development of the economy as a whole.
There was no regional approach in the First and Second Five-Year Plans of
Pakistan. The country was considered as an integrated entity, implying that
the same treatment be given to all its parts. A few steps towards differentia-
tion were taken in the sixties but in a piecemeal fashion; a consistent approach
was not developed. There were no regional studies and few regional data were
prepared. A Finance Conmnission was annointed in 1960 to study economic relations
between West and East Pakistan but its report remained secret. It was a Govern-
ment rule dulring the sixties to refrain from nrepnring reaional data or hrepakinp
down national statistics. It was only in 1970 that some attempts were made to
make nuhlir limit1-d infonrmation onr regionl develpnnment.s in incomej ranital and

credit flows.

66. At the same time, however, it needs to be recognized that in recent
years atte-pts were made on several fronts t o stimulamte peoninAin p 4n +the

East wing. They have generally been directed towards the level of invest-
ment and twhus to produce growrt-h +hrough the creation of phys ical assets. Towards
this end, the Third Plan allocated to East Pakistan 52 percent of total projected
PDla outay of RS. 52,00 -m'D-" n 1illlon. In- theU -p4,a4t -4-or halfP of 4-4tal Jwzwest-menLtZ, VUr RJ.±dy 1.1, 0.00. \J%J%J mlin wLas t LLg tLoJ Ess-tV L Pakista AJn L. In A. t pbJ s eLtLr

ment, or Rs. 11,000 mill-ion, was to go to East Pakistan. In the public sector,
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the uat w 4o o receive ff3 percent, or 'Rs 16,000 ,4...t';- outof. +^tal
of Rs. 30,000 million. Taking into account expenditures of roughly Rs. 3,500
mrL .lil`o n oUn 'LnLuLLsOf ArbPVa (te L..LLV LLI WVVtO LPa.LO Itian)J WI J.Lcb was tdreat-d aLU ;

being outside the Plan, it was intended that 48 percent of public development
out'lays would be spent in East Pakistiani.

67. Actual outlays fell short of uhese projecu ions by a very consicerable
margin. They probably came to about Rs. 16,000 million, as against the planned
amount of Rs. 27,0uw miiiaon. Rougnly naiI oI this snortiall occurred in the
private sector. Here, one might, of course, question whether the large Shift
in the regional composition of private investment, that was impliea in the
original projections, represented a realistic appraisal of what could possibly
be achieved witbin a five year period. It amounted in effect to suggesting
that the private sector could be transformed from a relatively minor contlribu-
tor to regional product (outside of agriculture) into the main engine of growth
that it was in West Pakistan. Clearly, this would have been difficult to achieve
without strong support from Government policies. As it was, however, such Govern-
ment support was not forthcoming. The differential fiscal incentives that were
introduced to direct private investment into the backward areas of Pakistoan
were quite limited in scope and proved insufficient to attract private capital
into the really poor regions, their main result being some decentralization
around the major cities of West Pakistan. Moreover, the authorities in IEast
Pakistan did not adopt the unequivocably favorable attitude towards private
investment, particularly where it involved entrepreneurs from West Pakistan,
that would have been consistent with the approach implied in Plan allocations.

68. There were also substantial shortfalls in public development outlays,
with actual spending coming to about Rs. l0,400 million as against the planned
amount of Rs. 16,000 million. These reflected very largely the stringent
resource shortage that developed during the Third Plan period and that Govern-
ment revenue action was never quite enough to overcome decisively. With this
constraint, the possibilities of giving East Pakistan's development a major
push through a very large increase in public development outlays were circum-
scribed severely. Nonetheless, considerable progress was made during this
period in shifting the pattern of resource allocation in favor of East Pakistan:
it received 50 percent of all public Plan outlays, as compared with 38 percent
in the preceding five years; even with the inclusion of outlays on Indus/Tarbela
in West Pakistan, its share came to 43 percent of the total. Moreover, -rhile
in absolute terms total development outlays very nearly stagnated in Wes-
Pakistan, they almost doubled in the East wing, indicating that a very large
part of the additional resources becoming available for development was channelled
in the East.

69. Two further comments seem worth making in this context. First, it
is doubtful that there is a causal relationship between the shortfall in East
Pakistan's share in development outlays and the failure of economic growth
to accelerate as projected. The latter is almost entirely associated with
the continuing slow growth in agriculture. This in turn reflects very large-
ly the fact that it was not possible in the Third Plan period to develop for
East Pakistan hizh-yieldine varieties to serve as a vehicLe for improving
productivity - to which West Pakistan owes so much of growth in this period -
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ra IhIer hiidan shiortfall. inJO -L I 1n1ves.. LiU ILl .JAini W VI n Jg -Ih J V. A WJiroinri .e, f or,

agricultural production which would in any case have materialized only
much later. ILis argument has an important corolay. Much of t

debate about regional disparity and means of narrowing it, has on the
part of East Ppkistan, centered around the East's share in tZle alloca-
tion of resources for development, and that very largely meant invest-
men. No. doubt, there is a greta deal in this argurrient. tirny econuorty

with as little capital stock in directly productive assets and in infra-
structure a.s East Pakistan presently has, would face great difficulties
in sustaining over time economic growth at a reasonably rapid pace. This
is all the more true for East Pakistan with its very difficult physical
environment. Yet the conclusion is also inescapable that, particularly in
the difficult circumstances of East Pakistan, no amount of additional invest-
ment will be capable of producing the acceleration in economic growth over
the next few years that has become an economic and, above a.ll, a politica.l
necessity. As will be discussed in Chapter IV, there now appears to be
the potential for a. significant acceleration in agriculture, but its exploita-
tion will require carefully devised and effectively executed programs and
policies. There also seem to be promising opportunities in industry, including
in particular in petrochemicals based on natural gas. In view of the
constraints in managerial, administrative and technica.l capacity that now
exist in East Pakistan, a choice will have to be made between exploiting
the potential for growth in the medium term, based on more productive use
of existing resources combined with judicious investments, and going all
out to build up the Province's capital stock as a pre-condition for much
faster growth in output later. It would seem unfortunate if - whether out
of frustration over East Pakistan's treatment in the past in matters of
investment, or out of pre-occupation with investment-output models - the
balance was struck in favor of the latter approach at a point where East
Pakistan's prospects for accelerating growth in the medium term would be
hurt.

70. The second comment that seems worth making is that, whatever role
deliberate policies of discrimination may have played, the principal cause
of East Pakistan's slow development appears to lie, in the context of national
economic policy pre-occupied with maximizing growth,i.n lack of knowledge about
potential opportunities in the East and inability effectively to link national
policies, proJect appraisal and investment decisions. As it will be seen
below, these nationwide policies have often led to an increase in disparity.
It should, however, be pointed out that a total reversal of the national
approach can also be harmful. Ample evidence exists elsewhere that regional
considerations may degenerate into duplication of efforts and, consequently,
waste of resources. The possible multiplication of competing investments,
esneciallv in manufacturing, can weigh heavily on the whole economv which
can only offer a limited market at its present state of development. These
dangers, no douht.- also Axist in Pakistan.
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71. On the whole, the argument in favor of an optimization of overall
gron+.h of Pn.di4st n still arrears- vni- TIn +.'h nat, this arsumpnt was

often put fbrward as a justification for granting preferential treatment
to West Pakistan's oe.g4 Pcure and inTstry. It shoild noW be ulnderstcrld
as part of a.national policy aiming at reducing disparity between the various
re ions. 6 ansfers of e stinng income or weanth Jiud1 I imrpv- very drastq c
measures, which may well not be politically feasible. It is likely to be
".c m.o~re kpcalatabllp, .an 4---f-r ir. practica ters"r.or effective,n rk!

aim at redistribution out of additiona.l income generated by current economic
Wr1owI . ODA IJI.Jes 6-LLJUnDU, II1o.lAJJILL0d of econom.A ic JrIAW.J.. ayUJ - 1 prove' t- ' -

the most appropriate strategy for Pakistan to pursue in support of redistribu-
tion of …nc:- e-- an reduti.h - - 4i- aJ.t4 h -e fa t4 possible pace as

V VL .L LLJt.V1L I~ LIU 1'UU1At ,.LVJL .LL1 UJ.bYe1J.L± I dl WAL' Lo L'o ~J'JO%J0 . IJ4-,

national objectives. The implications of this income-transfer-cum-growth
rnouul -will bw studied iatber in TauLLs report.

72. At the present juncture, further growth of raIs al ' JLllU

requires thorough appreciation of regional complementarities. Over the
next few years, these complementsrities should 'be looked at less Lin Uer1s
of investment, either quantum or location, than in terms of production
policies. Past investments in west Pakistan have laid the bases for raP.id
future growth, whereas in East Pakistan large outlays are needed to expamd
the capital stock., particularly in infrastructure. investments in water and
flood control, transport facilities or education in East Pakistan are not
likely, however, to bring quick results. At the same time, there is a.u sb-
stantial amount of unutilized capacity in West Pakistan's industry. In other
words, as already hoted above for East Pakistan, there does not appear -to be
a very close link in the medium run between capital formation and outpul growth
in either West or East Pakistan. The compulsion for looking at the economies
of the two wings in terms of complementarities will come from the needs of
East Pakistan to supplement its real resources and West Pakistan to find an
outlet for potential surpluses in manufacturing and agriculture. As wi:Ll be
seen later, interwing trade will need to be developed into a demand for
effecting a.transfer of income between the two regions.

73. Probably the strongest obstacle to the economic complementari-ty
argument gaining acceptance is the likelihood of comparative advantages operating
to widen, rather than to narrow, regional disparity. The relatively more advanced
sta.te of development of West Pakistan at the time of Independence has had a
cumulative effect on investment and production. External economies obtainable
in West Pakistan could not be transmitted to the other Wing because of the
geographical separation of the two regions. Under liberal policies, private
capital would be expected to be more attracted by a.country providing better
infrastructural facilities, larger urban markets and more skilled manpowger.
The initial advantages of West Pakistan in these areas were compounded by
Government policies that went along with the natural tendencies of the private
sector. Financial institutions were located in West Pakistan, credit policies



favored well-established large enterprises, protection from competing imports
was m,ainly assured to B'4s P-kista Aindust s. his resu~lted~ in, the rai

expansion of the private sector in this region whereas more backward areas
~~~~~~~~0 nn v. a1 nnn _r nv ~._ A_IQ

4 ^ _ Qn+o 4 v.; +4 n +4 o ; n+ie +;-v 1 nv n C+h 
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for growth in Pakistan wa.s sound and should be maintained. However, it
cei U1± IAy Ut~ IL) 1.4 LJ.LLS- 4I.LJ-Z4 L ±LII.JL pSJL.J '.-J -), -4±J .4-4 4A,4..L --L AJ 4 - -s 4 certainly dUoes notu folloAj%w thatl %jV goverr,ment po';A Ci8SV e^e n net

ments need to be so conceived as to amplify the disparate effect of private
eco,ULIu.L dC UJ. Vi.

.71 T~. 4-t4 … .LJ~ 4. I1 4--A. - -v..4 +1..4-U 4- -. 14 m44-.- A
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contribution which the private sector has so far made to developing East
Pakistan s economy - in contrast tJO its leadlnLg role il thL West -wing - cannot
be taken as a. fair test of its potential, precisely because Government policies
tended to re-inforce, rather than act a.s a coiuntervailng influence on, the
natural tendencies of private capital and entrepreneurship. Idttle was in
effect done to attract mobile capital and managerial capacity to the East.
And although some effort was made - largely through. the East Pakistan Industrial
Development Corporation acting as a catalyst - to tap locai entrepreneurship
with limited amounts of capital at its disposal, much more could undoubtedly
be done. Moreover, strong measures supporting greater private participation
in the development of East Pakistan's economy will be indispensable if economic
growth in East Pakistan is to receive the thrust necessary for marked accelera-
tion. In this effort, th.e public sector will in any case have to carry a very
large burden which will strain its capacity to the utmost, particularly in
fields such as agriculture and infrastructure. Overstraining this capacity
would bring little benef'it to East Pakistanis population and would result
in inefficiencies in the use of scarce resources which neither East Pakistan
nor Pakistan as a whole can afford. Thus, to the fullest extent possible,
in the design of programs and policies as well a.s in the delineation of spheres
of activity, considerable care will have to be taken that the fullest possible
use is made of the private sector, particularly in manufacturing.

C.. THE SOCIAL PROBLEM

75. Over the past ten years or so, Pakistan's development policies
have put primary emphasis on programs designed to achieve a high rate of
economic growth through large investments in infrastructure and in the directly
productive sectors of the economy. In view of Pakistanis poverty at
the beginning of this decade - which still persists - emphasis on rapid
expansion of investment and growth of production was appropriate because.
above all, Pakistan needed to generate additional resources in support of
broadly-based economic and social development at a later stage. As a result
of these policies, a reasonably rapid growth of the economy was indeed obtained
- nrobablv around p nercent Der annum in the sixties - and Der capita income
rose by some 2 - 2.5 percent per annum. The sharp fall in mortality rates
and the rise in Lifp exnpctancv would indicate that the fruits of economic
growth have not altogether by-passed the rural and urban masses. Yet, there
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was undoubtedly a very wide discrepancy between observable improvement in
their standard of living, which remains one of the lowest in the world,
and the widely acclaimed achievements of Pakistan in general economic
growth.

76. Most of the benefits of economic progress went to a small minority
of larger farmers and industrialists, while the emerging small middle class -

the Civil Service, the Army and white-collar workers - received most of the
benefits from the inodest social programs that were initiated in the past
decade. This waC so because of the large incentives and generous subsid-ies
that were made available to larger farmers and industrialists a.s an inducement
to save and invest.. As a result, the tax structure was eroded and the Govern-
ment deprived of resources that might otherwise have been available to carry
out social programs. In fact, the regressiveness of Pakistan's taxation
structure - personal income taxation is hardly significant in Pakistan and
collections compare unfavorably 'with many countries of Latin America - made
the after-tax income distribution even more skewed. Finally, the stress in
expenditure programs on relatively high-cost public housing, medium - and
higher-level education and on urban health facilities meant that most of the
poorer sections of Pakistan's population benefitted only marginally from the
meagre social development programs.

77. Clesrlv. achievement of a more eaual distribution of income was
not, until recently, an important objective of the Pakistan Government.
Thrrino' the Soa-onrl Plan th- vie was hA1ei that "it wi 1 h. necssary to

tolerate some initial growth. in income inequalities to reach high levels of
s.qvings and Invest.ent. .at is anes±rnhl A i - .wi d Hi spari tv in eonn1m.pn-

tion levels." And.the Third Plan stated: "what is basic to Islamic Socialism
i.s t.he ceatlon1 o~f equal opportunitie forya.l rathe thah-.n equr,~ii1al 9;s.r'l1ibui+

of wealth". Statistics on the distribution of income and wealth are scarce
i,y,andiy~,.4 unrel-abl. -I+ has been suggs -+ that - the r,ndd-1C - to one-hal-'
of Pakistants national income accrued to 20 percent of the population. Officia'.
estiima.tes tend to dis ta4- 1;4 s *. T.h-+ is unA; - J however,is 'vhat "income

distribution has become fairly skewed in the process of economic development".
Thi s- is tba conAc-0so de1rive 4from.44. studies +I+ idcte 4+ t at l wages of

industrial workers declined by about one-third in the past decade, that land-
less labo-rers and urbarn une-myloym.ent increased - the latter 'be-ing estima.t-eA

at some 20 -- 25 percent of the labor force - and that there was little, if any,
__.;_ ;n _ 4-n e o .P : I- fa .44e-. rc 4-4 4- 4-- 4- 7.g,;aAI Li A IJ ± -L. -L 1a LALLA U0e J0; L Ui1 w; W1L.I J 14LA VU U V tJ VS 0U LJUJM: L

Pakistan's population.

78. Admittedly, in the case of Pakistan there has not been much scope
for income redstribution in view of the l num`ber of poor peopl±e ±invlveu.

Yet, much more could have been achieved if the tax system had been used to
effect sorite iLnco,me tJkrar.sfers, andU ifI Udeve"LUoIILI.en progUramIls, pdUari.;uLadrl-y 11irt
latter 1960's , had been so framed as to give effect to the need to economize
in the use of capital, particularly 'because of the existence of pressing social
needs which could not be sa.tisfied. That these needs are very pressing indeed



is exemplified by the poor state of housing, health and sanitation facilities
and the small size of the programs mounted to meet that need. Also, more
could have been done if taxation had not been so regressive which must have
had an impact. or consurnption "eve's of th-e poorer strata o society: uiiere
have been stud'ies thatl showT a decline in per capita consumption of 16 basic
commodi ties during -the 1i0)' s, these commodi ties absorbing some 80 percen-t o
consurner expenditures. In clear contrast to those developments, luxury
consumption o` the higher-income groups rose markedly irn that period, as
evident in statistics on luxury housing construction, automou)iie sales, air
travel and production of other durable consumer goods.

79. in ltJo9, popular dissatisfaction with tne Government's neglect of
the social aspects of development was violently expressed, and it became c]ear
that the policies of the past decade could not be continued. A number of measures
were taken, incLuding a sizeable wage increase for unskilled industrial workers
under legislation introducing a system of minimum wages, and a new labor policy
was announced that recognized the workers' right to organize and bargain
effectively. At the same time, proposals were made for a new educational
policy, the 1,969/70 Budget introduced some tightening of the generous system
of income tax concessions, and there was recognition of the need to devote more
resources to social development in the Fourth Plan that was being prepared.
Proposals now being discussed center around four possible lines of attack on
the problems of social justice: first, measures designed to curtail private
control over property, including nationalization of industry and banking
institutions; second, a major push towards greater direct taxation; third,
the establishment of specific targets for the supply of key commodities of
mass consumption and for employment; fourth, substantial increases in outlays
on social programs. However, no firm comprehensive program has yet emerged
which is hardly surprising, considering how profound a shift in emphasis in
Government policy is involved. An added element of difficulty has apparently
been concern that too much of a shift towards social objectives might take
place, to the detriment of economic growth, which would explain why there has
been such a marked absence of Government action since its first, bold initiatives
around the middle of last year.

80. There is no question that for a. country at Pakistan's level of poverty
pursuit of economic growth must remain the principal objective of Government
policy. However, the assumption of an inherent sharp conflict between economic
growth and social justice, that has been implicit in past policies and plays
a role in the current discussions in Pakistan, is clearly debatable. In fact,
there is scope for a wide range of measures in favor of greater social iustice
that would not detract from the objective of maximizing economic growth. In
fact, there are substantial areas where the dictstes of social Jntice coJnciAe

with those of growth. A prime example are production-oriented policies. As
regards tbe hanking system, fLor inqtanre. thnorogh examination may well reveal
that the present system of interlocking control over credit and manufacturing
and trading enterprises is not compatible with mamum efficiency in the use
of the country's resources. In manufacturing, there is considerable evidence
to inict thttepeetfae"oko olce e_ishg rft og+,~-~ ~A~~ +~+ h~ .vv~.r ~f -~rl'~,.4~a ~ 14-,.- -SL4.v-. r



hand in hand with often deplorably low efficiency; clearly, considerable
economic and social benefits could be obtained by bignhening GOvernment
policies, short of nationalization with all its attendant difficulties.
Moreover, measures designed to facilitate the entry of new entrepreneurs
into manufacturing clearly would not only meet social needs, but would
also be highly desirable from the economic point of view as they would
broaden Pakistan's entrepreneurial base. Clearly, too, there is not onlr
scope, but also a pressing economic need, for raising the productivity of-
smaller farmers who are the mainstay of agriculture in East Pakistan and
in West Pakistan must be brought into the orbit of the 'green revolution'
if rapid growth of output is to be sustained.

81. Similarly, a.s regards taxation there does not seem to be any
conflict between the requirements of social justice and those of economic
growth. Both point to the urgent need for making direct taxation a major
integral part of the Government's revenue system, for the present low rates
of effective taxation of the higher income groups not only breed social
discontent with the uneven sharing of the sacrifices required of Pakistan's
population as a. whole, but have also been a cause of the low elasticity
of the revenue system. Progress in this direction could be accomplished
by reducing the incidence of industrial protection and by a change in
agricultural pricing policies. At the same time, the large tax concessions
still being granted to industrialists could be reduced and pha.sed out over
time. In addition, income taxes should be levied vigorously on the farming
community and there can be no further postponement of improving income tax
collections from the urban well-to-do and of the introduction of a realistic
property tax. There would also be a case for extending the range of taxable
income downwards in the schedule of personal income taxation. These measures
could go far in raising resources for development, while also introducing
more equity into the social framework of Pakista.n. When taken, those measures
would add substance to the general proDosition of the Plan that "fiscal policy
must be used to tax the rich and provide relief to the poor".

82. Finally, as regards social programs as such, here again there are
large areas where the requirements of social and economic obiectives coincide.
This is certainly so in the field of education where the present system
provides - both in scope and orientation - a very weak basis for achieving
sustained improvements in productivity which, in view of Pakistan's limited
endowment with natural resources, will become increasinglv rontin"ent urn
the abilities and skills of its population. To a considerable extent, iU
also applies to health nrograms- particularlv in the rural areas where health
standards a.re low and access to medical services often forbiddingly difficult.
Other Darts of the program - such as housina a.nd urhan services - however,

would be determined predominantly by social considerations.



83. Two further comments on social programs as a means to achieving
greater social justice seem worth making. First, no amount o0 increase
in public outlays on social programs will be effective in achieving the
social ends desired, unless it is accompanied by conscious re-orientation of
emphasis,because in the past it has been the middle and upper income groups,
rather than the country's poor, wno received most of the benefits of the
Government's social programs. This is a striking characteristic of practicaiiy
all pest programs. In education, more than half of expenditure goes to
secondary and higher education whose beneficiaries are very largely drawn from
the higher income groups. Most nealth expenditures are for urban areas. And'.
nearly all public funds for housing are for middle and upper income groups.
In short, if greater emphasis on social programs is to serve the purpose of
increasing social justice, the programs will have to be designed carefully
to ensure that they in effect benefit the low income groups. Second, effective
implementation will require administrative reform. In part, this is a matter
of raising the administrative and executive capability of the departments and
agencies concerned. In addition, however, it will also be necessary to
integrate Central and Provincial programs with those operated by local govern-
ment bodies, and in that context it may be desirable to re-order the relation-
ship between agencies at various levels of Government.

D. THE INTERNAL RESOURCE PROBIEM

1. Public Finance

The Background

84. In the Third Five-Year Plan period, Pakistan has not done well in
the mobilization of domestic resources. At the end of the Second Plan, in
]964/65, domestic savings stood at 11.8 percent of ONP which, with a sizeable
inflow of external assistance, permitted an investment rate of 18.3 percent
of GNP. Although in 1964/65 taxes accounted for only 8.4 percent of GNP,
public savings reached 1.8 percent of GNP in that year which together with
a high level of private savings and external resource inflows ensured a high
rate of investment, both public and private. The picture has changed radically
in the Third Plan. Although in terms of the absolute amounts involved substantial
additional revenue was raised, the tax ratio remained low - about 8.9 percent
for 1969/70 - and public savings declined to l.h percent of GNP 1/ largelv
because the tax system has been strikingly unresponsive to production and
income increAses; so thst additionsl revenue measures were needed mainly to
compensate for the tendency of revenue from existing taxes to grow much more
slowly thbn (INP. Tn nontrast to the resonrce nicture of the Secnond P]An.

foreign savings no longer compensated for low domestic, and particularly
nu lie seavings, as foraei.n sving as a p n-erenta of r,NP fall from. A-A 6 prrent

.r- -- -----... - t - _. - -_--_-..- ---

in 1964/65 to an estimated 3.7 percent in 1969/70, and the public sector resource
p,,icture beca'me c,rit-ic al. Tnadqut revenu shortfalls i eav+xternal 4 ssi, e
including PL 480, in combination with high defense spending and increasing

alloca+in +o 1- e STndus M-in ^r-s, coldn+ bu+ lead toshrfal in

operating expenditure, particularly in the social sectors, in public savings
and therefore also in Plan expenditure.

]/ Revised estimate for 1969/70.
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85. In 1969/70 the ratio of taxes to GNP was only marginally higher
than at the end of the Second Plan. International comparisons based on
per capita income and degree of openness of the economy, indicate that
Pakistan's trend line value or norm for 1968/69 would be a tax ratio no
less than 15 percent. Actually, tax revenue that year amounted to 8.5
percent of GNP. This suggests that, whereas Pakistan originally planned
to raise Rs. 3,000 million in additional tax revenue over the Third Plan
and in effect raised some Rs. 6.500 million. it should hqve raised a total
of some Rs. 11,000 million to arrive at its norm by 1969/70. It is true
that norms of tax effort cannot and should not be iudged merely by per capita
income and openness of the economy. However, in Pakistan, neither non-tax
revenues. nor nrofits of nuhlic Antrrnrises nor mobilization of Drivate
savings compensate for the deficient tax effort. By international standards,
thereforp- Pakisqtan'ts t.ny effort is far from satisfartorv.

Tonta.l rrvarnmoen+ Rbevo nn FvEnprjn ture as Perrcnt of flNP

I we-d-f-K--- -{QA), M < IQAC/AA IQAA/A? IQ(-7/AR 1908/0;9 1909/?0

Tmv *Y ii in A. 8. A R8. 8 8.5 R Q

Total Revenue 11.6 11.2 11.1 10.7 11.5 12.0

N o n- De v elio-, +
Expenditure 8.3 11.2 8.4 8.1 8.2 8.5

Of which,
Defensen 2. 51i 37 3.3 3 I.

86. Government non-tax revenue increased by slightly less than tax
revenue. Its share rin urr decli,ned fror.. 3.2 percenJ t ln IC146.11/ 4to .1J pecr
in 1969/70. By far the most important item has been rising interest receipts
from the Government' s own lending operations and its relending of foreig i
loans. Interest receipts from Government loans to local funds are a parti-
cularlr, -, r 4- a. n A Ii. L,4itlI inL- th. VLe d±rUovLa I ; In cor,.pLI&1AarisLonL, S. u Vetn

on investment in Government corporations, if measured by the interest earnings
accruing to g te Central Gvernment, is low. in 1969,'70, ,nerely Rs. )4, million
were to be recovered under this head, of which half would come from Pakistan
international Airlines. Sales of goods from Or-dinance rFactories and otlher
surplus defense material contributed some Rs. 600 million over the Thircl Plan
period. Receipts from telegraph and telephone services are estima.ted at,
Rs. 520 million over the five-year period.

87. In principle, a policy to contain growth of non-development expendi-
ture 2 , such as the Government pursued throughout the Plan period, to achieve
a maximum surplus to finance development outlays is commendable. Total non-
developmental expenditure as a proportion of GNr was 8.3 percent for i964/65;

y/ Throughout, non-development expenditure is defined to exclude grants
and loans to Provinces and interest as well as debt repayment from
Provinces to the Centre.



for 1969/70 it is estimated at 8.5 percent. Thus, the growth of current
expenditure has roughily been kept in line -with thIVe gro6wth Ai GNP. U

it should be realized that this restraint has been carried too far and has
been detrimental to the maintenance of standards of public services. In
Pakistan, particularly the social sector has been suffering. In contrast,
defense expenditure has been high and consistently accounted for no ]ess
than 40 percent of total non-development expenditure. In fact in 1965/66,
defense expenditure amounted to 40 percent of total non-development expenci-
ture or 5.4 percent of GNP. After this peak due to the war with Indie and
the subsequent absolute declines in 1966/67 and 1967/68, expenditures again
started to rise. The defense expenditure - GNP ratio is estimated at 3.4
percent for 1969/70; this is one percentage point higher than for 1964i65.
In view of the scarcity of resources the continuing high allocation to
defense has been an important factor explaining the relative neglect of
social program expenditures.

88. Total Government current expenditure upon civil administration
increased only moderately at an annual compound rate of growth of 5 percent.
In fact, in East Pakistan between 1964/65 and 1968/69 spending on this head
declined consistently in absolute terms. Total Government spending on
developmental departments rose at a rate of 8.5 percent per year in the same
period. Despite the relatively high growth of development expenditure,
maintenance of completed projects lagged behind, and there was in particular
a serious deterioration in the provision of social services. Central Govern-
ment "interest payments" classified as non-development revenue expenditure
are also worth special attention. i/ These payments rose at an annual
compound rate of growth of 13 percent over the Third Plsn. Most of the
increase occurred towards the end of the period. Between 1967/68 and 1969/70,
interest payment rose from Rs. 513 million to Rs. 711 million, mainly on
account of the domestic debt.

89. The slight improvement in the tax ratio which has taken place has
been directed to maintain government savings, not to improve administrative
standards. Provisional actuals for 1968/69 and revised estimates for 1969/70

v/ The appropriation for avoidance and reduction of debt has been up to
now included in non-development revenue expenditure. This item
logically is a capital account item, and in the Report tables, it
has been reclassified as such. The reduction in non-develoDment
revenue expenditure becomes considerable; for 1967/68 through 1969/70,
the amounts transferred to the capital account are Rs. 100 million,
Rs. 187 million and Rs. 246 million, respectively. In 1964/65 this
deht repayment {tem was Rs. c0 million. With this correction t.he
increase in interest payments over the last three years becomes less
stark.



show some improvement in savings after the very low level in the first
thre -yar of the Pa.I19/7, this urylus financed 38 percent
of total capital expenditures, as compared to an average of 32 percent
over tne Tnird rlan perioa. Althougn this surplus is not tri ctly uovern-
ment savings, it can be considered as a meaningful approximation. On this
basis the Government contriDution to national savings amounted to about
25 percent between 1965 and 1970.

90. Government Plan expenditure during the 1965-1970 period is
estimated at Rs. 20,600 million after corrections for internal debt service
payments of Planning Commission's data. v/ This compares with a Plan target
of Rs. 30,000 million and implies an implementation rate of no more than 65
percent in current prices, considerably less in real terms. Plan expencitures
roughly increased on average by Rs. 500 million a year. In 1969/70 they were
budgeted at Rs. 5,200 million. To reach the objective of achieving a distribu-
tion ratio of Plan expenditure between East and West of 53:47, the acceleration
of Plan expenditure had to be more marked in East than in West Pakistan., In
East Pakistan, Plan expenditure according to budgets rose by Rs. 1,300 miillion
between 1965/66 and 1969/70, whereas in West Pakistan the increase was Its. 750
million. Throughout the Plan period, Provincial Government savings for Plan
purposes as a percentage of each Province's development program averaged 35
percent for the East and 40 percent for the West. In fact, in East Pak-Lstan
over the Plan period, the percentage of "self financing" fell from 44 to
26 percent, whereas in West Pakistan this ratio remained almost unchanged
between the first and the terminal year of the Plan. The deterioration for
East Pakistan reflects higher Plan allocations as well as the lower resources
of this Province.

91. Part of total Plan expenditure consists of the Central Government's
own development outlay. Over the Plan period, the Center's own development
expenditure increased at roughly the same rate as total Plan expenditure; in
total it averaged 20 percent of total Plan expenditure over the period. Planning
Commission estimates show that these expenditures heve been shared between East
and West Pakistan in the ratio of 41:59. To arrive at a full comparison of the

.2/ The Planning Commission estimates for Plan expenditure are higher than
those derived from the budget consolidation. Planning Commission estimates
are based on expenditure reports from departments and agencies and L-nc
there are delays of several years in final classification of expenciture
in the budgets, it is not surprising that the two sets differ. In addition,
unauthorized spending by autonomous bodies has frequently taken place,
financed through borrowing from commercial banks. In the past this practice
is reported to have been common both in East and West Pakistan in riarticular
for the Railways, WAPDAs and the PIDCs. As regards the Plan expencditures
themselves. a correction had to be made to eliminate the debt service naid
by East Pakistan public agencies to the Government, a payment which should
not be included under developmental outlays.
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Provincial shares of public investment, the Indus Basin Works, which have
remained outside the Plan, also must be included. Indus Basin outlays have
reduced domestic resources available for Plan purposes. They rose from
Rs. 237 million in 1965/66 to an estimated Rs. 955 million in 1969/70. If
these expenditures are added to Plan expenditure in West Pakistan, the
distribution ratio for tota]. Central and Provincial development expenditure,
between East and West Pakistan becomes 43:57.

92. Other capital outlays rose from Rs. 630 million to more than
Rs. 1,100 million between 196h/65 and 1969/70, mainly on account of repayment
of domestic and foreign debt and transfers to the private sector through
Government-supported financial institutions. Non-bank borrowing and other
capital receipts only kept pace with this increase, so that no additional
amount of savings was mobilized for the public sector over the Plan period,
except through taxation.

93. Domestic resources financed about 53 percent of Government develop-
ment expenditure over the Third Plan period as a whole. The share of external
assistance declined from h5 percent in 1964/65 to less than 40 percent in
1969/70, after having reached a peak of 50 percent in 1966/67. The impact of
the India-Pakistan conflict was felt mainly in 1965/66, when the revenue
surplus disappeared and half the development expenditure was financed through
recourse to the banking system.

Financing of Development and Indus Basin Expenditure
(in billions of rupees)

1964/65 1965/66 1966/67 1967/68 1968/~2 1969/70

Revenue Surplus 1.6 - 1.6 1.6 2.4 2.8

Net Capital Receipts 0.3 0.1 0.8 0.2 0.1 0.2

Expansionary Financing 0.3 1.5 - 0.2 0.6 0.6 0.6

Sub-total 2.2 1.6 2.2 2.L 2.9 3.6

Fnreign Aidi 1.8 1l 2.0 2.), 2.6 2.J 1

total De,velonment.

Expenditure 4 3.0 .2 .8 6.0

amounts have been small and decreasing. Over the five-year period, total deficit
financing is estim.ated at some Rs. 3,000 mil';on, as compared to the original
Plan projection of Rs. 2,500 million. v In view of the relative price stability
=exceptu for floodU 'rces - .an 4-U- fact- 4that - sizeabl -- ti exhag - reserve --CAI.~jJ ~ 1. *.I IU' L L,L ± -V. LIA U LJU J. l%' V.L0A4 0l O.L"VOIJL~ , J ~A.W L . L1 U.&'iJdtL1rV I-Uoqc±Vt

has been built up in 1968/69, additional deficit financing could probably
have taken place in 1969/70.

1/ Deficit financing indicated in the Plan was Rs. 1,500 million; but an
unbridged gap of Rs. l,UWU was left, which makes a total of Rs. 2,500 million.
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The Expenditure Issue

95. Over the Third Plan, there has been evidence of a growing imbalance
in public sector resource allocation between investment and recurrent expendi-
ture and between productive and social sectors. In fact both resource
constraints, the domestic as well as the external, have operated to curtail
recurrent expenditure which led to a poor utilization of invested capital..
Fixed investment, that is a.dditions to capacity, has been given priority
over the operation and maintenance of completed projects in both the ecornomic
and social sectors.

96. The maintenance of infrastructure and the operation of comDleted
projects have been given lower priority. Examples of this imbalance can be
found in the irrigation nnd forestrv sectors; where there has been a lack
of funds for the maintenance of completed projects. But in the social sector,
toon nqrticu1Ar1v in edcnA.rtion_ it hag hben easier to get funding for nhyrsical

construction than to provide for the necessary quantity and quality of teachers.
nher the Third Plan, this led to n adeerioration in student-teacher ratios;
declining real wages of teachers and a general dissatisfaction with work.Lng

07. Ths, over, +he next+ several __y,yer cosdrably more money .TJ 11 have
to be allocated for administration, operation and maintenance of completed
pronects and on- going p ar.s i.f ec si fac^il Iite a r -tN be ue eff 1e+A vaIy
Moreover, the cost of providing these services must be expected to go up,

Low ranking employees were already granted higher pay in 1969, and a substantial
raise ~ W0..lws announcedJA fIor t[Lez. tch04e r s i' n M± arc lhJ this y J 0- ea. A Pay C'1 U1.; s s ion h±ss beeenL

set up to study the question of further a.djustments in public scales.

98. In addition, Government services will have to be expanded in several
areas as par- of a g- en 1 IJe r a.l efo to -4. I4' 4he stan-S r- of pbi serv,ces

and in furthering the general strategy of relying heavily on better utilization
of ex-sting capital stock as a source of economic gro-wrth. A prime example
are agricultural services. Whereas the increased availability of current inputs,
seeAs, -erilerr.LLV1Q pesticidws.= haCve been7L ,11,aJV1fctr LL1 Ue gro1wU1h of. food-

grain output in West Pakistan, the role of the extension services in the 1hbst
andu even m,ore so inr 'ELastI- 'Pak-istan -will. have t'o bVe consi-derab-ly ex-yandted in orde-r
to spread the benefits of improved productivity to small farmers.

99. To ensure growth over the long run, it is readily apparent that not
merely Currtent expenditurle ubut, alo inUves mVWU1I1b uust iriis gro-wLng

realization of the importance of semi-fixed investment, particularly in achieving
gro-wth in agrculture, has somewhat reduced the significanc of fixed capi tal
investment as the source of growth in Pakistan. But even with this reservation,
the decline in fixed capital relative to GNP, from 18.3 percent to 13.1 percent,
during the second part of the 1960's, cannot be viewed with equanimity, and
growth is bound to suffer unless the investment rate is raised again.
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100. Proposals for the Fourth Plan period envisage a very substantial
increase in public sector outlays. The draft Outline of the Fourth Plan
suggested an allocation of Rs. 45,uuu million. Tnis was raised to Rs. h9,000
million by the National Economic Council at its meeting in early June. These
figures compare with actual expenditure of about Rs. 20,600 million during the
Third Plan period. The Annual Development Program for the coming fiscal year
1970/71, the first year of the proposed Fourth Plan, is likely to be around
Rs. 7,500 million, over 20 percent above estimated expenditures in 1969/70.
In the consideration of a public investment program, however, correct setting
of priorities is at least as important as the overall magnitude. In this area,
there have been considerable weaknesses in recent years. In the face of a
generally tight resource position, there has been a tendency both to over-
estimate available resources and to under-estimate the financing in local
currency required for on-going projects and programs. As a result, new schemes
were taken up, while on-going ones had to be slowed down for lack of adequate
rupee funds, so that orderly and speedy execution became increasingly difficult.

Public Sector Resource Mobilization

101. Considering these various pressures on the public sector, there is
no doubt that Government claims on national resources will have to increase
very substantially. It is equally clear that decisions must be taken to
mobilize additional resources in very large amounts for the public sector
as a pre-condition for moving the public development program out of its near-
stagnation in real terms since 1967/68. Determined action on this front is
central to the Government's ability to carry out any kind of meaningful
development program, and a clear strategy to this end needs to be laid down.

102. Government revenues amounted to 12.0 percent of GNP in 1969/70; the tax
ratio stood at 8.9 percent. Experience over the last few years has clearly
demonstrated that these shares are too low to enable the Government effectively
to meet its obligations in Pakistan's development. Growth of tax revenue has
been mainly obtained through additional taxation, mostly increases in rates.
WJere additional revenue not to have been raised, the 1969/70 tax ratio would
have been as low as 6.7 percent, compared to 8.7 percent in 196a/65. This
points to the inelasticity of tax proceeds to rising income and, therefore, to
the need for fundamental reform of the fiscal system.

103. To begin with, the strategy to increase public resources must focus
on improving tax administration. Without improvements in this field there
is not much sense in introducing new tax measures. Heavy tax arrears have
accumulated over the years. Action under the Martial Law regulations of
1969 has apparently been quite successful in capturing revenue previously
evaded. However. this was essentiallv a one-shot effort which now must be
institutionalized. To improve performance in tax collections, and to reduce
widesnread corruntion and tax evasion, it is essential that the calibre of
the staff and the statistical reporting system be improved. On the one hand,
standanrds of assessment leave much to be desired; while on the other hanri
appeals have been frequent, not with any expectations of success, but with
the sole intenti on of delaylnng matters hecause of hbottlPnerksR in the appenl
procedure. Training of tax officers should be speeded up and simultaneously
the enforcement of the tax laws must be greatly i mnproved and made creAible.
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10h. In fact, regardless of the degree of efficiency in tax administra-
tionj low and inza1stir tax rPvAnle eannot hut he ernected from a tax structure
which virtually exempts the fast growing agricultural sector from income
taxat+ion. Reovanuip anMnHgr,nn iq -q1mne-. n+.iArPlv q fniint;ion of nnn-aarircu]turAl

income and foreign trade. The situation has been aggravated because taxable
non-agricultural Incom.e has b-e.n eroded through generous eXempt tons and reahtes
Moreover, in the foreign trade sector, although customs duties provide one fourth
of tax revenue, revenue generat4on has been lowr than expected, since the
difficult balance of payments situation required dutiable imports to be kcept
considerably wlwearL4Jer e=ectations .
-I o 105. recta taxat;ono agricult ure ai al n,o+ust ne"e4

Mer ely +n! CZ
'..%Lt4L ~ CAtJ.. LJ.4S t CAU ..L. AL I.CJjCC UOr 4.L CAU ASI4 ~&-E~ 5. .-

account, it is not'astonishing that the rate of growth of direct taxes has
boeen sluggish. De$W-ween 6elf66 and .1969/17r, IthIe ratio of 0 rc oot..4 ~ .4k * J.J uWv1Aue -L7'-Jol ULJ 7QU . 71J7 I wJ, '41 10'±4 '± 1A..rec t V '41 o41 a'40

taxes decreased from 18.8 to 16.9 percent. Direct taxes related to agriculture,
l.CnIIU reVeLUe ad.IU ULM r L1d1LX igLY g ag,ricuJltural-i. inme axe, ±a-dL oLf WLL ch,II

are collected by the Provinces, formed 2.6 percent of total direct taxes in
,)nZrILL. .:. ,rInzn ,~ .1-7 .-j …4--- L ------ 4 … j ~ ---4. C4 - '.. -1
L7U)f/ ';) iLnL 19/70 (VI uis proportion iiau decreased uo 2IU 1.0 percent, whichLJ at.

to the inelasticity of Provincial taxes. In short, the combination of very low
and inelastic tUaxes on agriculture a1 tne Provincial le-vel ajdU We exemlption ofi
agricultural income from the Central income tax has meant that the high
incremental incomes in agriculture over the Third Plan period in vBes u r8akiLLtan

have been virtually untaxed.

106. Over the past decade, agricultural va.lue added in current prices
grew by Rs. 7,900 million in West Pakistan. Meanwhile taxes on agriculture,
including water rates,rose by Rs. 105 million. These taxes now only amount to
2.2 percent of agricultural income. It is obvious that taxation policy for the
next five years would face an impossible task, unless a. constructive approach
is taken to mobilizing at least part of the agricultural income for the public
sector that has so far remained practically untapped. The base of the Central
Government wealth tax has been broadened to encompass also agricultural land,
but only for persons already liable to pay Central income or wealth taxes. To
make this reform meaningful in terms of revenue, the valuation of agricultural
land must finally be made realistic and Provincial laws be changed, where
necessary, to achieve this end. A reassessment of land values would also lead
to larger Provincial revenues. Moreover, all agricultural land must be brought
under the purview of the wealth tax, if the agricultural sector as a whole is
to be taxed.

107. Reassessment of agricultural land and a determination of landholdings
on a family basis should take place. Compared with productivity in mode!rn
agriculture and present pricesof agricultural produce, the land tax is
negligible and even a tenant should have no difficulty in Daying. It is true
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that province-wide assessment and land surveying is expensive, but the cost
should be comP.pared wi.th future. benefits in the form of adrJiJtJonn1 revpnue.
In fact, a revaluation of land should start with the wealthy. There is
already a very strong case for Jnreasing taxation of the wPalthiest farmers
and rent receivers.

108. Simultaneously, it is quite clear that work must proceed to reform
th1-e system, of' agr-cultural1 +axation- A system. mer-; .g +he, lan -A and --
ulJ~0 0LCI J. ~ .',ua.u. cia u.a i.a..l.. .J - - s t

-
t
E.Ar VAJ .O U1.A a ctLU.

agricultural income tax with the income tax proper for levying income tax
on total income, ag 4 cultural and n n co,,.binat4on -t a

graduated system of land revenue for small holdings would seem appropriate.
ror sma.LdI LU mU± H1UU.,111 J'U , UAJOL 1 u L.'U sL a S1r3UUAaUa U O3YOUeiii Ul. I-a.U

rates. For larger holdings, instead of a flat rate, a presumptive system
of incom-e x can be levied with the opt-on of being taxed on actual income
if the assessee so desires.

109. Apart from the general exemption of agricultural income from the
Central income tax, many exemptions have been granteu wihiln the present
system and the loss of proceeds is substantial. The personal income tax
should be reviewed; the number of income tax-payers is small, slightly
above 300,000 in 1967. The taxable base has been eroded through exemptions
which by theIr nabure only benefit Uhe hlgher incmU[U groups aUd are of iittle
social value. There is scope for substantial reduction if not complete
elimination of some of these exemptions. Tne situation of a household with
at least three children, deriving an annual income from salaries of Rs. 20,000,
in Pakistan a very high income, may serve as an illustration. Wnen all
exemptions are deducted, including the investment allowance which is 40
percent of total income with a maximum of Rs. 25,000, taxable income is
merely Rs. 2,900, on which Rs. 165 is paid in tax. Thus, the effective rate
of taxation is a mere 0.8 percent, which clearly points to the need to tignten
exemptions presently granted. This includes the investment allowance which is
reportedly subject to abuse on a considerable scale and even to tne extent it
encourages genuine savings - which might be very marginal at higher income
levels - its cost in terms of revenue loss is formidable.

1]0. A "poll" tax on professions may well be a way of bringing self-employed
professionals to pay income taxes. The elasticity coefficient of the personal
income tax was 0.8 during the Third Plan period. That of the income and super-
tax on corporations was even lower. Jith a flat rate of 60 percent on corporate
profits, the coefficient relating proceeds to value added in larger scale
manufacturing, was 0.5. No estimates are available of the loss of revenue
from tax holidays and rebates, but it must be quite substantial, and with
doubtful benefits to the economy. The effect of tax holidays and rebates,
reinforced by the import regime, has been to encourage additions to fixed
capacity which, particularly in West Pakistan, have often proved of limited
usefulness at a time when existing capacity had to be operated substantially
below capacity because of shortages in imported inputs.
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111. The effect on revenue of the excise tax on industrial production
canacitv has been disaDsointing. On one hand the taxation of capacity, !n
lieu of excise duty, should provide an incentive to increase production and
to improve labor utilization. Moreover, it was believed that its introduc-
tion would reduce the possibilities of tax evasion. On the other hand, '.he
sRyt.em reaqires 8 eonant a sment of rnnitv in nrder to nrevent a

stagnation of government revenue. The performance of revenue from capac:ity
taxation has so tar been disappointing. Although produtrion -iiffi milti
in the industries concerned probably were partially responsible as was the loss
of revenue resulting from refunds on exorts, / the fact remainis th-Fat wllv'r
the present system tax liability of a concern does not increase either as a
result ofP 4--sed proAduc-n- or, hi-,gr prk'r c t an, rw h agricltrli

taxation is apparent. A reexamination of the assessment system seems called
for, which wold eva.lua- te -ether the income and e- loyent effects of tnis
type of taxation outweigh stagnation in revenue over time.

112. Much could be said about customs duties in Pakistan and the need
fo-s. p ,r 1 C...A ...ore t.i...A I- .,..4 taxa,t.i 4o impy..or. Yowwever t4he revenue earr. ,ng

aspect is so entangled with the domestic output protection-incentive features
th Iat, L 1is J.".L.L.LLLtL to%. menion an.LU1Z sli3i r.L.L measure ouLier tbhaln AU.LShe nVeLed of

a genera]. overhaul: of the system. One can only point out that if the Govern-
ment- decides tohJ rvas c -d;e JL±UL Ve_ LU:O VA 0 l. JV1 -L D, J. 1 U;U0dJ..LJ I AQ tIA 'LJ , aYU lL

of putting an imported commodity under the bonus or the cash-cum-bonus scheme
or increasing custovms d-uties. The government therefore has the choice betLwen
collecting more duties or leaving the benefit of a higher bonus value to the
exporter-eller of bUHUs -vUuchers.

113. To raise additional tax revenue the catalogue of possible measures
is not exhausted. In both Provinces, revenue from urban property is low. In
East Pakistan, it is estimated that three times as much revenue could be
realized, without raising rates, were the present tax more vigorously enforced.
The acquisition of urban property and luxury housing is a traditional form of
investment by upper income groups, in urban as well as rural areas. Taxation
of fixed and visible assets is relatively easy to administer and the possibiMlities
of introducing a self-assessment system for urban property, combined with an
option by Government under certain conditions to purchase property believed to
be under-valued, appear worth exploring. Moreover, the urban property tax
would lend itself to conversion into a betterment levy to finance urbanization,
particularly in cities like Karachi and Lahore. Provincial resources could
also be improved by raising the license fee on private automobiles.

14. in East Pakistan, there are reports that the tax effort at the local
level has deteriorated in recent years. A major weakness apparently is that
relatively wealthy farmers - not the poorer ones - often are permitted to

v,/ It is also questionable whether the system of export rebates of this tax
does not lead to excessive profits for the exporter.
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accumulate large arrears in taxes which remain uncollected. To counteract
this practice, the Government of East Pakistan has in a number of cases
required a higher local tax effort before Rural Works Program grants were
released to Union Councils. Perhaps this approach can be generalized by
instituting a system of matching grants to stimulate the local tax effort.

Government Pricing Polic

115. The pricing policy for government services also requires review.
There is a need to examine both the pricing policy and administrative practices
of Government corporations. Proposals for the Fourth Plan call for an
additional Rs. 1,500 million from this source over the next five years.
There is no doubt scope for additional action in this direction on a considerable
scale. For instance, Government expenditure on education could be defrayed in
part through the selective imposition of student fees, particularly as much of
public expenditure for secondary and higher education is at present in effect
a subsidy to the higher income groups rather than the poor. Entry to publicly
subsidized higher education is not based strictly on merit. Both in colleges
and secondary schools, fees, presently only a fraction of recurrent costs,
could be raised, combined with liberal grants and loans for students from low
income groups to encourage them to pursue higher and technical education and
vocational training.

116. Before taxation of agricultural income becomes effective, Government
pricing and subsidy policy, as it affects agricultural production, should be
modified. In contrast to the adverse terms of trade for agriculture during
the Second Plan, the maintenance of high and rising prices on agricultural
produce during the Third Plan has raised agricultural income, thereby reducing
Government revenues both because of the direct cost of maintaining a release
Drice which is lower than the suDDort Drice. and indirectlv because of the
absence of effective taxation of agricultural income. In West Pakistan, steps
could immediatelv be taken to raise the price at which the Government releases
its reserve stocks of wheat. I/ For 1970/71, the cost to the Government of
West Pakistan of handling storage and disnosition of wheat is estimated at
no less than Rs. 130 million.

117. On the input side, there are subsidies on pesticides, fertilizers
and irrigation. Tt. seems narticularlv imnortant to accelerate the reduction
in fertilizer subsidy in view of the substantial increase in the distribution
of feti lizr pev-netedi in bo)th West andf East Pakistan. It. is q-e that t here
will be an automatic reduction in subsidy because of lower production costs
ensuing from larger production capacity. In addition, present propos als call
for a further reduction of the subsidy towards the end of the Plan period. But
t,. nly~J in West Iakis+an, iere t.lh use of fer iJ is an accep+ved pract,ice

and where the mobilization of agricultural incomes is more urgent than in East
P akZ'slan, faser reductL i on in n£11 Uti': OIA14. . Ls WarnLdii 41U. Possi.l UJ.)I OlRLUIA

/ The prices at which flour mills sell wheat flour and other wheat products
sho-uld be permrdited to increase correspondingly.
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farm,,ers sh,ould I- --- r+-A f"ro.m.n coplt vreduction in subsh_i A-x andr thisz

might, in fact, be administratively feasible through the cooperative
sysu 4jI.

Pakistan. It has been estimated that current rates only cover about one
.i]..L Tin of Lthe marginal cosvL, o0 i rrigdat±0ion Lwater provi de ued and tihau UbLenefits0

greatly exceed this cost. An effort to double the yield of water rates over
the next filve years would seem a. reasonable obJtUctiV. In1 Easti rPaitand ithe

collection of water rates must be enforced. Evidence from East Pakistan
attests to tne capacity to pay taxes or charges, provided projects are
effectively carried out and agricultural inputs and extension services are
provided adequately. EwArPDA has received practically all its resources
for investment in the water sector from the Center in the form of loans.
Since no water rates have been collected, accumulating debt service charges
have led to a reduction in actualJ development outlays. Recently, maintenance
and operation of completed projects has been transferred from EFWAPDA tc the
Tgorks, Power and Irrigation Department and therefore debt service should no
longer be charged to EPWAPDk. However, for the Province as a whole, with tne
existing system, the problem of debt service will remain.

The Provincial Issue

119. Future patterns of Government expenditure and revenue will have
to take account of the relationship between the Central Government and the
Provincial Governments, and of the relative position of the Provincial Govern-
ments in East and West Pakistan. These are areas in which the new Constitution
will probably bring extensive changes about which nothing can be said ncw.
However, it is possible to put into perspective four relevant issues: provincial
debt service to the Center; the relative decline in provincial shares of
centrally collected revenue; the lower government revenue receipts of Ea.st
Pakistan; and regional distribution of government expenditures.

120. The constraint upon the growth of non-development expenditure,
referred to above, is inherent in the mechanism of fiscal transfers between
the Center and the Provinces. The Provinces have to repay loans received
from the Center with interest, at present 6 1/4 percent. Debt service is
usually charged to the Revenue Account as part of non-developmental revenue
expenditure. Over the Third Plan period, debt service to the Center frcm
Provinces has risen rapidly, from Rs. 600 million in 1965/66 to Rs. 1,178
million in 1969/70. Debt service payments by East Pakistan were Rs. 272
million in 1965/66 and rose to Rs. 618 million in 1969/70; in West Pakistan
they increased from Rs. 328 million to Rs. 560 million.

121. One reason for the sharply increasing debt service is the rising
cost of debt to the Central Government, which required raising interest
charges in 1968/69 from 6 to 6 1/4 percent. But the more important reason,
particularly for East Pakistan, lies in the increasing financial assistance
in the form of loans both in absolute terms and as a.proportion of total
financial assistance. Between 196h/65 and 1969/70, loans both to East and
West Pakistan have trebled; from Rs. 662 to Rs. 2,004 million in the East,
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from Rs. h59 to Rs. l.l5 million in the West. In the same period,
the proportion of grants to total financial assistance declined from
23 to 8 nercent for East Pakistan, and from 29 to 11 percent for 1%bist
Pakistan.

122. The provincial share of total centrally collected revenue declined
from 26 nercent in 1961h/65 to 20 nercent in 1969/70. The sharing arrangements
exclude customs duties and the major part of the large excise tax collections.
The prnvinninl share is threfrore idiependent upon the growth of direct taxes
which has been sluggish. Consequently, the contributions of the Center to
provincial txy rAvpnue diiminished from 60 nprcent to 57 nercent in West
Pakistan and from 64 percent to 61 percent in East Pakistan between 1964/65
and 1969/70=

123. TIn n,n rec r.t ye< .WpQst and Eastz Pak-ista.n hav aequallyr shared t.he

Central contribution, but total revenue available to the West exceeds that.
mP+T V cWSa Ih- ^-- +h %^ I.C)T^ t+m4r1rh .^nlrs f' n.^.% +9 D rn+
.J4. a U. Dy 1.a. - ISS 4 4_ - -- , _ -

The local tax effort of aest Pakistan has been deteriorating; revenues locally
rai sed 4--opped from 4.7 percent7 ( of regfonal D in 1964L6f +o 0. perent in
1969/70, while in East Pakistan this ratio remained constant around 2.8 percent.
Over Whe ThJirU P±Lan, o-±-We L VVtUO ILIU rJ.v.-J%us n UVhgU deb ser V ka-;.ILe,LIU U% tbe

Center, have caused non-development expenditure, net of transfers, to be on
.e average aJJlkJ,.lsl IRs. LI% .'wr zLLli on 'LA.IW .L LI ar L&I au U&J=aA. .1 TTwev A CTA* Q CWA.

This is despite the fact that the East, starting from a smaller base, ha.s had
a h- gler gro -w " aw 12 percen - ' ' -- -- 4 .-re - -wt -4tI-e'-7 -percent. -TJ -4 ,n Wes Pt_- 4stan.C Ii.L ~,11 ~L%JW U&I Ld LiV," _LC. jJ.L %,"LIUI.~II9.~ W-. ULL I.Jr I JJt;1 IIU 1.11 nW o U 1 dr.i U Lidi.

In other words, the East Pakistan Government is severely handicapped, compared
o TWest. Pakistan, in s-upplying ser-vice in euucatior- and health, as -w-ell as

in other fields. On a. per capita basis, this comparison, of course, becomes
even miore disadvantageous tuo Eas Pakistan. r"Wreover, hljs d3.!! is

reinforced by the fact that the Center spends most of its non-development
expenditure in the West, where mOSt of its institutions are locatwd. The
extent of regional disparity in this respect is also evident in the national
accounts -which show that value added (in constant prices) by civil adiriinistra-
tion increased by almost 15 percent annually in the West, but by only h percent
in the East, during the Third Plan period.

Conclusions

124. Major issues are facing Pakistan with respect to public finance.
There is the need to increase Government expenditures, both current and
capital. Past distortions in the expenditure pattern have to be corrected.
The present low fiscal effort provides ample scope for mobilizing additional
resources and improving the distribution of the tax burden. Correction for
present disparities between West and East Pakistan will require a relatively
faster increase in expenditures in the East, and a substantial rise in the
revenue contribution of the West.



2. Mobilization of Private Savings

125. All available evidence suggests that resource stringency in the
public sector was accompanied by a decline in the savings rate of the
private sector. While there were fluctuations from year to year, it
appears that on average the share of private savings in uGN remained
1-2 percentage points below the level attained in the first half of the
1960's and hovered around 7 percent. Moreover, there were no signs of
private savings recovering towards the end of the Plan period. These
developments are difficult to explain, considering tha.t economic growth
maintained a fairly rapid pace and tha.t the marginal rise in the share
of total resources going into the public sector in the form of taxes and
other revenues did not materially affect private disposable income.

126. These conclusions are derived from the national accounts and,
in the absence of independent estimates of private savings, they must be
treated with caution. All the more so, as statistical problems abound.
On the most general plane, there is the problem that, private savings being
derived as a.residual, they are affected by all the estimating errors from
which the other, much larger items in the national accounts suffer. More
specifically, with all the price distortions in Pakistan's price structure,
there is a.serious question how meaningful exact figures of investment and
savings rates are. Furthermore, the decline in private savings rates
occurred during a period when economic growth, and even more so growth
of incomes, shifted towards agriculture in West Pakistan where much of the
larger part of private savings originates; the difficulties of estimating
investment are very much greater in agriculture and in the rural areas
generally than in manufacturing, so that it is possible that in recent years
private investment and, consequently.private savings have been under-
estimated.

127. Still, while allowance for these factors might modify the figures
somewhat, it is unlikelv to reverse the trend from a decline to a rise. and
thus remove the behavior of private savings as a cause for concern. This
means tha.t. iust as in the field of nublic finance; strenuous efforts will
be required in raising the level of savings in the private sector. The
difficulty is that hAeinr unable to eAplain satiaf;ctoriIv whv the nrivate
savings rate declined in the first place, one cannot really be very specific

hnbot. thp fnrms soh an afnw+. eheo11 +.nka Nnetheless, a few gral
observations may be worth making.

128. To a considerable extent, private savings in Pakistan are probably
determined bythe exis+venee of attr.+active opnpor+.-uities fo iv mer.t Very
largely, this is likely to mean investment in physical assets. There is no
question. that, because of Pakstr. dffi cult exchange position, such
opportunities were quite limited during the Third Plan period, particularly
in n.nfa rng * Presen.t proposals forn the Fourth Plan per od cal 4'O
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continuat.ion O0 these restrictiLons, partLculkarly- V n respect.. Priva±ye

investment in WJest Pakistan. While, for the reasons discussed above,
there is strong justification for expanding the role oI the public sector
in Pakistan's economy, it is questionable whether present proposals -

which would in effect keep total private investment in real terms rougnly
to the absolute amount actually spent over the last five years - do not go
too far in that direction. in this context, an important consideration is
whether, within the limited investment opportunities envisaged, there would
in fact be sufficient incentive for private savings to recover. It may
well be that, with such stringent limitations, potential savings in the
private sector will be frustrated. If this happens and the Government at
the same time is unable - as it may well be - to capture these potential
savings through its revenue system - the pace of development would suffer.

129. In addition to the size of investment opportunities, the amount
of resources reauired to be raised within the private sector for financing
a given level of investment in real assets is probably a factor influencing
private savings. In the past, the Government has been very generous in
supporting private investment - directly through the transfer of public
funds to financial institutions engaged in lending to the private sector,
generally at very favorable rates of interest; indirectly through giving-
private investors access to imported equipment at comparatively low effective
cost of exchange. Considering how tight Pakistan's overall resource position
and the financial situation of the public sector in particular are likely
to be over the next several years, it appears questionable whether continua-
tion of Government support on the present scale is warranted. In view of
the high rates of profit obtainable from most investments, whether in agri-
culture or manufacturing, any such reduction is not very likely to entail a
decline in private investment but would probably be compensated by increased
efforts to mobilize private savings. Moreover, such an approach would have
the additional advantage of enabling the Government to direct what limited
resources it has available in support of private economic activity towards
specific areas where assistance from the public sector is necessary as a
catalyst and where stimulation of activity serves the public interest, e.g.
in East Pakistan, in the promotion of new entrants into industry.

130. Private savings are also generally believed to be a function of
the readv availabilitv of financial instruments and the return earned on them.
In this general area, the Third Plan period saw a number of welcome initiatives
beiing taken . Mutual funnds were successfully introd&ied. The commercial banks-
seeking deposits and limited by the State Bank in establishing additional
branch offices in m-ajir riA arnndedranirlv in +.he rural areas= Clearly,
there is scope for considerable further efforts in these directions. Moreover,
they could be made more effective if comlA w tore LA -ive use - f intest

policy as an instrument of stimulating savings and, in the rural areas, with
- -- -- -- ~-~+ , +In~ n ,f-ni v +A ,.,eivn A rVmv ,,vi ,-me' +i.im ef% ,'"O"n +-1,e ,irun id"e,-q- - v uen_ - in t.he_ orgrzair and operati on of -.>. co opera<v ban 4ng

system and the postal savings schemes both of which have on the whole continued
tU'o 1.a.nLAi.±sA
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E. THE EXTERNAL RESOURCE PROBLEM

1. Introduction

131. The main objective of balance of payments strategy in the Third
Plan was "to movs towards greater economie viability and finance an increasing
proportion of development imports from the country's own resources". An
export arowth rate of Q9= nArnent per annum- considerably greater than that
of GNP (6.5 percent) was to be achieved by appropriate setting of bonus
(exchange rate) and fiscal policies supplemented by al7locations of development
expenditures to export oriented industries. On the import side it was ex)ected
t.haf. ecrhannag +.triff a31nd fisc,-al npoliciAc ouTld ae formulate+.de wit.h a vipw to
continuing a program of import liberalization intended to shift control over
the level and co.m..position of imports from. detailed, quantitivp a11oGati-ons to
more indirect controls exercised through the market pricing mechanism. Expanding
export earnings, supplemented by foreagn assistance and coupled with reform of
import controls, were expected to improve the availability of imported raw
materials ad Spe t. oy re qa ., v ed leve s anjL 4J. +v v1.0 V 0.1 l IO o..Ai

of installed capacity, increased output, and efficiency. Further development
ofU4 the c tl goodjs inulu,stries was to Lbe supported by appropriatte changes in

the tariff structure which ha.d in the past been shaped to stimulate investment
in, and rapid 'evelopririenu of, consunier goo's J[Uubtri es.

132. The war -wishr india and consequent higher defense expenditure, two
successive poor crops leading to unexpectedly large food imports, coupled. with
the pause in and reduced ievel oI ioreign assistance were significanb causes
for very substantial deviations from the original Plan targets for external
resource mobilization and expenditure. The basic direction for balance of
payments strategy sketched above, however, remained essentially valid, although
its implementation became far more painful to achieve, and in the event, a.s
will be seen below, policy adjustments did not, on the whole, amount to -the
consistent pattern that had been envisaged.

2. Balance of Payment I aaement in the Third Plan Period

Exports

133. The Tbird Plan target for total foreign exchange earnings was set
at an annual rate of growth of 9.5 percent, to yield Rs. 20,000 million J.rom
the original base. it is clear from the partial data available for 1969/70
that the Plan period will end with unusually poor exports. However, for the
five years as a whole export performance, in contrast to many otner aspects
of the Plan, has come remarkably close to the target, although it was the
export target which, more than many other Plan projections, was widely criti-
cized a.s being far too ambitious. Defining the precise score is troubled by
technical problems of measurement beside estima.ting earnings in 1969/70.
However, it seems fair to say that cumulative exchange earnings will be £'rom 90
to 95 percent of the target. The lower figure will apply if the revised (higher)
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bidase for '196 L-/VL6465 is - us.ed, invis i vl 31 re treaed --oL-1 ' n a-, r oLJ ss.4 bis .0, n dLU .the

mission's lower forecast for this year's earnings is used. Since there is
no question thialtA over thi ie nextA five years PskistJan -4 11 hae to .44crease
exchange earnings at a rate well in excess of GNP growth - th-e Fourth Plan
UU£,L.jlne p.Xoposes an1] anLIiUdal I C, 01 U *) rate If 8O. UrcILe = P a APterel1t.e i11

the latter half of the 1960's warrants thorough examination, for both its
strengths and weaknesses.

134. iMerchan-ie expurts as recorudU by the Ctral Saistcal Office
show tha.t the value of shipments in the current fiscal. year, from July 1.969
through April. 1970,was Rs. 2,692 million, a 2.1 percent decline from the
comparable period in 1968/69. For the year as a whole merchandise shipments
are likely to become roughly equivalent to la.st year:s exports of Rs. 3,2h0
mil]lion. Export receipts, however, which tend to lag, are likely to be
up slightly, perhaps by 2.5 percent. Commodity details are not yet fuliy
available but it is clear that the poor showing is the result of a sharp
drop in primary exports. July through February figures show exports of
major primary commodities down about 25 percent from comparable 1968/69 levels
(raw jute down 11 percent, raw cotton 5h1 percent and rice 52 percent), whereas
major manufactures were up 16 percent. Changes in unit prices roughly offset
each other so that it is a decline in the volume of exports, not in international
prices, which explains the fall in export value. No doubt, a. number of special -
and temporary - factors provide part of the explanation for this fall. However,
it also appears that developments this year have brought into the open some
basic problems.

135. Incentives for export in Pskistan are given through a number of
schemes and programs, the total impact of which on effective exchange rates
(total rupee earning per dollar value of export) for different commodities
is probably impossible to quantify precisely. However, the dominant influence
on effective exchange rates for different exports has been the export bonus
scheme and it is in good part the working of this scheme which has determined
the rate and pattern of export growth for different commodities. An apprecia-
tion of developments with respect to exports can be gained from a simple examina-
tion of data on bonus and total exports in conjunction with their approximate
effective exchange rates for the years 1964/65 - 1968/69.

Total Exports
Percentage

69 L5 - 1968/69__ Change
Value Bonus Cov. Value. Bonus Cov. in Value

Export Type (Rs. mTil.) % (Rs. mil.) %

Primary 1,696 (12) 1,548 (9) - 8.7
Manufactures 775 (100) 1,678 (100) 116.5
Invisible 622 (7) O(h - 7=3
Home Remittance 182 (100) 453 (100) 148.9
Total Enpori RAPPipts i0/ j208 (37) l5l (56)2_
Average Effective Rate 5.35 6.43 20.2

- Continued -
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Exports Under Bonus

1961465_ 1968/69 Percentage
Value Aver. Effec. Value Aver. Effec. Change

(Rs. mil.) Exch. Rate i/ (Rs. mil.) Exch. Rate 2/ in Value

Export Tlype

Primary _/ 203 (6.22) 145 (7.10) - 28.6
Manufactures 771 (6.19) 1,658 (7.66) 115.0
Invisible _3/ 42 (6.72) 79 (7.33) 88.1
Home Remittance J182 (6.94 (8.23) . 48.9

Total Bonus E,cports 1,198 (6.33) 2,336 (7-72) 95.0

)y/ Totals for export receipts for 1964/65 and 1968/69 adjusted to exclulde
respectively Rs. 67 and 102 million of freight included in primary and
manufactured merchandise exports. See Table 3.4 in Volume II for details.

i/ Rs. per U.S. dollar.

2/ Items covered by bonus have varied. The exclusion of rice from bonus
in 1968/69 explains the drop in primary exports.

136. In 1964/65 bonus exports were Rs. 1,198 million, equivalent to
37 percent of total foreign exchange receipts of Rs. 3.208 million; in 1968/69
bonus exports had risen to Rs. 2,336 million or 56 percent of total receipts.
During the pa,st four years bonus exports increased by 95 percent while non-
bonus exports declined absolutely from Rs. 2,010 mil.ion to Rs. 1,815 million.
The overall' growth in exchnnge earnings between 196W/65 - 1968/69 was a'bout
29 percent or 6.6 percent per annum. Exports under bonus grew by 18.2 percent
per annum. while those not subJect to bonus declined by 2.5 percent per annum.
The average effective exchange rate for bonus exports rose from 6.33 in 1964/65
to 7.72 in 1968/69 while the average effective exchange rate for total exDort
receipts increased from 5.35 to 6.143.

137. It is clear from the above table that manufactured exports al.
receive bonus and that their growth has indeed been imnressive. The average
effective exchange rate for the group rose from 6.19 to 7.66. The issue
that arises with respect to manufactures results from the structure of the
effective exchange rate system. It has been shown that for some cases (cotton
yarn and iute saGking) foreign exchange earnings from the manufactured item
are no greater than the amount that could have been earned by exporting the
raw materiael +hnt+ ,-n+ 4n+t the man n+4-iA 4e +m T*nother oTrds, 4 a 11The
addd in me of e s hs in se c s e d n additional _ fr -eg n1. - v I ----
added in manufacture of exports bas in some cases earned no additional foreign
exch--ng .
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138. Invisible earnings under bonus have shown a sharp increase over
the past four years. However, it is significant to note that they comprise
less than 15 percent of total invisibles and that invisible earnings as
a whole have declined. 1/ It appears from casual observation that lack of
growth in this item is due to the fact that, given the inherent problem of
policing this type of transaction, more transactions are taking place out-
side the exchange control system as effective rates move away from official
parity. This seems especially true of earnings from tourists. The growth
of home remittances, which has consistently received the highest bonus rate,
testifies to the efficacy of offering a rate near the market rate.

139. It is clearly apparent in the table above that, in contrast to
other sources of exchange earnings, primary exports - which account for
about 50 percent of merchandise exports and about 35 percent of total foreign
exchange earnings - have not done well at all. In fact, they declined somewhat
between 196h/65 and 1968/69 and fell considerably in 1969/70 as the exportable
surplus decreased because increases in output fell short by a considerable
margin, particularly in the case of jute, of the expansion in demand by the
manufacturing sector. No doubt, part of the explanation for this situation
lies in the fact that export agriculture on the whole did not receive much
support from the Government's agriculturaa programs. Again, this is parti-
cularly true of jute. At the same time, however, it is also obvious that
the Government did not act, as it did for all other major exports, to
provide incentives for increased Droduction throueh the bonus svstem. In
fact, over 90 percent of primary exports have remained outside that system,
at a time, when returns obtainable from comDeting crops went up considerably
as a result of increasing prices and, in the case of wheat in West Pakistan,
in vields.

140. It is difficult to iustify this approach to primarv exnorts on
economic grounds with respect to either domestic supply elasticities or
international conditions. Estimetes of sunnlv elasticities have generallv
shown that farmers respond favorably to price incentives. The argument,
especially made with respnect to iute, that the henefits of other Government
programs designed to increase productivity have acted to offset an increasingly
adverse prle situation, Js invalid because these programs for jute especially,
have on the whole not been very effective.

141. Except for jute, Pakistan's primary exports are relatively small in
onal *market+s so that international prices for exports are given with4in

a very wide range of export volumes. In jute, of which Pakistan is a major
supplier, the1 sltuat44. As .L e. Here, U V UIit volu4m a.d_ __it -- -

inversely related, and Pakistan's choice of export strategy is determined by
judgements about the elasticity of dem,.and -with respect to price. So far, export
policy has been governed almost exclusively by short-term considerations, that

* '* ha o e ena L-s a .gne ' IT -a ob1 : - - - '- ' '- - - -__ _ 2
IS, It has been deSigned to obtaln tne hignest possible price consistent with
current market conditions. Vkth such a policy, Pakistan has been quite successful

y The figure for 196h/65 invisible receipts may be in error for it appears
inconsistent with some other data but it seems that at best earnings
remained constant.



in maintaining jute prices at a high level. At the same time, however, it has
with such a policy given encouragement to competing producers, notably Thailand,
and to the synthetic fiber industry to expand their production. Implicit in
the export policy that Pakistan has so far followed is, therefore, the judgement
that there is no difference between the short- and the long-term price elasticity
of demqnd for Pakistan's jute and that, therefore, its earnings are maxirized
by exploiting to the full the advantages of relatively low elasticity in the
short run. There is considerable evidence to suggest that a thorough re-examina-
tion of the validity of the assumptions under this judgement is urgently needed.

Bilateral Trade

142. In 1968/69 bilateral exports, mostly to Socialist Bloc countriezs,
were Rs. 396 million or about 12 percent of merchandise export receipts.
Bilateral exports have grown rapidly since 1961/65 when these arrangements
were first introduced. However, in relation to the value of the trade involved,
Pakistan seems generally to have run a. large credit balance with Bloc cotntries
which suggests that Pakistan has found it difficult to import goods from these
countries. In view of these apparent difficulties, it is encouraging to note
that the Government is presently undertaking a study to evaluate the benefits
Pakistan has derived from these arrangements and to determine future poliLcy.

Imports

143. A major policy goal enunciated in the Third Plan was that of import
liberalization - the replacement of direct, quantita.tive controls over imnports
by indirect financial controls. Implicit in this goal was the recognition
that, within a setting of equitable access to foreign exchange, more effective
use of limited foreien exchange resources will be achieved through the market
than through administrative controls. On balance little, if any, progress has
been made over the last five years towards achieving this goal. Obviously, as
will be seen below, factors beyond the full control of Government were i:n good
part responsible for creating conditions that made achievement of a restructure(
import control system difficult and painful. However, it is also clear that
the system as it actually evolved over the years of the Third Plan period was
not the only one possible in the circumstances.

144. Movement towards a more rational and liberal import regime as envisaged
in the Third Plan was unset hv two sionificnnt deviations from Plqn nro;sctions
of expenditures and resources: first, higher defense expenditure and, 5eco.i,
short-falls in erternal assistancA. The following tAhle summarizes the situntion:
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Sources and Uses of Forei -mExchanSe, 1.26h/65 - 1969/701"
(Rs. mi3l..lion)

Plan Estimated Achievement
Pro.ection Actuals Difference (in percent)

Total] Payments 35,500 30.860 - 4t6Lo
Goods and 6ervices 32,690 27,694 - 4,999 05
Debt Service 2,810 3,169 + 359 11.3

Total Sources 35500 30.860 - 0 X

Own Earnings 20,000 19,l45 - 855 96
Foreign Resources 15,500 1]1,579 - 3,921 75
Project Aid and

Technical Assistance (9,300) (7,069) (- 2,231) (76)
Commodity Aid (5,500) (3,981) (- 1,519) (72)
Foreign Investment ( 700) ( 529) (- 171) (76)
Reserve Use - 136 + 1.36 -

%/ Because of subsequent revisions of Third Plan benchmarks, comparisons
between Plan projections and the actual outcome do not precisely
indicate the discrepancy between expectations and actual events.

145. Included in the estimated actual imports of goods and services for
the Third Plan period is Rs. 3,500 - 4,000 million of expenditure for military
and some food imports. If this amount is subtra.cted from Rs. 27,691 million
of actua.l. imports, the shortfall from projected Third Plan requirements is in
the order of Rs. 8.5 - 9.0 billion and import availability for productive use
is reduced from 85 percent to 72 - 7I percent of the original target. It is
this latter figure which indicates how severe the pressure on import availability
was to the economy during the last five years. The table also shows that external
assistance fell short of projections by Rs. 3.921.million, roughlv eouivalent to
defense-food expenditure of Rs. 3,500 - 4,000 million. It is the combination
of these two factors - excess outlays on military and food imports and the
shortfall in aid - that dominates the external resource picture. By comparison,
the shortfall in exnort earnings and the excess in debt.service pavments-are
almost insignificant.

146. Alternatively, the situation that developed may be described as follows.
FTrPom tho lQ6),/65t base vpra levpel the cuimii1,ti vP. incrr&a.s in Pmrnnrts dlulrinp the
Third Pla.n amounted to about Rs. 3,500 million. This increase was pre-empted
in its …- entirety b imrts of mili -tar good and food. Guled W -th a rPred

aid inflow of a like amount, the level of other imports that could be financed
was drastically IrUeduceU Ub.elW projet require,,ents. How he adj-sIme.ts
made necessary by these events affected the composition of imports and how
they were brought abo-ut, is discussed below in soe deta l, not only for the
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explanation such an analysis provides of significant aspects of Pakistan's
economic situation during the past five years, but also - and more impor-tantly -

for the insights it might give into Pakistan's external resource positioni as
the country enters the next Plan period.

147. Changes in the composition of imports between the Second and Third
Plan periods are shown in the table below:

Composition of Merchandise Imoorts vJ
(Percent)

Second Plan Third Plan

(1) Consumer goods 24.6 22.1.

(la) Consumer goods net of
food grains (12.0) (10.9)

(2) Raw materials 43.2 41.0

(2a) Raw materials net of
fertilizer imnorts (L2.3) (37.7)

(3? pCnital goods 32.1 _a.9

100.0 100.0

Total Merchandise Imports Rs. 19,917 Rs. 23 900 (est.)
m,ni In i on million

j/ For details and source see Table 3.3 in Volume II. Military imports
are excluded. -Third Plan proportions are based on actuals for four
years, 1965/66 - 1968/69.

The first striking feature of this table is that merchandise imports, as
recorded by the Central Statistical Office, were only about 20 percent
larger during the Third Plan period than during the first half of the 196bOs.
This is confirmed by data on privat'e imporss 14 licnseA dby +tbe Ghie f fnntrw,+.- ler

of Imports and Exports. Such. licenses cover almost all private imports,
exce p4mn,sn+o P ,.nn 4 -po rs 4 A of c.p i tl, go AodAsla wi1-

banks, and comprise therefore essentially consumer goods and raw materiaLs
4n.cl -,tAr,fu ePnls. Imports so li -ened, A (iAncluing bonus W1 e n,.or+c+ a rn

at Rs. 10,250 million in 1965-1970, as against about Rs. 9,000 million during
thel C^conA CY1- an -increase 0 4'o-nl '1. percent. h'P--e-senA q+rili-nfe

U.LO L~'4JU LA Cu 4.O1 CTU~ ~LA i1%.~ O .2 JL.LJ .1.4 yOJ --- 'IF,14 bO'..'lA hit SL~

of the table is the extent to which the burden of adjustment fell on raw
m,a.terial im,portus. Moe pciialy it4 fell1 on inter, 9--,eit ir.ort tothIIJ.L~. i.ai .. zIyvI. * ri'.l- QY U±L.L.LLd±±LJY, .11 U~ ± IW .111 VL 4. UW'11 UII U.LC1K IjV .J.IIJIJJ. O 1.V. V1AU

industrial sector, while fertilizer imports grew very rapidly in support of
the food grain self-s-uffLciency program. Indeed, if fuel is alsV exluded,
the decline is from 36.4 to 30.7 percent, which probably measures as accurately



as possible the tremendous burden of adjustment faced by the manufacturing
sector of the economv. It indicates that imports of indiistria1 materia.ls
did not increase at a.ll, while even without further investments in 1965-l970,
capacity in operation wouli have been substantially 1arger as a result of
the boom in manufacturing investment in the latter years of the Second Plan

1lZ8 Th gz T-o.ri in t.he npronort.ion of inve9tment. agooti in tota.l imrntsnY..

and the decline in proportion of raw materials imports for industry in an
economyi troubld 'rby iiner4c-utl i caacri n ltyi .xr nnfd sur%ii t. ng rp.crh J ri the

manufacturing sector throughout this period, indicates that adjustment to
the foreign eha.ngge resource co6strai t l c ked a . nV- .4 - -sV

not mean necessarily that it would have been within the power of Pakistani
auhrtie to4-- 4 rin ab- 'ou+ a radd cally Ai fferen+ o.oi.r ofP i'-ip .Th

IU U .LJ' .L± 1 0 4 UUJ L)J. ±i1r, d JJ 1 OJ4 .i.J. .J LS 'uS.vIA ''_JlLyJ.J . U.'J V 4±j ±11iU'J I .S e

observation above assumes that foreign exchange resources were in fact fully
funJi Un le as uwven U.L.L.Lnt u . s was note so. A L dIs noe d above, a good
part of Pakistan's own earnings was pre-empted, while external assistance was

uiiacI iIUore read wIly aVadiladblC J.or pro1Jcts IAudLJ ci USr Indan>cig coutHIfodUi y i mpur Us.
In these circumstances, raw material imports became the residual claimant on
foreign exchange resources, but the cost to the economy ouf this situation must
have been very high indeed.

149. To effect the necessary adjustments in imports, Pakistani authorities
used both quantitative restrictions and changes in the effective cost of exchange.
Changes in the latter are depicted below:

Average Effective Exchangz Rates 1/ 4/
(Rs. per UtS I$p

% Snare in 7 Increase Between
1968/69 Imports Item 1-4/6 1968/69 196h/65 and 1968/69

19.1 (1) Consumer goods 6.55 9.62 46.9
( 6.4) (la) Consumer goods net of

food grains 8.75 12.52 43.1
( 6.4) (lb) Consumer goods net of

food grains and sugar
duties 8.26 10.74 30.0

43.4 (2) Raw materials 6.18 8.11 31.2
(39.9) (2a) Raw materials net of

fertilizer 6.19 8.41 35.9
37.5 (3) Capital goods 5.83 6.55 12.3

100.0 Average effective rate fbr
merchandise imports / 7.82 26.7

4/ Average rupee cost, including duties and, where applicable, bonus, per US dollar.

4/ The classification of imports corresponds to the preceding table, except that
imports of consumer goods were further subdivided, in order to eliminate the
disturbing effect on the effective exchange rate of consumer goods in 1968/69
of abnormally large imports of sugar which carries a very heavy duty.

(Continued on next page)



150. Taken with the table on the composition of imports, several
conclusions may be drawn about the adjustment process to the exchange
constraint. It is obvious that the heaviest burdenin price adjustment has
been carried by the raw materiai group wnich, as noted above, nas also
carried the bulk of the quantitative adjustment in foreign exchange alloca-
tions. As a result, the price differential between capital goods and raw
materials, insignificant in 1964/65, widened to as much as 30 percent by
1968/69. The emergence of such a differential has obviously circumscribed
severely the effectiveness of the Government's development strategy which
sought to stress better utilization of existing capacity, as against additions
to capital stock. It also limited the extent to which plans for developing
the domestic manufacture of capital goods could be translated into reality.
These are problems to which solutions must be found if Pakistan is to be
able to use its exchange resources efficiently, all the more so as the present
outlook suggests that exchange resources will remain very scarce indeed.

3. Dimensions of the Task Ahead

151. In the course of the Third Plan period, the foreign exchange gap
emerged as a severe constraint on Pakistan's development. As shown above,
extensive action was taken during these years to adapt the exchange regime
to the change in circumstances, with respect to both exports and imports.
It took the form of substantial increases in effective exchange rates, but
also involved extensive use of quantitative controls as a means of both
keeping total imports within available resources and of allocating exchange
between various categories of imports. Altogether, however, it appears doubt-
ful that the exchange regime, as it has evolved, can be relied upon to perform
effectively in dealing with the problems that lie ahead.

152. A very important element in the outlook for the next several years
is external assistance. Here, disbursements out of the Indus and Tarbela
funds will decline from past levels as these projects near completion, and
Pakistan's program in the production of foodgrain is reducing the scope for
assistance under PL 480. For these reasons, and because of the rising debt
service obligations built into external debt now outstanding, the net amount
of resource transferred from abroad will decline substantially, if the re-
mainder of assistance continues at present levels and on current terms, as
shown in the following table.

,/ A study done by the Planning Commission estimntes that the aggregate
average exchange rate for merchandise imports was 6.02 in 196h/65 and
7.87 in ]968/69- thus thA Astimates made by the Mission are in roorri

with them. It might be noted that in making the estimates care was taken
to resolve allocntiAons in fanvor of' shrowing increased prices for capita.l
goods over the period; thus the estimates, on which the conclusions in
the text are based, are conservative.
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Net Transfers of Resources

(US $ million; annual averages)

1965/66-1969/70 1969/70 1970/71-1974/75 1974/75

Gross Disbursements

Indus/Tarbela 98 120 58 24
PL 480 92 85 47 lho
Other Assistance 454 461 500 500

Total 644 666 605 564

Debt Service 138 185 264 321

Net Transfers 506 481 341 243

The possibilities of adjusting external assistance policy with a view to pre-
venting the sharp decline in net transfers depicted above, are currently under
consideration by the Pakistan Consortium. In particular, the feasibility of
keeping net transfers over the next five years at the level of the second half
of the 1960's, i.e., at roughly US $500 million a year, is being examined.
However, even if measures to this end are in fact taken, Pakistant s ability
to increase imports above present levels would still be dependent entirely on
its success in expanding exchange earnings. Thus, fast growth in exports must
remain a very important objective of Government policy. Conversely, even
expansion of exchange earnings by as much as 8.5 percent annually would only
prove sufficient to support increases in imports at an annual rate of about
6 percent i.e., roughly in pace with GNP. Thus., a tight external resource
situation will remain with Pakistan, as will the task of ensuring the most
efficient possible use of available exchange.



IV, OflS.U r -T STLLfkTL-ThS

A. INTRODUCTION

153. From the discussion in the preceding chapter of major current
issues, emerges a number of important compulsions and constraints that will
dominate the setting for Pakistanis economlc and social development over
the next several years. As regards the management of the economy in
this setting, probably the foremost problem, on whose effective resolution
practically every other aspect of development will depend, is that of mobi-
lizing additional resources, domestic as well as foreign, to support the
substantial expansion of public sector activities that is called for and
to meet the requirements of the economy in general for strengthening, after
a period of declining investment rates, the base for sustained economic
advance in future. One obvious conclusion to draw is that measures directed
towards mobilizingresources -- domestically, in the form of public revenues
as well as total savings, externally in the form of exchange earnings --
must loom large in any program of action designed to break through the con-
stricting shortages that have thwarted so many of the aspirations enunciated
for the Third Plan period.

154. The other, perhaps less obvious conclusion, relates to economic;
growth as an objective of policy. An acceleration of growth is, in any event,
imperative in East Pakistan if frustrations of long standing are to be
alleviated -- and it is doubtful that any amount of success in stepping up in-
vestment spending in that Province will compensate for failure in achieving
such an acceleration. Furthermore, there is a strong general case for seeking
rapid economic growth in conjunction with the compulsion for a massive
effort to mobilize additional resources, because it is obviously much more
difficult to obtain more resources out of a given income than out of incre-
ments to income. It is this consideration that argues strongly for strong
efforts to keep regional income in West Pakistan growing rapidly -- quite
apart from the fact that, comparisons with East Pakistan aside, West Pakistan
is still far too poor to be able to afford relaxation of efforts to maintain
growth at a fast pace. The essential argument for fast growth in West Pakistan
is that it is there that most of the resources will have to be generated -- in
the form of public revenues, savings and exchange earnings -- which will be
needed, in the context of net transfers from abroad at best remaining constant,
for effecting the shift in emphasis in investment towards East Pakistan.

155. Concern over Pakistan's social problems will have to be translated
into ameliorative action. As argued in the preceding chapter, this need not
mean massive diversion of resources to non-economic ends. Indeed, the social
problem reached its intensity in no small measure because Dast policies have
not paid enough attention to ensuring that there was reasonably equitable
access for all to opportunities for economic improvement. To provide such
opportunities in future is not only a social but also an economic need in
important areas of economic activitv. particularlv in agriculture. and must
constitute an important objective of economic policy. At the same time, how-
ever, socialsprTvicns particularly in education. khalth and housing. TAI L need
to be expanded greatly, and claims on resources for these purposes will be
very substantially 1Arpe.r than they have bhen inthe past, n ircqm serhbng the
scope for increasing investment in more directly productive activities.
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156. Compulsions for increasing the investment rate in East Pakistan raise
a whole host of difficult problems for the management of the economy of Pakistan
as a whole. Some of them are obvious -- East Pakistan's present capital stock
in infrastructure is very small -- in absolute terms and even more so in
relation to the region's difficult physical environment; much of the invest-
ment will, therefore, have to go into improving the infrastructure: that is,
it will create conditions conducive to future growth, but it will not produce
growth by itself. It is, therefore, quite likely that, with a rising share of
total investment going to East Pakistan, investment as a whole will take
longer in contributing to economic growth. Several implications follow. As
far as East Pakistan is concerned, great care will have to be taken in composing
the investment program to balance short- and long-term considerations. As for
Pakistan as a whole, the aim should be to raise investment in East Pakistan
within the context of a rising over-all investment rate, that is to try to
avoid a further decline in the investment rate in West Pakistan which has al-
ready fallen from above 20 percent to around 15 percent over the past 5 years.
In essence, this is, of course, a further argument for a large-scale effort
to mobilize additional resources. Nonetheless, resources for investment will
remain very -tight and investment planning and management will have to be im-
proved considerably to use these scarce resources with the greatest possible
efficiency.

157. Among the problems that are perhaps less obvious, the most important
are those that derive from the fact that the regional economies of East and
West Pakistan are not contiguous and -- because of the difficulties and cost
of transport and communications -- do not form part of a genuinely integrated
economy. Moreover, Pakistan has never really faced the issue whether its ul-
timate aim is the creation of an integrated or two largely separate economies.
Whatever the ultimate decision on this issue, the process of transition that
is ahead, towards greater economic balance between the two wings, involving,
inter alia, a shift in investment towards East Pakistan, would undoubtedly be
facilitated greatly by promoting regional specialization, particularlv in manu-
facturing. Regional specialization, and the expansion of inter-wing trade to
which it could give rise, would make it Dossible to supplement net transfers
through external trade -- where by all indications the resource position will
remain verv tight -- by net transfers through inter-wing trade. Such objec-
tives would obviously have to be reflected in the regional pattern of invest-
ment.

158 TIn this context. one further noint about the nattern oTF investme-nt
may be worth making. It relates particularly to West Pakistan. If the process
of trqn.-itinn referred to nhnve is t9 nproceed with a minninm of ernonomic dis-
ruption and dislocation, West Pakistan's economy will have to generate over
t.he nextseeraTrl yaTPrs very subs.tant.ial sulrpiluses. of' cmmodit.ies for schipment
abroad as well as to East Pakistan. It is doubtful whether this could be
achieved within the proposed division between pri_vt and public investment,
according to which private investment over the next five years would be kept at
4u raingme absoir level prin no. in terr.s, ran ls in rea Ver a
during the Third Plan period.
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i5Tere is one 1i1iaL po±nu Mhau has L b ee ±inuch tUL hia

been said above but which needs to be made quite explicit. Even more so than
usual withirl a five-year timie horizon, theds dbedired rate of economic gro-wlh
and desired rate of investment are essentially two separate objectives. In
terms of' economic management, they have to be tackled as such. Tils melas
that economic growth has to be obtained very largely by means of making more
productive use of existing assets, and economic policies and programs intended
to promote growth will have to be focussed accordingly.

B. AGRICULTURE

Introduction

160. By far the most important achievements of the Third Five-Year Plan
were the breakthrough in agricultural production which occurred in West
Pakistan and, perhaps, the establishment of pre-conditions in the East wing
for a similar success during the coming quinquennium. This is so important
because the large majority of Pakistan's population lives in rural areas and
earns a living from agriculture. At the same time, this creditable achieve-
ment should be viewed against the background of near-stagnation in agricultural
production over the 1950-1965 period, threatening in that period the ability
of Pakistan to guarantee its rapidly-rising population a life free from hunger
in the face of not-so-exceptional droughts and other natural calamities. In
addition, reliance on foodgrain imports could be reduced. In West Pakistan,
agricultural production rose by 5.5 percent annually in the Third Plan period --

by about double the level of population increase -- which made it possible
to raise per capita food consumption, to eliminate PL 480 imports of foodgrains
and to achieve better than self-sufficiency in wheat and rice, so that the West
wing could supply East Pakistan with considerable quantities of foodgrains,
particularly with wheat and rice. In contrast, in East Pakistan where the
majority of the population lives at an extremely low level of poverty and where
agriculture accounts for 58 percent of GDP, aggregate agricultural growth
failed to accelerate from the 3 percent rate achieved in the Second Plan
period and barely kept pace with the Population growth rate. More serious,
however, was that foodgrain production rose by only 2 percent per annum, thus
necessitating large and rising foodgrain imports from abroad. The latter would
have been higher but for foodgrain shipments from West Pakistan. However,
programs and policies were mounted which could lead to a sizable increase in
food produc-tion over the next five years, particularly in the critical field
of rice, and therefore to a reduction in what already is a very heavy reliance
on food imports from abroad.

1. West Pakistan

161. The very high level of wheat imports into Best Pakistan, reaching
close to 1.5 million tons in 1966/67, did much to impress upon the authcrities
the need for forceful action with respect to the development of foodgrain pro-
duction, and programs and policies were formulated to reach food self-sufficiencv
at an early stage. These programs and policies were, on the whole, remarkably
successful: at the present time, West Pakistan is a net exporter of wheat,
even after a 30 percent increase in domestic wheat consumption. Rice production
nearly doubled in the last four years. There were also imnortant. thoug-h less
spectacular, improvements in the productive performance of cotton, sugar and
oilseeds.
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162. The advance in foodgrain production was made possible by the avail-
ability of new wheat and rice varieties (Mexipak for wheat and IR-8 for rice)
and by Government policies under the "food self-sufficiency program": sub-
sidies for nearly all farm inputs, combined with high support prices for wheat
and rice, provided the incentives and inputs for complete self-sufficiency.
But the key development in having adequate water availability -- both from
surface and from groundwater sources -- relieved the most important constraint
to agricultural development in West Pakistan where water is the most critical
factor of production. The success achieved so far is an indication of the
structural strength of the West Pakistan agricultural sector and the recogni-
tion by farmers of the opportunity to earn additional income by raising pro-
ductivity. It is also an indication of the potential of West Pakistan's agri-
culture which can be realized with an appropriate set of Government policies
and programs.

163. The success of West Pakistan's food self-sufficiency program, however,
was confined to the irrigated areas -- and particularly to wheat and rice
producers -- and to the larger farmers, thus increasing regional income dis-
parities and those within the farming community. At the same time, the high
support prices for wheat -- which are very considerably above world market
prices when the latter are converted at the parity rate of exchange -- and those
for rice, were passed on to the consumer, thus adding pressures on the domestic
price level and contributing to the decline in urban real wages. Thus the
need is there, and the authorities realize this, for the development of a new
agricultural strategy that would consolidate the advances made in wheat and
rice and concentrate on policies and programs aimed at stimulating the produc-
tion of other crops -- such as cotton and oilseeds -- and at raising the
productivity and income level of the smaller farmer. This is not going to be
an easy task, but an essential one if all-around, steady economic and social
progress is to become a reality.

Analysis of the "Green Revolution"

164. When the IBRD-sponsored Indus Special StudyA-i was completed in 1966,
there were clear indications that, thp Third Plnn period was likely to see con-
siderable advances in agricultural production if the Action Program, then
formril qt.Ad- was vigorously carripci nut.- Th'n c2rdinnl points of the Action
Program were investments in public sector tubewells, the encouragement of
nri va,tep sector t 11 . +.hp ntheprovision of nower supirmn1ei: a iptc to muinin
and accelerating tubewell pumping, and in addition, the provision of investment
anrl rcurre-nt. -resources bhoth ton safiv +.he t.hen evidnty) i-n-rnincrsn rdTn.-nld for%
fertilizers and to make new high-yielding varieties available on a large scale.
On the whole, the Action Progran was carried out as foreseen alnd the nricul-
tural take-off effectively took place in the 1967/68 season when the production
of grains started to rise iM.ress-vely.

1/ Pieter.Lieftinck, et.al., "Water and Power Resources of West Pakistan".,
the John Hopkins Press, Baltimore, 1968.
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West Pakistan: Production of Foodgrains

(Thousand tons)

Estimated
-,( I6/6 ,r,Lr' /I66 , 1967 -196t7/68 -I 968I/6n _9__/,r

i0 4/0U.; 7u2)/ UO ±7VU/ U ±7U I/U ±u - UU/U7 JV71Jfi

Wheat 4;518 3,854 4,266 6,317 6,513 7,000
Rice 1,329 1,296 1,343 1,475 2,000 2,300
Ot,her 1;366 1.250 1.3o6 1.581 1.297 230()

Total 7,213 6,400 6,914 9,373 9,810 10,600

165. There are three main factors that have paved the -way for West
Pakistan's particular type of Green Revolution: increase of water availa-
bility, from both wells and surface sources; rapid adoption of new dwar2
wheat and rice varieties; and the greater use of fertilizers. It was for-
tuitous that the introduction of new wheat varieties on a significant scale in
1967/68 coincided with a season of exceptionally favorable rainfall. The com-
bination of these events led to a sharp increase in production which appears
to have had the effect of inspiring farmers to adopt a new attitude towards
agriculture.

166. The following table sets out the water supply situation as it de-
veloped between 1965 and 1970:

Irrigation Water Availability at the Field

(MAF)

1965/66 1968/69 1969/70
Surface Supplies 573 63.8 60.8
Private Tubewells &
Persian Wheels 8.7 12.5 14.0

Public Tubewells 2.6 4.6 5.3

Total 68.6 80.9 80.1

167. The principal factors that have influenced the availability of irri-
gation water during the past five years are:

i. The dramatic increase in the number of private tubewells
from 32,000 in mid-1965 to 81,000 in mid-1970.1/ The
latter figure would have been higher if rural electrifi-
cation had been more ranid.

ii. The continuation of appreciable flows from the Eastern
rivers (Ravi and Sutlej) over and above the Indus Basin
Treat1v requ-irements, following the cTmmjssioning of Mangla

1/ There have been other tubewell counts showing slightly different num0bers.
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iii. The operation of canals by more than 10 percent above
their designated full supply discharge, so bringing on
the land a considerably larger quantity of surface
irrigation supplies -- particularly during the kharif
period.

iv. The valuable regulation effects of Mangla reservoir,
particularly during the early rabi planting period --
quite apart from its basic storage/replacement function.

168. In contrast to the rapid expansion of private tubewells, the public
tubewell programs have fallen substantially short of achieving their objectives,
largely because of major difficulties with electric power supply, but also due
to financial and administrative constraints:

Growth in Numbers of Public Tubewells (Electrified)

Awaiting
Electrification

mid-1965 mid-1970 mid-1970

WAPDA 2,206 4,926 2,485
Irrigat-ionn Dlepartment 85 54 9

To0 2,294. --I 1 If5, IL-Ji7>46
I Ulid-L 7 ,i1U-)U

169.~~~II The Ltabl abovte c-leal--EL ldcts tati electrlficationL; co-'dI ha-reiO~~~~ * InC UdUiC dUUVC Uiedr±~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Y -±IiU-U± aU UIJ, -Ld .L Ui J~.e Li WL;diU±~u.u n

kept pace with the drilling and installation program, the shortfall against the
orlginal Indus Special Study target WVoLUd nU have ueen± seriously lar-ge, per-
haps only about 1,500 wells. Apart from the problem of insufficient electrical
cornnectioLns, there have been serious sorutoL^unigs and fail-ures in electricity
supply to both public and private tubewell operators. Failure to maintain the
right supply conditions has resulted in failures of transformers and motors,
which have been all the more serious in the case of public tubewells, owing
to the chronic snortage of spare parts and poor associated maintenance and
repair capability.

170. The introduction of inproved high-yielding crop varieties was mainly
limited to wheat and rice. New cotton and corn varieties were used only on
a relatively small scale, most probably due to problems with pest control.
Within the space of three seasons, a total of 6 million acres were brought
under Mexipak wheat varieties which amounts to more than one-half of the irri-
gated wheat area. Within the same period, i.5 million acres were brought under
Irripak rice, thus covering some 35 percent of the total rice area. Fertilizer
use trebled from around 80,000 nutrient tons of nmitrogen in 1965/66 to more
than 200,000 tons in 1968/69 and phosphate off-take has now reached nearly
40,000 nutrient tons, up from a negligible level at the beginning of the Plan
period. In contrast, plant protection has not become effective and Government



is now considering transferring plant protection services to the private
sec7tor. The -rL-mbUr of fa-ldil tr-CatOrS doUbLedU UU .176 iU n the space of four

years, and while it is difficult to assess the effect of mechanization on
agricultural production, particularly its effects on yields, there Ls no
doubt that tractor mechanization has permitted an expansion of the cropped
area through doubile cropping.

171. DLring the Third Five-Year Plan period, there was an expansion of
irrigated cropped areas by about 3 million acres, brought about by additional
surface and groundwater supplies. Tne conposition oi the expansion was:

Crops Million Acres

Wheat 2.0
Rice 0.2
Cotton 0.5
Other Crops 0.3

Total 3.0

In 'ddAti oln, there*vn extens on o4.f irringat c d areas outsld t

commands, notably wheat at 0.4 million acres: and rice at 0.2 million acres.

172. The general composition of the cropping pattern changed little over
th+i,ve --ers the -roporio.s of the 4 ror cosaege:

r ercentu of
Crop Cropped Area

Wheat 35
n-lc 1e

Cotton 13
Fodder 15
Other Crops 24

The average cropping intensity increased over the last four years from 86 to
97 perceitu. ILncreases 'lve LUUlU `ccure truLghout thea uu.nt y but are m,ore miarKed

in public tubewell project areas such as Khairpur and SCARP II.

173. Yield increases have been spectacular for both wheat and rice. The
average wheat yield rose from 11.5 maunds in 19614/65 to 114 maunds -L196 /69
mainly in the last two years. The new high-yielding dwarf varieties have given
rrruch lhigher average yields than the traditional varieties. Last year, MedXipaK
wheat averaged 17.5 maunds per acre and Irripak rice 30 maunds (paddy) per
acre. Cotton has also shown a steady average yield increase of abo-ut 4 percent

per year to reach 10 maunds of seed cotton per acre by 1968/69.

174. While there is no doubt that West Pakistan has made impressive
progress with foodgrain production, there are questions about the absolute
level of wheat production. These questions originate with the problems of
quality control of both the collection and processing of production statistics.
A matter of major significance is the possible undercounting of production --
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particularly in respect of crop yields -- which, if true, could mean that
West Pakistan is well on the way to serious overproduction of foodgrains.
Making projections for the original :Indus Special Study, official production
estimates were increased by 15 percent Ior wheat and 10 percent for all other
crops to allow for a measure of undercounting. More recent evidence, and
analysis of it by a nuwber of Government agencies, indicates that actual
wheat production may be at least 25 percent higher than the official estimates.
Objective yield estimates, however, appear to be generally some 25 percent
above official figures, and dietary surveys (particularly the Nutrition Survey
of 1964) indicate foodgrain consumption then was about 16 oz/capita/day. This
latter measure compares with the figure of about 12 oz/capita/day according to
the official production estimates. Further indication of undercounting is
provided by a comparison of the calories obtained from foodgrains with the
Ministry of Health's standard diet for West Palcistan, having allowed for calo-
ries Drovided by other foods. With per capita foodgrain consumption of 12
oz/cap/day, the population would be 30 percent underfed, whereas with foodgrain
consumption at 16 oz/cap/day, underfeedina would be considerably reduced.

ProsDects for Wheat and Rice

175. Although the recent sectoral performance in wheat and rice produc-
tion has been heartening, there is no reason to feel there can be relaxation
of effort to maintain and exsand water resource development in the future.
The larger than anticipated contribution from private tubewell development to
some extent made up for the shortfall in planned public tubewell development:
the continued availability of some slupplies from the eastern rivers was also
nn unanticinated benefit during the recent past. However, rational further
development of groundwater areas will require something more consciously directed
t-o provide assuired nrd qulalitntivelv reliable water mnpplies than these two
instances. Specifically, certain of the areas in the original Action Program
of the Tndnus Specinl Study will become increasingly Nlnerable to the water-
logging and salinity effects of rising water tables, and combating these will
reqiii-r' furi-.hper nub lirc tubepwpell Tprojprct. d-P1nmPnt. _ At. least one area nnt

included in the original Action Program, e.g., the Ghotki canal comiand, is
also facing severe waterlogging condi ions. A recent review of the agrcul l-.
tural and water development prospects concluded that an investment program of
3,o Tpubic wells flnl >r ins+nlled writhnin tei +T)Ihn1 Pr pe r in addit! on,

to the bringing to full operation of those installed but not electrified during
the Thid Plan period, was a minimlum requirement. Addil n+ J-l development
beyond this would be desirable, and could take place in the form of partial
colwleti;on ofr project areas al_readyJr dentified Jn then TIrdus S~pecial- StudyW-pIj... IJ] ,.± p.%JJLL J - _ a.J-LiaA, LLJA5±XUJ.. .LIt. -4± U±X -_ "L.F Ly .. C4. iU j U .L

Such partial development would be concentrated in areas with dangerously high
XVU~J U -LhLes.J. 4.LJ ,.4 4iiU A cerL-Qaind.- 4- 4 - 4 ± _ ii-±±± P i CarIwat-Ier tables A era n,omun of canalreolig ar.d strengtheninag of ana

banks would also be necessary to maintain the important contribution from
surface water supplies, as well as in expectation of increased surface water
availability after 1975 when Tarbela becomes operable.

176. With present technology, continuing input availability and current
strong incentives, it is within the possibility for 'West Pakistan to reach
the present target of an additional 3 million tons of wheat production by
1974/75. This would assure West Pakistan df wheat self-sufficiency, increased
per capita consumption for which there might still be some scope and exports
to East Paidstan on the order of a million tons a year. Beyond that, West



Pakistan should not increase its production of wheat as exprn.ts to the world
market would be difficult given present domestic prices and wheat quality.
As s el ,rthere a-re ii ryn+ -a+3 t lh-m. P 11tnns wheat pnrnodu^-

tion and consumption level which could mean production is already substantially
1V,- +l,- +Inn v . the' o-f tn, estlr.a+n+n Tes. If r ,h co-. mbe r.o fi trmlyr rip-tFP.n7i nedj

caution should be exercised with expanding wheat production along the target
'^J es. Fro 4- l point I -J of -1 ew, it car wVell be -rgvre that preser.t wheat pro)-

duction incentives should be reduced somewhat -- either in absolute terms or
relative to r c4rp 4 o s t A-__ -- -o c s ha contraction. in

the next five years while still maintaining adequate production levels thLrough
J."ghler yie-lds.

177f ( * £11 U the ta cas of c, frh i e ln production sU-e in stc;r

for the next five years and there has been some question about the possibilities
or Pakistvarn to market -or-ie-Were near 50000 tonS of nDri-Basm rceswuewiiere near uu,uuu u.o~wnuia iU- .u±u- U

1974/75. There have also been questions about the prospects for exporting
Basmatl rice, agailst the background of current marketlng probleIm. The
Mission considers that most of the prospective increase in rice production
could be exported to East Pakistan, with some possibilities for developing
markets abroad.

178. The near-term outlook for sales of West Pakistani rice in world
markets is quite uncertain. iviost of Pakistanis large stocks of Basmrati, from
the crop harvested during 1969/70 cannot be sold this year, even at prices
considerably below last yearis quotations. Pakistan will also accumulate in-
ventories of other kinds of good quality long/medium grain rice for sale
abroad until various minimum improvements in both the quallty of paddy and
the efficiency of milling are carried out. Furthermore, large stocks of rice
in both the U.S. and Japan and bigger supplies in Far Eastern and Mediterranean
countries practically ensure that more rice will be available for sale on world
markets this year, and probably next year too, than will be purchased at cur-
rent prices. In other words, two factors will limit Pakistan rice expor-ts
during the next few years, on the average, to less than 200,000 tons a year:
(a) Pakistan does not have available for export any supplies of high quality
non-scented varieties for which market opportunities may exist; and (b) the
excessive inventories of rice currently held by traditionaL exporters and
Japan, much of which could be sold on concessional terms.

179. One can assume conservatively that if Pakistan makes major invest-
ments in rice processing and marketing facilities and carries out extensive
market development and promotion work, it could acquire and keep foreign
markets for 300-500 thousand tons a year of high and medium quality milled
rice by the middle of the 1970's. These estimates include exports of 125-150
thousand tons of Basmati, which should sell abroad at a price of US $180/ton.
The balance of the rice, if it is of a quality conparable with the best Thai
and U.S. long/medium grain rice, should sell for $15o-16o/metric ton, f.o.b.
Karachi, during 1974-76. Prices by 1979-81 are expected to be $5-10/metric
ton lower. These estimates assume that changes in current rice production,
milling, and marketing practices in West Pakistan will enable exporters to
offer good quality rices other than Basmati on world markets. All the
reports by consultants and advisors agree on three points: (a) without major
investments encouraged by suitable government policies, Pakistan will nct be
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aule topw UU1,L t.0JJ erw .and he r ex-ort..s s, (b) p ' .,iar.tUs .aLJy -L.e Q

by default during the next five years if Pakistanrs rice industry does not
mak-e these adjustraents -I Ulhe mXe ant- L 1Le; (c)' paduy "daY-ing andL souLrage: andL pro-

ably rice milling facilities existing in most of West Pakistan today are in-
adequate, even when jud'ged by current rather than prospective needs.

10u. UntilU thiese dvlmn hiave occurredUUL, adlU ts llth eV.L'LU woldLrc

market becomes a seller's market again, the strategy recommended for West
rPaklstan ,d[nu AdlU 1 CUtal1d-L UU VtXL-iIftlLJ .I b-L D 'Uo anUC to GUU U J)JdaiLaU±, CiU

to ship coarse rice to East Pakistan. In fact, East Pakistan may also prove
t'o be the best m arket for significant quan-tities of the newer high-y-ielding
varieties of satisfactory milling and cooking qualities which West Pakistani
producers will probably grow duri'ng the mid-L970's. Flially, the effective
demand for Basmati among traditional cash markets in the Near East and East
Africa during the last few years amounted to somnething less than 90,000 tons
a year, and development of other markets deserves high priority if Basmati is
to retain its high (30-50 percent) premium over the better grades of miiled
rices of Thai and U.S. origins. The promotion and servicing of these new
markets probably should be done by competent, interested international firms,
or private Pakistani organizations which demonstrate solid business connections
in prospective foreign markets and possess grain procurement, storage, and
merchandising capabilities.

Other Crucial Issues

181. Now that West Pakistan has made encouraging progress in its efforts
to boost production of foodgrains which, it should be remembered, aimed at
substituting for the previously high level of food imports, new policies and
programs are needed that would put continuing rapid agricultural development
on a sound financial basis, and with suitable diversification in terms both of
products and regions. Critical elements in such a new development strategy
include: the degree of Government institutional and financial support to be
given to agriculture, the development of cotton as the next major agricultural
crop, the nature of regional agricultural development (particularly with
respect to the non-irrigated areas), and the kinds of programs which are made
available, to involve the smaller farm in the agricultural breakthrough.

182. There is no doubt that continuing increases in agricultural pro-
duction require major organizational and other inputs that the Government
would find hard to supply, given the already strong demand for Government ser-
vices that exists in the fields of extension, education and general administra-
tion of West Pakistan. The strain would substantially increase with the break-
up of One Unit and the establishment of four new Provinces in West Pakistan.
At the same time, the experience of the past five years clearly indicates
that the private sector has served West Pakistan's agriculture well, as exem-
plified by the progress in the private tubewell installation, production-
response in the fields of wheat and rice and the establishment of agricultural
processing industries. The question is now, whether the Government should not
be thinking in terms of stimulating the private sector further at the next
stage of agricultural production, i.e., the stage of greater commercialization
of agriculture.
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183. The Government has already, and rightly, decided to transfer the
important task of plant protection to the private sector, and the Mission con-
siders that further progress can indeed be made toward involving the private
sector in such areas as foodgrain storage, rice-milling, marketing and grading
of rice, and in agricultural credit. Advantages would be from the twin stand-
points of the greater ease with which the private sector might move into them
(particularly in foodgrain storage and rice-milling), and the Governmental
financial and human resources which this would free for other development
objectives.

184. As said earlier, the progress in agriculture that was achieved in
the past five years took place in an environment accustomed to near-stagnration
in agricultural production and rapidly rising food import requirements. From
this Doint of view, it was understandable that the agricultural strategy was
based on a set of incentive policies designed to assure maximum financial
gains to those farmers who undertook investments which led to output growith.
These policies consisted of high support prices for agricultural output, siz-
able cost-reducing subsidies for innuts nnd near-comnlete exemntion from
taxation of the additional incomes so earned. These policies benefited
wheat and ric.e producers mostly and were remarkably successful. Now that the
inport gap in these products is filled, however, major policy changes are
necessary. This is not only to shift the balance. of finnncial inducGements
to other crops, but also to translate future agricultural production and in-
come grorih into public saqrings that cnn be used, and are needed, for th= de-
velopment of other sectors of the economy. This is not going to be easy,
X-r'+.i cirince. the fn"r.m-inc ,mm ic n ow w-rall acus1ZoI Int +.th +.h nefi tJ

of earlier Government policies.

185. ln the short-term, as West Pakistan is committed to wheat as the
no-r,' wri nterm cropr, r ,- rn-I v-r.A11 have to be on h-e b-ais of levels of produc-
tion exceeding West Pakistan's immediate requirements. There are dangers that
in the- near future seriou ov-=rouc-o c dvl p ifteVlgrpodcn - .- i -co v -Vn-,n an- i anrvnmn, 
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tion estima-tes, previously referred to, are confirmed. This would argue in
favo-r of reducing thle current hrig,h, sMupp.ort -pr-ice fo~r whLeat, Cilther in CaboOlutle

terms, or relative to other crops. The latter appears a more preferable
coi--se of action, partilc,_0arly since the ever.ts of 1last xyear clearl y il'lustrate
the kinds of difficulties that an absolute reduction in the wheat support price
wuonld entail. Nonetheless, i1 the short-term there are other measures that
could be taken which would go far in securing part of the profits earned in
T.f-that+ ,-,u,aA,,n4- a, TI;h n measures wfL,il A uAi e in 4 a o4f susd'y red-A.,C;.4--i

f-.'-4IS-.. 4...S4 .LiSJi iS-U..J VV4JJA : *o*IasU L 7i U V *LL L'Js wL~ 0.4. V 1 4 :l
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and taxation measures, referred to in the preceding chapter.

186. With regard to subsidies there is, first, electricity to agri,cul-
tural' users, .i' for tubewells, wl,4ch is supplied at a preferen.tialrae
As private tubewells show a very high financial return to the farmer, there
...... is n reason*&±Iy vubeweIl O-.. IJBIS 0 OLLLL 1, sho)' 'uotite f1.L. lecoicLLi.., costU o

supplying power. Rate increases are, therefore, clearly called for, and a
uyfnn*n-il case fo- such ,.easures i -. L..d 4in ..SC D 4-l.4 hgen 4r . iS-i -L 01OA.L-J.14 VIULOD4lLtU0 ± L L3 J0L OJ±I Ul±I Ui(.L UL~LLo .UjJL~

Irrigation water from public tubewells also appears to be provided at less than
the economic cost. Again, the benefits from this fl ble so-urce of s-uppl-y are
so great that the economic costs should be borne by the users of tubeweLl water.
At the salle timeW, there is substantial room for increasing charges for surface
water. Finally, subsidies on fertilizers should also be eliminated, perhaps in
stages, but they snould not be allowed to continue beyond the next 2-3 years.
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187. At the same time, however, the development of non-foodgrain crops
should be pursued actively and as a matter of urgency. Oilseeds, alfalfa and
pulses could become attractive alternatives to wheat. However, foremost atten-
tion needs to be given to cotton. Raw cotton does not earn an export bonlus
so that the price to the grower is determined by the parity rate of exchange,
whereas the manufacturer receives a bonus and thereby enjoys a very substan-
tial advantage from Pakistan's multiple exchlange system. At the current price
level, the growing of cotton compares unfavorably with wheat growing and it
has been for this reason that since 1967/68 -- when wheat growing was made
very profitable through the high support price and the sharp jump in obtain-
able yields -- cotton acreage and production has stagnated. There is an urgent
need to provide adequate incentives for cotton so as to regenerate farmers'
interest in that crop, which is essential if raw cotton exports are to be
stepped up -- which is needed if Pakistan's export earnings are to grow at a
reasonably rapid rate -- in the light of currently declining exportable volumes
of cotton. However, it would be an oversimplification to attribute the current
stagnation in raw cotton production solely to low producer prices. Another
cause is surely the current pre-occupation with manufacturing to the relative
neglect of field production and ginning. There is, therefore, a need to study
the whole range of problems of the integrated development of cotton from-field
production through to manufacturing and marketing.

Regional Agricultural Development

188. There is a great need for undertaking programs for the development
of agriculture in the non-irrigated areas. There are several possibilities
and the Mission considers that the development of the livestock industry in
Baluchistan and the North West Frontier would. be feasible, provided it is
integrated with the agricultural system of the Indus Basin. The Government is
rightly considering to undertake a comprehensive review of the livestock sec-
tor throughout West Pakistan which could lay the basis- for subsequent proAect
identification, preparation and execution. Development of"livestock production
is also important from the protein-intake point of view. There will be other
opportunities for developing agriculture in the non-irrigated areas, but care-
ful study will be reauired. In this connection, research activities could
well be directed more towards the problems of these areas.

The Smaller Farmer

189. Programs will also have to be devised for bringing the "Green. Revol-u-
tion" to the smaller farmer who constitutes the great maloritv in West
Pakistan, where 50 percent of the farmers cultivate less than 5 acres. Major
nroblems to be solved relate to tenancv conditions which do not favor tennnt
investments and to design a system that is efficient in terms of reaching the
small er farms with extension service nd other agricultural_ inputs mimh- qs
water, fertilizer and new plant varieties. In this connection, there appears
to he a nred for expanding t.hp Grovernment's agricultu-rnl extn- i on si.rin
and while this may be difficult and costly, it is an essential step if the
present forrmidable ohbst-ale's to en+.tJr into t}he "e Revol-rzution rr" by11i cJmn,l rT
farmers are to be overcome. This is particularly necessary for social reasons,
but fr the economic point of vrie,w-? as well, since th.e new tec-unolnogies a
capable of yielding substantial economic and financial returns to small. farm,.
inves.,ents, -4 o th -at fami,s of, say lO ace 4that were ___-4 ously A' -Ir
economical IZ) , OU U11 L d.1 1D V.J , bedJ , vLi ablL eD litd. U jJ.L u VJAJUOLy Leomi uL.LJs

economical can be made viable economic units.
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190.v ne:navy anU rapLu±iy- J-11eU.aug popuiUatULo p1resOUre, relce l

man/natural resources and high man/land ratios, continues to dominate East
Pak-istan! s econonr. The population growth rate is high and may have ex=
ceeded 3 percent per annum during the Third Plan period. There is no signifi-
cant scope -or extending the area unuer cuivationL uutyULU UI1t CC.4L4

acres now being cultivated. In 1969/70 the population was estimated at about
71 mIllion, i.e., at about 2,l00-2,.14u per square mLle of cultlvated land
(some 1,300-1,360 per square mile of the total area of the Province). Pou-
Tation density will be about 2,300 per square mile Of c-uli-vated land by 198
(about 2,000 per square mile of the total area of the Province); the cultivable
land per capita will decline from about 0.3 acres to about 0.2 acres, uunless

the rate of growth of population is reduced.

191. The pressure on cultivable land could be even higher than these
figures indicate. This is strongly suggested by the fact that inhabited
areas, including village grounds and village ponds, now occupy some 40 percent
of the total land area in non-flooded, good farming areas. Similar population
densities can be expected in areas provided with flood protection in the future.
Thus, with improvements in the quality of land, the quantity of cultivated area
will further decline, and the already acute scarcity of land will be accentuated
even more. :[ntensification of land use grows more and more vital with such
developments.

192. East Pakistan is heavily dependent upon agriculture. About 90 per-
cent of her population is rural and over 80 percent works in agriculture.
Agriculture generates about 60 percent of the gross pro-vincial product, over
90 percent of the exports of the Province, and nearly one-half of all of
Pakistan's exports.

193. The gross regional product of East Pakistan increased by some 24 per-
cent per annum during the Third Plan period as against a possible population
growth rate of over 3 percent per annum. Thus, there was only a notional im-
provement in East Pakistan's per capita inoome. But the standard of living
probably declined for large segments of the rural and agricultural population
in that period. Unemployment and underemployment increased in the rural sec-
tor over the Plan period. The population on farms of 1 acre or less --
estimated at about 13 million -- is underemployed and not self-sufficient in
food production. Towards the end of the Third Plan, rice prices increased
sharply, and since the bulk of the population lives outside the area of i-n-
fluence of ration stores operated by the Food Department, the bulk of the
population was undoubtedly hard hit by these increases in rice prices. :[n
fact, many Government authorities consider that actual hunger prevails in the
countryside. The development objective of the bulk of the rural as well as
urban population is expressed in popular terms as a wish "to have one square
meal a day".

194. Yet, a small minority of farmers who were able to benefit from
irrigation and other agricultural intensification measures probably imprDved
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bheirincoms sustntilly s =cepcesrose. These apparent-ly -int-4ctabl

problems are attributable to lagging developments in many of the principal
act Vit± i of agr iU Ure.L The gross ZC r.egio Uct o Lfaric'u.LeL gre. w

only about 2.3 percent a year over the Third Plan period. Production of rice,
wILLch. is uy far tUhie mostu ipulumport fUOU P, grew perhaps sligty mre

rapidly but was clearly lagging behind the population growth rate. Minor crops
grew faster bIut due to their small imi-portance, their irrpact on overall food
supply fell far short of making good the gap in food requirements.

195. Thus, East Pakistan has become increasingly dependent upon food im-
ports. Duriln-g the last five years total foodgrain import-S averaged about I
million tons a year as against less than half a million tons a year at the
beginning of the 1960ls. Imports were 1.1 million tons in i9o6/69 and are ex-
pected to increase to 1.7 million tons in 1969/70. Such a development is likely
to place an ever-increasing burden on the excnange earnings oI Pakistan, since
the trend appears to be towards declining food imports on concessional terms.

196. Malnutrition prevailed and apparently grew worse over the Plan
period. Serious malnutrition existed already earlier in East Pakistan accord-
ing to the 1962-64 nutritional survey: the diet was short of proteins and
vitamins. Government authorities apparently underestimated the population
growth rate. Consequently, they overestimated per capita foodgrain availability
and underestimated import requirements during the Third Plan period.

Agricultural Exports

197. Regarding exports, the production of jute, which is the most important
cash earner for farmers and the largest foreign exchange earner for the country,
has only grown at a very modest rate of about 2 percent a year during the last
decade. In the absence of adequate price incentives to farmers, and in the
absence of appropriate policies and measures to encourage jute cultivation,
export markets for raw jute were being lost rapidly while the expanding domestic
jute manufacturing industry absorbed increasing quantities of the total raw jute
output. Exchange rate policies, according to which raw jute was exported at the
parity exchange rate, while manufactured jute goods were exported at a bonus
rate, assured relatively cheap raw material for the domestic industry while they
did not provide an adequate incentive to farmers to expand jute production.

198. The development of substitutes for jute -- the expansion of kenaf
production in Thailand and the expansion in the output of synthetic substitutes
(such as poly-propylene) by various industrialized countries -- highlights the
fact that Pakistan would have to substantially expand her export market to
maintain her raw jute exports. Because the Government failed to initiate
adequate jute industry policies, most of the raw jute market lost to date may
have been lost for good.

Policies and Programs

199. The slow growth of agricultural production reflects lagging yield
improvements and prevalence of traditional farming practices. However, a good
start has been made with the introduction of improved practices. It should be
noted also that their impact has been partly obscured bv temporarv fluctuations
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in farming conditions caused by vari nt.inn in rinfall drainage nnd flood
patterns. In 1969/70, total fertilizer use was estimated at about 365,000
tons, the nmumber of low-lift pims in use at at about 18,000, the nmn'.ber of
tubewells in operation at around 1,200, and the total acreage sprayed with
pestlcde a+ rl ug mi"hr 9r0 pec, f 4hecro area. TPI:M .ce varnietiesnc

(IR-8 and IR-5) have been in use, although not with spectacular results and
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mid-1950's and with the subsequent establishment of WAPDA in 1959, a serious
effort± U a w L.LIL. Ur, UtiLa ULJ toluroduce bUett'Ler watLer control, sUc1h as f1loo0d pr uotc
tion and irrigation. In spite of the substantial capital expenditures, tie
produ on U.LJI ilaL. U Vi Ul,Cl ~LUU lda Uut:i± hILUUCIjLl UO U~Ue L±j.e.LLpouctio Ul r,pact of these efforts has been odest todate. Refectg t^i
disappointment, the Government increased its expenditures on inputs -- which
produce res-ults in the short and meuLURm termri -- much more rapidly during the
Third Five-Year Plan than on major water control works such as those being
b-uilt by WArDA. 1 fact, the growTh of VwABDA expendLtures leveled off. lh-us,
in 1969/70, the yearly expenditure on short and medium tern inputs exceeded
substantially those on major water control works. This shnift in emphasis was
initiated with the "Grow More Food" campaign, which resulted from a critical
review of the production potentials in the early part of the Third Plan period.
The shift in emphasis was consistent with the conclusions of the IBRD revLew
of IsuO1s master plan for water and power resources development in East
Pakistan. In view of an urgent need to expand food production, this change in
emphasis was sound.'

Constraints

201. The principal constraints to agriculturaL deveLopment are the com-
plexity of East Pakistan's natural resources demanding, in principle, a
relatively sophisticated input package and correspondingly sophisticated
management; a lack of trained manpower; weak institutions; a low overa]l
level of education affecting the farmers as well as all levels of administra-
tion and management,. both in agriculture and in the non-agricultural sectors
of the economy; an inadequate physical infrastructure, such as transporta-
tion, to support an agricultural modernization drive; lack of focus on the
most promising development areas and regions as well as a lack of focus on key
Province-wide programs; and inadequate growth rates in the non-agricultural
sectors of the economy which could absorb the growth in the rural population.

202. A dominant characteristic of East Pakistan's agriculture is that
its productive and economic potentials are mainly determined by hydrologic
conditions, i.e., by drainage and flood conditions during the rainy season,
and by the supply of irrigation water (but also by natural soil moisture)
during the dry season. This hydrologic pattern is extremely cormplex; and with
up to 70 percent of the Province seasonally flooded to some extent, the flood
protection question has tended to become an obsession in formulating sound
agricultural development programs.

203. Although flooding is a serious constraint to agricultural as well
as non-agricultural development on a substantial portion of the land, there
are large areas suited for intensified use without the need for construction



of drainage and flood protection works. These areas camprise about 6 million
acres of land which are not flooded in excess of 1 foot after the end of July,
and are thus suited for cultivation of new transplanted IRRI rice varieties
(an additional 3 million acres are flooded approximately up to 1-2 feet and
are thus suited for the cultivation of local transplanted rice varieties);
and 14 million acres of land where IRRI boro/aus rice varieties can be grown;
and about 4 million acres of land that is suited for double cropping of IRRI
rice varieties. This breakthrough in knowledge was attained only during the
last 18 months or so with the evaluation of the findings of the UNDP Soils
and Land Capability Survey at its termination stage.

204. Another breakthrough with major consequences for rice production
prospects has been in the development of IRRI rice varieties for the aman
season resulting in a new variety (IR-20), which is clearly superior to its
predecessors. The identification of suitable land for the cultivation of
IR-20 has provided a basis for a major change in rice production programs
from their previous exclusive dependence on the capacity to expand irrigation.
With this new opening, much of the emphasis in the future will be placed on
increasing the production of aman season rice crops -- which constitutes about
60 percent of the total annual rice production -- and an accelerated rice pro-
duction program has been introduced recently. As its initial phase, about
200,000 acres will be planted with the IR-20 valiety during the summer of 1970.
This area should be adequate to produce seed for about 24 million acres. This
means that there is an ample margin for failure, i.e., about 50,000 acres
should be able to produce enough seed for the total area of 6 million acres
on which IR-20 can be grown during the aman season. Thlus, the seed could be-
come the vehicle for achieving major improvements in rice production.

205. Nevertheless, the expansion of low-lift pump irrigation and tubewell
irrigation as well as other aspects of boro/aus rice cultivation programs
should be pursued energetically since there is no assurance as yet that IR-20
will be a success. In addi-tion, it should be noted that new improved IRRI
rice varieties are in sight also for these seasons. Irrigation is also needed
for rabi crops -- such as pulses, oilseeds, sugarcane and tobacco -- which can
take the place of boro rice in cropping patterns assuming that self-sufficiency
in rice cultivation would be attained.

206. An increased reliance on the production contribution of major water
control works will be necessary in the future because of the above-highliahted
scarcity of land. Thus, the preparation and subsequent execution of polder
projects for flood protection, drainage and irrigation appears necessary and
foundations of these developments must be laid early enough to allow for their
long gestation periods. However, in formulating such programs a clear distinc-
tion needs to be drawn between production and expenditure programs: there is
a strong tendencv in the thinking of many Pakistan authorities to consider
that the development contribution of a program can be measured in terms of
the volume of exoenditures. Tn view of this. it, needs to be noted that even
the ambitious water control program will most likely have only a substantial
imnact on food and other agricultural production after 19890 This tim-e lag was
strikingly highlighted by the production projections made by WAPDA's general
consultant. for the tentatively considered so-called "hardcore progr-m" which

was an interim phase in formulating the water control program of WAPDA for the
next Ifew V rears.
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207. East Pakistants critical fooQ supply situation, ner pressing need
to improve nutrition, her urgent need to improve farm incomes and increase
foreign exchange earnings, seem to dictate that the overall agriculture sectoor
program of the next five years must be so balanced as to assure an adequate
effort and investment on inputs yielding production increases in the short and
medium terms. It seems hardly justified to exempt WAPDA from this requirement
since WAPDA is one of the three biggest spending agencies in the agricuitural
sector.

Development Strategy

208. The Government of East Pakistan has prepared proposals for an over-
all strategy for the development of agriculture over the next several years.
They are essentially a continuation of the course of action that evolved
during the last five years. Thus, agriculture and food programs would con-
tinue to receive high priority, while the importance of the water control
program of WAPDA would decline. This reflects reservations about expanston of
expenditures on water control programs, held since the "Grow More Food" campaign
was launched during the early part of the Third Plan period.

209. The strategy proposed is sound in its main aspects. However, :Lt over-
looks certain development opportunities; more attention needs to be given to
several major components implicitly included in the strategy and a further
examination of the water control strategy is warranted. In short, certain
modifications are called for. In particular, a need emerges for assessing the
production potential for crops other than rice in the identified non-flooded
areas; for accelerating ground and surface water investigations in these areas;
for identifying the potential for increasing production in the short run in
major existing WAPDA projects -- such as the Coastal Embankment and Brahmaputra
Right Bank Embankment projects -- and in various areas considered for new WAPDA
projects -- such as Barisal -- and for drawing up programs for them to develop
their agricultural potential and to improve the supply and management of water;
for re-examining the WAPDA program with a view to introducing better phasing
of the entire program. The main change called for would be to divide major
water control projects into several phases, each of which would bring tangible
benefits to agriculture, i.e., the introduction of low-lift pumps in prospec-
tive polder project areas would form the first phase; pumping stations (sta-
tionary or possibly floating) with bigger pumps to lift more water into natural
water channels previously supplied by low-lift pumps would form an intexim
phase of such development; and the construction of polders and provision of
drainage and flood protection would form the final phase of project develcpmunt.

210. There is no question that development of East Pakistan's agricultural
potential is a task of formidable dimensions. It will require very large
efforts to build up the capacity of the institutions involved in agriculture.
The supply of inputs on a much larger scale than in the past must be organized.
Moreover, stepped-up efforts to develop agriculture will have to be supported
by programs elsewhere, particularly for the improvement and expansion of facili-
ties for training and education and for the more adequate provision of physical
infrastructure, especially in transport. In view of the dimensions of this
task, concentration of effort on certain regions and crops will be neceSsary
to ensure effective use of scarce resources. As for crops, rice obviously re-
quires concentrated attention. In addition, however, jute -- long neglected



in a manner inexplicable in a country so dependent on it as a cash crop and
an earner of foreign exchange -- urgently needs to be given attention and as
a first step a comprehensive study of the industry, covering all its aspects
-- from cultivation through marketing and processing to export -- and related
policies should be undertaken.

211. The IBRD is assisting Pakistan in formulating a program for the
development of the Provincefs agriculture and water resources. Its report --

expected to be available shortly -- deals in detail with specific programs
and policies for the agricultural sector in East Pakistan.



C. INDUSTRY

212. Accelerated industrialization has been a major objective of
economic policy of successive administrations during the last twenty years.
The need for rapid sustained industrial growth results from three basic
factors: First, Pakistan has large masses of unemployed and under-employed
labor. With a population exceeding 130 million, it is the third largest
developing country in the membership of the Bank, with a correspondingly
large labor force. At the present per capita income and population growth
rate close to 3 percent, agriculture must obtain first priority, but only
a fraction of the labor force can be employed in agriculture productively
and at rising real wages. No sustained advance in per capita income is
possible without a massive shift in the occupational distribution in the
direction of industry and associated service activities. Second, expansi&on
of primary production for exports can provide only limited possibilities
for growth in output and employment. Exports of primary products now account
for less than 5 percent of GNP, and they consist predominAtLy of commodities -

cotton and jute - for which world demand increases slowly, partly because of
severe competition from synthetics. Third, a viable long-run balance of pay-
ments position cannot be envisaged without a large-scale expansion of indus-
trial exports. Sustained growth in real income will require substantial
growth in imports. A large proportion of capital goods will have to be im-
ported for a considerable period; and Pakistan's natural resource base, as
Dresentlv known. does not ene.mnass rptrolThnm and non-ferrous metals and
therefore they must also be bought abroad gingrowing quantities to enable
real income to inGrease= For reasonns st+.atd nhnvp Pakiqt.an cannot. relv on
primary export goods to assure the required long-run growth in the supply of
foreign exchange.

213. Obstacles to industrialization were, and continule to be, formriiAAhTl
They can best be visualized if it is recalled that at the time of Independence,
Pakistan had almost no industry and that in some of the recently estabished
plants, particularly in East Pakistan, the labor force has come straight from
the rural areas, without any tradition in industrial skills.

214h. The hipef element of past gro.th strategy has been t+he deve1opnment
of industries based on processing domestic raw materials. This has meant,
in the fi rst place, the establishment of jute mills and crtt..n +te+i1e mTillq
catering to the needs of both the domestic and the world markets. These two
i u s nocw nnivn+. feoyr 45 pncen-t o+.f agg . .regat. e7 m-n e n,%cmar + in 1 'nv-'cnle

manufacturing. Other agro-based industries -- sugar, leather, tobacco, paper,
wool textiles -- account for an additional 20 percent of total i al em-
ployment; of these, leather and wool processing are export-market oriented.

215. The rest of the industrial structure is essentially of import-
substbituting nature. This is the case with the metal-workng industry, con-
sisting mostly of light engineering goods, which employs 15 percent of the
-ndustrial la bor fore; and alo Q A1+ mmostf t he rhem- c an non-met li ; -

minerals, rubber and miscellaneous industries which employ the remaining
one-fifth. ArV .L U Uthe , UtIer lhas UbeeI noab de.L el U op,VenLUf1a11geU =cLe

production of construction materials (cement and glass, employing 2 percent of
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the labor force) and of the fertilizer industry where some major new facilities
are presently under construction. Both these industries are essentially based
on the exploitation of domestic primary inputs.

216. The key criterion in project selection imposed by the Government,
particularly in recent years, has been the minimization of use of imported
inputs. Since it is agro-based industries that normally show small import
dependence -- about 5 percent of gross sales value -- and since they are nor-
mally labor intensive, particularly in low-skill labor, the industrial struc-
ture which has emerged is characterized by heavy reliance on the two plentiful
domestic inputs. The major exception occurred in the early 1960's, when many
plants were licensed in import-dependent industries, induced by the low cost
of exchange for imported capital equipment and for imported inputs.

217. The key mechanism of policy has been the manipulation by Government
of prices of inputs and outputs and the associated shifts in profit rates,
both between industry and other sectors of the economy and within industry,
in order to pull private capital into the desired directions. Government
ownership of industry is limited: in recent years, public-investment has
accounted for about one-fifth of the total, and in the earlier period it was
even less. However, it is likely to increase in the future.

218. Economic growth in the different regions of Pakistan has been tra-
ditionally uneven and the resulting differences in income levels have presented
the Government with very difficult problems in resource allocation. In par-
ticular, the issue of acceleration of growth in East Pakistan has proven most
intractable. This region, where more than one-half of Pakistan's population
is concentrated, has a narrow resource base; it suffers from a transport cost
disadvantage in relation to other suppliers of the major markets in North
America, Western Europe and Japan; and together with West Bengal, South and
Gentral Tndia. it contains the largest concentration of novertv in the world
economy. The Government has attempted to stimulate industrial growth in East
Pakistan thrniigh public investment; particullarly in recent years; n-nd s]pecial
fiscal incentives have been applied to promote investment in private industry.
These efforts have been only partlfv Twccsfvl: private i nvestors have pre-
ferred to undertake industrial projects in the more developed West. In the
mid-1iQ6s, only one-fourth of production and less than one-third of employmPent
in large-scale private industry were located in East Pakistan. Despite large
public iYn P .Tn-in ta+.ni -ql -nnul lndust -i ivsiq.yment pub-*r and riva in

this region has remained below 40 percent of aggregate yearly investment in all
Pakistan; and the pron-tJon is lowe1 r both ini r Yagregat acc+m*. arl capit+a1

stock and in aggregate industrial production and employment. Acceleration
of industrial gro"+hn and of overall growth, in East ,ai stan Ia remained a
major unresolved development problem for Pakistan and for the world community.

219. Despite the disappointment in East Pakistan, the results that have
b-een adhieved -ln thle Conti-y Cas - whole have been ir.pressive4- C.1- -Statngfro
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scratch two decades ago, industrial production now accounts for 12 percent of
aggregate output of gooLds adL s±e-vice's LU ±UU l U.L'L.L ±Ve i ULt reprbeslert

one-fourth of total fixed capital formation. Since 1959/60, after the initial
wa-ve of 3u.1ustrializationr1, o-utput has risen at almost 12 perceeln per alnlum.
This is faster than the average in either developing or developed countries.
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Substantial capital stock has been accumulated and rapid industrial growth
is no longer a matter of large percentage increases on small base numbers.
Gross sales of industry are now probably approaching the equivalent of US $2
billion.

220. The distinctive feature of much of Pakistan's industrial growth
has been its export orientation. While the initial phase of industriali..ation
was of import substituting nature, this has given way, since the late l950's,
to a continuing rapid expansion of production for exports. Cotton textiles
and jute goods have been in the forefront of this expansion, but many other
manufactures, ranging from leather to machinery, have also penetrated the ex-
port markets. ExDansion of sales of manufactures has been the source of al-
most all growth of exports in the late 1960's; and today the former, at the
level of about US $400 million, account for 60 percent of aggregate merchandise
exports. Pakistan is one of the few developing countries in which industriali-
zation has been accomnanied byv such rapid transformation of the export s-tructure.

221. Following a period in which rapi d industrial growth was acconmanied
by stagnation in agriculture, Pakistan has succeeded in achieving a large
measure of inter-sectoral ba1ance in recent Trs The cr binati.. ofn new

technology, a large increase in fertilizer use, and water availability due to
irrigation investm6nt, has brought about a substantial im-proveent in the agr-
cultural situation. This has alleviated fears that further industrial expansion

woildbe theatend bylack, ofL eff-ect- ve dom,estic wnd terr'aes d

shortage of agricultural raw materials for the processing industries. It can
now be assumed that with appropriate programs and policies the agic l'tural
constraint to rapid industrial growth will be less serious in the 1970's than
was thought likely only a few years ago.

222. A substantial divevsificatiorn of the production structure occurrel
during the last 10 years, with industries other than jute goods and cotton
textiles increasing at a very fast rate. This was the case wlth cheMicals,
paper and paper products, and above all, engineering goods. Between 1959/60
anld 1967/68, output of the engineering industries rose at almost 19 percent
per year compared to the over-all growth rate in industry of 12 percent. The
fastest increase was recorded in the output ofr machillery, both non-electrical
and electrical, followed by processing of basic metals. The rapid growth of
the engineel`ing industry is explained, first, by a large and growing domestic
market for capital goods, and second, by the availability of low-priced an'
mechanically-inclined labor with a long tradition in metal work and mac)
repair in certain regions in West Pakistan.

223. It would be surprising if past developments had not generated prob-
lems -which now call for solutions. The most serious ones concern under-uti'lza-
tion of a part of industrial capacity, uneven distribution of benefits from
industrial growth, and rising cost and price levels in industry.

224. Despite the high rate of export expansion, part of the sector
suffers from a severe foreign exchange constraint 1/ which is reflected
in insufficient supply of imported industrial raw materials,

1/ For an analysis see para. 144ff. above.
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components and spare parts. Together with a marked slow-down in the ex-
pansion of industrial investment, this has caused a sharp fall in the rate
of growth of output by large-scale manufacturing from 15 percent a year in
the first half of the 1960's to 8-9 percent in the second half. The foreign
exchange constraint has resulted partly from the shortage of savings in the
economy in relation to investment targets, accentuated by growing foreign
debt service and possibly non-economic uses of exchange; partly, it has re-
flected the existence of surplus capacity -- surplus from the viewpoint of
domestic demand and not sufficiently efficient to produce for exports -- in-
duced by proliferation of new plants in an uncoordinated manner, particularly
in the early 1960's; but mostly, it has been the result of practices which
have stimulated the imports of finished products, particularly capital goods,
and the associated establishment of new capacity while existing capacity,
which could have been used to meet a part of the demand for finished goods,
has remained under-utilized due to insufficient supply of imported inputs.
The problem of capacity utilization has affected in particular the engineering
industry in recent years: in mid-1969, it operated at probably one-half of
capacity. Additional imports of inputs needed for this industry are of the
order of $125-140 million per annum. Shortages of imported raw materials and
spare parts are also encountered in the chemical industries: their ma=ni.tude
varies greatly from industry to industry and would have to be separately in-
vestigated. In agro-based industries, shortages are mainly in spare parts.

225. The benefits from industrialization have been unevenly distributed.
There has been growing concentration of industrial and financial power. Em-
pnivm rn nt in induistry and aggregtet wages have been increasing npri n-ssn with
the accumulation of industrial capital, but it is moaz-e doubtful whether there
has been Anv significant in-Grease in real wagpes. Tt is cl2imed tht. the- fell
between the mid-1950ts and the early 1960's;l/ since -$hen, there have been
sharp icrrenses in nCnnsmimer wrwes Whirth hnve nrmh-blv off'set nominAl wTae in-

Ml ---- --- - --- - --- X___ -_ - - X__ - -- - - - - ---- -

creases. Stagnating real wages and unsatisfactory working conditions in many
plants, in the face of sustained high industrial profits, were a maoir- cniiz
of the social and political unrest in early 1969. Since then, minimum wages
have b in...tcrased S. kTheret- -i a. -at --- _or the Govpr.nment to dto t&too briJng

about improvement in working conditions.

226. Pakistan's industrialization has taken place at a price level dif-
f4ereril from. thilatl corresporndling to t1he parit. y r4ate of . , 7Rs 4.76pe

US $1). On the average, industries based on processing domestic materials,
mostul-y amr,1 icuLs .LLTue, exportU UL jJtheir products Wit'. a su y, inI relation to I

parity exchange rate, of about 70 percent; engineering lTndustries sell their
prod-ucts on the home marKet at prices slightly less th-an-i do-uble the G&F pr-ices
of competing imports; and chemical industries charge prices between 2.0 and
2.7 times C&F imports.

227. The widespread and large difference, at the parity excnange rate,
between the domestic and foreign prices of industrial gods is a function of
three factors: FIrst, the parity rate reflects the re1lative efficiency and
the wage levels in primary export agriculture, not in industry. The cost
levels in the latter, relative to those abroad, are higher than cost levels in
primary export agriculture, again relative to those abroad. Consequently,

-I/ A RM Kha Tn,-4ha U__ Ben H~eroRa --es T.T __ P4^|t-l asa
-L/ .e.IL. JAlan, vV14u . 1dO JJU"I± Lopmjet:iLiW Us 4.AJd..L to1 IC£ d~OUd~Li, 1763/6.tI

Development Review, Autumn, 1967. Thepr6 Tdi 9h to 1963/64.
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while raw jute, raw cotton, rice and a few other primary goods could be pro-
duced and exported at the parity rate, neither industrial growth nor, indeed,
virtually 1py activity outside traditional export agriculture is possible at
that rate.J Since the employment potential of the traditional primary export
activities is severely limited, the policy of expanding employment, and spe-
rific;;lv the policv of industrialization, has called, at the margin, for a
cost-price relationship with foreign goods substantially different from that
in the traditional and only slowly growng exnort, agriculture. Second. profit
rates in industry are higher than the international standard and this has
tended to raise industrial pricesr- The repnrted average profit margin cn
sales is now 11 percent and was 14 percent in the early 1960's; the reported
averaoe profit rate on net wrth ls 10 percent; and inforrmedr observrsr rmie
that the true profits may be double the reported values. High profit rates
have partly resulted from decisions on the rates of protection and of export
subsidy; but they have also reflected the inducements needed to transfer
capital from land and commerce into modern industry. Thi-rdr industral goods,
as well as imported inputs for their production, are subject to high fiscal
charges in the form of sales t-es (20-26 perce.t) and im.port duties (frequently
in excess of 50 percent), and these are transferred to final product prices.
Ta ation of industal goods is a substitute for other sources of filnar.e f or
the large Government expenditures and it has been increased frequently to meet
urgent fiscca requirements.

228. nLle strength of each of the above three laclors vari;es Swde-ly Promm
*-c ELlle U .l L ~d 1I -I uaie dLuU UiUl idL. Wi W c.. L-L J _L. Ji

product to product, and this leads to a divergence of the domestic price
pattern from that in the outside Lv-ld Pakistan h'as succeeded in avoiding
major direct adverse effects of this situation on the balance of paymen-;s, by
perating a scheme lncorporat-ing both protection aind euxport subsidies in

different degrees for different products. However, the indirect adverse effects
on resource allocatlon ha-ve remailed, and they ha-ve increased as the ind,usv.fal
structure has become more complex. The engineering industry in particuilar har
been exposed recently to drastic changes in cost-price relations which a-i'Vese
affect its profitability and prospects for future growth. Cutting across in-
dividual product divergencies is the generally high price level of industrial
goods in relation to prices of the traditional primary products; and as indus-
trial production and other new activities gained in weignt in relation to the
traditional ones, the over-all price level has tended to rise.

229. Overshadowing these problems is the enormity of the task aheacd. h'-
the time of the last census of manufacturing in 1966/67, employment in - -
scale private industry was estimated at close to 600,000. Allowing for emi oy-
ment in small-scale industry and in Government-owned plants, total industrial
employment is of the order of 900,000. This compares with the labor force
whicch cannot be much less than "O million. It is in this perspective that
solutions to individual problems have to be found.

229. In the light of this analysis and the compulsions and constraints
set out at the beginning of this chapter, several major considerations emerge
that should act as 'guidelines for policies and programs for the development
of manufacturing over the next several years. First, very substantial in-
creases in industrial output could be obtained by fuller utilization of'

1/ There is strong evidence that exports of both raw jute and raw cotton now
suffer from inadequate production incentives as provided to producers by
the Government's exchange policy.
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existing capacity, particularly in the engineering goods industry. Measures
diesignefd to eixnloit, this notential need to be given first priority, even if
in view of the over-all constraint on exchange it is necessary, temporarily,
to reduce investment in new faciliti s. To be fully effPctive; however, such
measures need to be combined with modifications in the present policy frame-
work surrouinding industry wTth a view to ensuring greater efficiency in the use
of resources.

230. Second, as regards investment in new facilities, questions arise
wi-t-h respet t bohtre+1- +1 r.+.n of fiuturve' devirel-mopmn+. n-nd the in mn

used for channelling resources in the directions desired. Industries producing
141 .-d-4- goods bcase on pmoci ng dom.estic arln1+tnn1 ,ra materials

have in principle comparative advantage in Pakistan. Value added and the em-
11 c) y ent potenti-all are h-i;gh because ao nusaeo oetcoii n h
labor component in processing costs is substantial. Costs are comparatively

J U d.U ~ Ld.50 0. _ .LJ V A1 V J A_.A 1 I _W 4 A 4-1A44 145 4o- to A ±U4.JU. ;0 A4A1.. 'U H L bO , AW1L4 .] VW becauseO wa.ge V s WareH| W _L _L tv-hl producvtio llHu ovl w>H9 _npt sx an UP c

the differential in the cost of transport of raw materials and finished goods
fdavors 'Locati'LUon at thUe sour-ce of mate-Iais.

231. ThiscomparILLt adLvI a g nLVWUdt principWle, howeve, hoLLUds UorLy -up tU

a certain point. If the absorptive capacity of the world market for specific
pI rUUUA.b~ )1. dt; ,V±U d LJOOC A1JILLtW DXi>OS VJ L:; s L0 IJC. CL 1.| lA.L v LL.4IO. .l1'.l, UJILJG a
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nificance of comparative advantage is severely curtailed once the supplying
country's sales become a large proportion of the aggrgegate market. Volu-e
increases then become offset by price reductions so thAt expansion in the value
ofi sales f.alls 'Uo materialize, Uat LeastU unL.L cpitor U.sL ar_e Ul±Ve.%1 oUU, cLd
if they refuse to be driven out because they do not have easily exploitable
a-Leruau±ve tII±p.LU1yUIC-,U Upport.'.unLLL-ities, t.aU-tUhrJoatU UUii±je L.LUii Iotlo tma1y- ens1jue .i.n wILh.lic

all competitors lose for a considerable period. Also, if there are quantita-
tive restrictions on the volumie of sales in the world market, expansion oI
sales becomes either impossible or possible only within clearly defined limits.
Comparative advantage then almost ceases to be oI any advantage.

232. Tne problem is compounded further if the country:s primary export
products also face severe market limitations and if the country suffers from
large levels of unemployment and under-employment. In that case the expansion
of primary exports can provide only limited relief to unemployment; and since
under conditions set forth in para. 231. the employment potential of the agro-
based industries is similarly constrained, the investible resources have to be
channelled to the third best alternative. In short, the country then has to
operate on the principle of least comparative disadvantage.

233.- The effect is that the rate of growth in real income is lower than
potentially possible. This works through prices and exchange rates. Domestic
costs in the third best alternative (non-resource based industries), in rela-
tion to costs abroad, are higher than in the first (primary products) or the
second (resource-based industries); this is reflected in an increase in
domestic prices; these price increases spread over the economy as the weight
of the new projects gainsin relation to the total; ultimately, the exchange
rate has to adjust to the new price level. Price increases of domestically
produced goods and depreciation-induced price increases of imported goods
depress real wages; and it is only at the relatively low level of real wages
that production in the third best alternative is possible. Low real wages, of
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course, mean low real income for the country as a whole. The country is
still better off than it would have been without the new industries: real
income is generated for as long as the costs are covered, and, also, unemploy-
ment is reduced. But the country would have been even better off if, instead
of industries in the third best alternative, it could have expanded production
in the second or in the first.

234. The adverse effect on resource deployment of external market limnita-
tions will be compounded if the countrv. restricted from undertaking the best
projects, starts undertaking all projects that are offered. This will happen
if protection and export subsidv for new Dro.ects are granted at rates in
excess of those needed to undertake the projects in the third best alternative;
or if the officina exehange rate has ceased to he operative for a large seg-
ment of the economy and thus there is no general yardstick for measuring the
efficieney of nrniects to be iindertakenPn nr if there is no minimum standard
rate of return which the new projects have to yield, at a given rate of rro-
tect-i on and -xn-ort subsidy qnnd at a given eehn-ngp rate. (This latter Dcint_ _ - ~ ~ ~ - - - _ - _ - ./ _1- - D --- _ -- _ _ _ __---

applies in particular to Government-owned projects.) In this case, the mechanism
of domestic policy-, designed to break the e+ternal constraint -becomes open-
ended and generates projects indiscriminately, in anything-goes fashion. The
v.ocu ls a~n furthero s v..f&V fr-om the +ofl4-- possible r-at of growth ln
real income; and if protection is not accompanied by export subsidies, pressure
on thne banlance of -ay-ents TLi, I I mncra

235- This is obviously- a simplified exposition of the problem T In practice,
external market limitations are not water-tight and there is some scope for
pro ect s bkothln prir.ary- prdcto for exports adi xpr=oretdAgo

based industries. In addition, there is a domestic market for the output of

lations such as Pakistan, projects in other industries would have to be Lnder-

based industries: this is because the latter cannot otherwise absorb all
unem-1 cye UL1 d.u W1. UOt;1-Ol7I11J.LV.yOCU -LUL).L * H-LU, UllO: UVl1lIIOO LU Id.Lr. l LOUAt _L~1i1

countries is of a size to permit a range of complex industries to operate at
reasonably~ low reci costu.

C~)LI. I1.l.ZL.O '4a.1 .1 '0 0L.0L1J I0.L. L±~L.d±1'0 J &40 L L ZLY ~J..L_L4L1J
products -- cotton and jute. Such constraints also apply to finished goods
based u± these prir,ar-y products -- jute manufactures and cotton textiles. -n
jute goods, the constraint arises from limited absorptive capacity of the
world market and from severe competition by- the Indian and the E-uropean j-ue
industry. In cotton textiles, the main constraints are quantitative resl;ric-;
tions on Pakist.ans exports to the developed co-ntries and the growth of com-
peting textile industries in other developing countries.

237. Despite these constraints, the possibilities of further production
ad market expansion are not exhausted. This applies not only- to sales on
the domestic market but also to exports. The domestic market for cotton tex-
tiles is large ald growiig, -while Pakistan's sales to the world market, except
in the case of yarn, are a small fraction of the total. World consumiption of
jute goods has been expanding at 4 percent per annum in the last decade; and
while present projections indicate a lower rate of growth, earlier fears of
total market stagnation have proved unjustified.
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238. However, future expansion in these two product groups will have to
be more carefully planned than in the past. Until the mid-1960's, Pakistan's
share of the world market for jute manufactures was small and the expansion of
Pakistan's sales had only a marginal influence on the world level of jute goods
prices. BY the mid-1960's, serious problems appeared: there was excessive
expansion in one key product line, sacking; its price fell to the level of
raw jute (indicating zero value added in manufacturing) and excess capacity had
to be shut down. Pakistan's jute goods exports now account for a considerable
proportion of world market in jute goods, and further expansion has to proceed
according to a selective program prepared in advance if drastic falls in prices
and corresponding losses in sales value are to be avoided.

239. Until now. Pn kistan's rotton textile industrv did not __xn r_nce the
restrictive effects of the International Cotton Textile Agreement: Pakistan's
____s were below the quotas nnd the only ronstraint was the volume and qumnlitv
of domestic production. In 1968/69, however, projected exports to the quota
markets (TTU.S TTUK, the Euiropenn Econromicr. (Commiinitu nn-and Austrian) otne+.dr1 +.n
90 percent of the quotas. The major unfilled quota is that in the European
Econoric Corr.n nity; exarnsion of PaiHstanns snles to this area will require
up-grading of quality and change in the product mix away from grey cloth to
finished cloth. The nature of the Coimn rnity's resti ctions on yarn imports
from Pakistan is not clear. Once the quotas are filled and unless there is a
maj Ov 1-i znihov. -nln; n c rIn++1-pr,n +. +i P *mi r)f,z rf' J..n An1Z r-n A rl vnr-in+-.i c

Pakistan's future export expansion has to be directed almost exclusively to
other less developed covuntries an.d to centrally planned economies. P ak St. n

has achieved major successes in its export trade to these areas: they now
account- 1for f.our=lfift.hs of its aggregate* cotton tex+vile erts. E t gi
in cot-ton yarn to the markets in Japan and Hong Kong have been particularly
ULmpressive, although in somAe cases 'at - -econorc- cost

expansion is possible and some projections recently made indicate a rate of
expuort growt Uh. s-lliLd.ar Ut tha11t ou Uthe last uf yL.V ar s * . 1T 11f ± 'LfLL.enLtL_U1 U of Uthis.

target will depend on the speed with which competing textile industries are
established abroad and on im, provements in efficiency of the Pakistan-i textile
industry. Pakistan's exports of cotton textiles -- cloth and yarn -- have
increased at 17 percent p.a. in4 th last- fv years; but3 t wl r

been rising at only 2-3 percent. World market prospects are much better for
reauy- 1!IdUa LiULdLlng: intel-lid alla± uradue in thi Ls itei-, lhdas been IincrasingLli
rapidly in recent years and Pakistan has considerable opportunities to par-
tIclpate ln thits expansionl -- oppoi urtU±es u-whlc sou far lt ih nt expoluedu.

240 rak-lstanis acuievements in thie leatheer indusuvy have been mraodett thus

far. In the export markets in the developed countries, Pakistan faces tariff
barrIers whch increase as the degree of processing inc-reases. However, this
has not been the only constraint: quality of leather goods has been low and
this may have been a more importanit constraint to export growth than the
tariff barriers. Further considerable expansion of leather goods exports is
possible. In processed foodstuffs, Pakistan sufiers from a disadvantage of
geographical location, in comparison with other producers exporting to high
income markets. However, it could develop significant exports to the U.S.S.R.,
especially in citrus fruits; and in frozen foods, its geographical disad-
vantage with respect to high income markets may not be significant and may
be offset by high quality and low costs.
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241. Two conclusions follow: over the medium term the existing agro--
based industries can expand their exports, provided the quality of products
progressively improves, price competitiveness is maintained and a careful
program is prepared for future penetration of markets. In view of obstac:Les
to trade, severe competition in the export markets for the type of agro-based
goods which Pakistan produces and the likely growth of import substitution
in some of its present market outlets, Pakistan cannot rely on these goods
to assure over the long nin that its import capacity will grow sufficientLy to
sustain rapid industrial advance and ultimately that its labor force will be
fully employed.

2LL2. Tt follows that parallel with continuing efforts to expand the ex-
ports of agro-based industries over the medium-term to the maximum extent
feasible; and pnral11 with their Pxnqnqicon in linp with growth of domestic
demand, Pakistan must also turn to other sectors of industry which have good
demand nrosnpc.ts Antl wherp PaWI tpn h.s; or may reasonnblv be exDected to
develop, comparative advantage and to keep to a minimum its comparative dis-

udvantage. Su-ch other product lines cnn be fond in all sectors. but thyv
are mostly concentrated in the engineering goods industry.

243. Over the last several years, a widening gap has developed between
the pattern of resource allocation towardAs ,j1-ch considerations of private
profitability pulled and that which was desirable from the economic point; of
.view -- winth respect to both the -4r o- of -esources as between the crat-ion
of new facilities and better use of existing ones, and the pattern of newi in-
vro+Smenrt rn oe fPPrt+ ge+4

- -A A -, -- A nI,- nnt- n nnre, tns
.,t, x,>/a, . U .±.t, Wa. J.1 .4.. '4± Li U J V 1 U UIJ..1.O 6Cav i1" ,.Is CL. L vt.L X . C u 

prevail, an elaborate machinery was built up for sanctioning new investments.
In1JC th eI ve, Ut.hese eLffoLrt Us 11.hve proveduI far less successfu' in ensuring

reasonably efficient use of resources than Pakistan's tight overall reso;trce
posi-tior, Wou l(have 'warr1 nt edm. Ther-e ls, t an u---4-t need ,ow to
bring about, through appropriate policy changes, a much greater degree of'
L.0IIIjPd.U.LU±±. ._UJ U LtuwCuii I JLVa.UU WIU tcUL±iU u (ULLkCUIOjU:.Ld.UiULIIO cuiLL UlItI-Cu'y 4IUCUfi.C .4U

possible to reduce considerably the scope of direct controls over investrnent

L.L444 1.1±.L.UU, LIC3IC±.L UJ~ U.J.C V- U]._LC S.kLI C l'iJ ILLU rJ.Lii UJi. 4-44.

East Pakistan will require that strong efforts be made to raise East PakLstan's
share l-n toto-1 investment in lind-stry. Thi6 mersta toge netve h

44.45.1.C 4-I VL 4.4.4. .11 CS .4.41011U . LJ . LA±.. U± LLs means.JI L,laS. stronger~C LJ .cenl u,~ V QCS U"J.CJ-i

have so far been employed need to be given to attract private capital to East
Pak-ista's indusj. Ja of such a pac-age couid be the restriction to .ast

Pakistan -- with the exception of new and small entrepreneurs and, perhazs,
S.CL~.L UCL. J4.J.Lii44 UJ ..LIUU.- 4-CS --4.] 4d. - I1±.L.4. 1 *±V.L.4-C7_S 4 IS. .4..I Usolected p1rorlwy IIICUSUXIPBs -- of Gtener,.La_l U tax L_U- holi> -priV I lteges . In1 Cadiiti uonn 

a scheme -- similar to one that has been operated successfully for the develop-
ment of the depressed regions of Brazil -- might be introduced whereby com-
panies would be allowed to invest part of their income tax liability in approved
projects in Eas4t P L-Si4 . EvLe -wiII suchi1 ,easur-es, hloweVU--, a .large par^t oL
the burden for accelerating industrial growth in East Pakistan will probably

fn n~~UL 1 1|h ,15 4 C4 _eu_ _ _ 1_:_n7 __n_falcl on tIhle put ubLi c' se ctorL-, Princi.XpalyU the Es IL t DdU Praklsbit 1InUUst1rial Deve lo p-

ment Corporation (EPIDC). In biew of the size of the task awaiting this or-
ganization in future, its present state must be a matter of very serious con-
cern. This is shared by the Government of East Pakistan which has begun to
explore the possibilities oI obtaining external assistance for improving the
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management of EPIDC's affairs. In the meantime, however, the weaknesses of
EPIDC will place severe limitations on the amount of additional resources
that can be used effectively for the further development of public sector
industry in East Pakistan.



D. P-'wR AND EIVNRY

1. Introduction

245. Two government agencies and a private corporation dominate the
power sector in Pakistan. In the East wing, the East Pakistan Water ard
Power Development Authority (EPWAPDA) generates and distributes all public
power. In the West wing, the West Pakistan Water and Power Development
Authority (WPWAPDA) - with headquarters in Lahore - serves the same function,
except that the Karachi area is served by the Karachi Electric Supply
Corporation Ltd. (KESC), a private stock corporation with substantial
government participation. There are also some small private distributors.
Captive plants in industry and elsewhere generated about 15 percent of the
electric energy consumed in Pakistan in 1969, but this substantial amournt
is expected to decline as the quality and availability of public power
supplies increase. In terms of annual generation and capacity, the power
sector is only of moderate size, but in terms of area and population served,
and number of employees, EPWAPDA and WPWAPDA rank among the largest utilities
in the world. Total assets of all public electrical utilities are about
Rs. 6.3 billion, or US $1.3 billion. Although this is a substantial
amount, it falls short of the investment level needed to assure adequate
and reliable power systems in Pakistan.

246. KESC has about 220,000 customers and sales were about 1,000 GkL
in 1969. Its sales have been growing by about 17 percent in recent years,
although the growth rate slowed down to 11 percent last year due to the
generally unsettled political and economic conditions in the countrv.
KESC has been able to keep up with fast-growing requirements for power for
three main reasons: it has dynamic management. it oDerates on a sound
financial basis and its commercial flexibility has ensured adequate opera-
t-i onal suicc~ess~ HeRrv i nvustTnPnf. were carried rl n. in the nast dePca de
in support of which KESC has received four IBRD loans since 1955, and the
most recent one, made available in 1967, financed a 125 MA inj so that
KESC's capacity is now 390 MW compared with a demand of 215 MW.

247. A total of Rs. 5.5 billion rupees has provisionally been allocated
to the power sector in the Fourth Plan. The program is one of consolidation
and reinforcement and riwhtlv ao. TesA than 10 npr(Ant. of tha alloc-ation
is for new generation and the bulk goes for expansion and reconstruction
of transmission and distribution facilitiesR. NenethelesAsj th nrnrposed
investment program'should prove adequate t meet the needs of the sector
through the Plan period (more than adequateThr in t.he Fast+) nprovided that
investments are channelled into system improvements as planned. Any
deviation from this noltov (A.g.; ext.Ansivsk -rAl e1ltv1rifca+ionn) cnn
only result in prolonging and worsening the unsatisfactory system conditions
that nresAntl exist in mrny areas.

248. The smnll generatinn W.-nof -sonent in iv--s oshe reslt of
two factors: First, the low incremental costs of extending generating
napac1y-f at Mangloa-nd Tarhe1n in +thoe l+s and, second, catchin up in
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transmission and distribution with the large over-investment in generating
canacitv made during the Third Ilan in the East. The situation in the
Fifth Plan will not be nearly so favorable.

249. There is a notable lack of new large identifiable projects in
t-he Fourth P1 n nAriod-; nrtr-.Iv as n connsermncep of the gannrat;ngI s1itutAtnn.
This may pose serious problems in obtaining external financing for the
foreign exchange ost. nf the program. TncrepaSzg inmnvnt8 of ronmmodity
assistance (particularly metals) will be required, and financing for
iina1 :mnrmiz +.rnn _ niqm A i nn nnmi tiic +.rihii.tion Prnlinmnn. h.: m1wrn-.ut hAn ei ffi -

cult to obtain. In this respect, Pakistan would be well advised to
define its request-s for tr-nsm.ission and distribution pronects in terms
of hardware content or objectives (e.g. KVA of substation capacity, miles
of l4vne) -"n+1'i-. +}Innvi Ar.n1Vir jr~r p w'.rcj- foe-J-14+_ac, O"of iA.) r+>.r +nn s specific-1.1 identified ptin aiiis n
external financing agencies should be encouraged to accept these definitions.
The~ ,-.n-tic, ber.efi+ +o~a beginVIed fr-P.A +h-is approac 4S 4.cr.eased feiv-

bility (and, therefore, more efficiency) in the use of aid-financed materials.

250. Demand for electric power in Pakistan is expected to grow 21 to
I 4-4-s 4 -4--s 4- 1,* t n.ext decad Sc a A-o4.ted out abov, th Fourt

Plan investment program is essentially one of consolidation and reinforcement,
.LJ. &I- U_ L~.1.W~ -- USJ L'k - U, U.1J LVP4.L. ni l L. AA& ' S-±CL W.LLJ.if. these0 de4umL.ds a,e to be .-et the PYfth,, P1on investmont progrpsaawill
probably be at least double the one proposed for the Fourth Plan. It is
not t0o eanl. to . +na pl+&n.n4ng for +tb fronncing +WI,t+ wrill be needed to

support such a program. In this respect the need for a greater return
f.-o. 4--« -p_14b - -4..- has Ibe reco..ized 4-s the Four.4-I. 1)lsn )t-14.-s4
A-I -*U 5S1 J ./.LS . d.js. a m V,,IV,A4C L Sifl A 'Ad

5
A.SS LAA UAW* l.%U.A WI -A.A..I Si. U.A-.LA1i

The Government's power agencies are notably deficient in this respect;
T"T0s ;DAs -etun on r.et assets LAn 1968/69 WCas VrA - pr,t -hlehwJWI sVUIM ~UJ~1AS L .OVU -L±'U .7 W. diJ. retu j.J~JV. _t WUJ."Lf~ ZAl-WtJ.rJJA

showed hardly any return at all. In contrast, KESC's record of a 10-14
per,cent ratLe of ret-M-JA .dLA toU.LA '-'AA, ofL UOJe 50 p rcen ofitsLcp.L 'UO

requirements in the 1966/1970 period has been good. Authorities in both
r__s A. -2 T__ A. ___ ___ ____ 1 rn_ ___3 - _tw_ ~ s _ 
Z.ast6 anid West Pakistan arW1e aware Wof the pr-UUolem d_&U awr b__sga %U , .U4

increase the amount of capital to be contributed to the investment program
uy the beneficiaries, but aggressive flinancial management and the whole-
hearted support of the Government will be needed if these efforts are to
be successful. A notable difficulty is that of tariffs; particularly
agricultural tariffs. In spite of the failure of WPWAPDA's efforts to
introduce a revised tariff form for tubewells last year (which would have
resulted in lower costs to farmers with efficiently-utilized wells, and
incidentally, was less subject to subversion than the old rate form),
this subject remains one of critical importance in the context of resource
mobilization and channelling of investments into economic activities.
A second need is some form of debt rationalization and revaluation of assets
to remove the inequities that have arisen in the valuations of utilities
as a result of the multiple exchange system, especially the valuation of
bilateral commodity aid and imports under barter agreements.

2. West Pakistan

251. WPWAPDA operates over 1200 MW of capacity in three independent
systems, but by 1975 t-wo of these systems will have been interconnected
with that of KESC to form a 3,000-MW grid covering the Indus Basin from
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KararChi in the SoMlth to, Tarhela in the North, a di-stance of over 1.000
miles. WAPDA's main generating sources are the hydro plants in the
North at Warsa8k (160 Mw) and M%ngla (4J00 MWT.) and thermal plants at
ryallpur (132 MW), Multan (265 MW) and near the gas fields in the South

at SInku (a-O MWL Ga fidu (2290 MW, uvnder contrwatltion.) Tn addition.
there are gas turbines at Lahore and Hyderabad, and several small hydro
stations on irrigation canalso The small system at Quett+a h- based on
a coal-fired plant.

252. Power consumption has been growing at 17-20 percent per year,
nd, Tn.LAwJPDnA hs 'beer. h. cdpresse%d ICo ma et 4the ',A- .dA vTTnsa+ isfacro-,

planning - in part attributable to the complexity of bilateral aid -
-4.adquacies1 - - -4 vst...Fera'tions nd-L- irn W--'T^A Is organization., &nda.CQe L.C .J.LA 0UAL IJjCJ YULJLI GiAJ L WV.A WViLL AJi 0 ti 0.L .L3 W UL'5 1g S5..

serious shortage of local financial resources have resulted in the
c'urren.t shortae;e otf U±rOans-JIs sion, dUIstrJbution and 8.1s4J 4Ut.on, capaci44-

The investment objectives of the Fourth Plan power program are designed
tCo corect som ofO 'Unese deAfte'Le n rL-c-ie

2<3. As of June 1969, 'WimP had over a million custoer-s, mostly
in urban areas, and in the preceding year had sold about 30000 GWh, in
the follo-win-g categories:

lttSLrial 13 60l k41& (; 47%)
Agricultural (Tubewells) 750 " (26%)
ueneral and Commercial 410 " (14%)
Bulk Supply 400 "I (13%)

The importance of industrial and agricultural sales is evident. Bulk
sales are primarily to private distributors operating in, Rawalpindi and
Multan; WPWAPDA sells at retail throughout the rest of the service
area. Substantial growth rates in power sales have been maintained over
the past 10 years despite load shedding due to equipment shortages and
breakdowns, the indo-Pakistan War, and periodic refusals to connect new
loads (there has been a moratorium on connection of agricultural and
indus trial loads since September 1968). Simultaneously, there has beer.
a steady increase in losses and energy unaccounted for, from 24 percent
of net generation in 1966 (already quite high) to 32 percent in 1968/65'.
Increases in distribution system losses due to the need for system rehabili-
tation in urban areas account for a large part of thase losses, but
unrecorded consumption also is significant and distorts the consumption
figures given above.

254- WPWAPDA's future generating program includes the 2100-MW Tarbe]la
project (the first stage, 700 MW, is under construction), additional units
at Mangla (200 MW) and a 200 MW addition at Gudu, in addition to the one
presently under construction there. No new generating sites are proposed
through 1980, with the possible exception of a 200 MW development at the
Lakhra coal field near Fyderabad. The 132 kV transmission system will
be extended south from Sukkur to Hyderabad and on to Karachi by 1972,
replacing the temporary Hyderabad-Karachi connection and completing the
interconnection along the full length of the Indus Basin. To make full.
use of Tarbela, however, a stronger tie is needed and will be provided by
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a 500-kV transmission link. The first section of this line, from
Ly a]lpur to Gudu, is to be bIuilt under a proposed Rubisian credit,
and the Tarbela-Iyallpur link is now being designed. The section from
Gudu to Karachi is being re-examined because of potential problems with
saline corrosion and contamination.

255. This generation and transmission program, together with on-going
projects, accounts for 52 percent of WPrWAPDA's proposed investment during
the Fourth Plan period. The remaining h8 percent of the investment is
for secondary transmission (15 percent) and di.stributln (33 percent).
This program would increase WPWAPDA's total fixed assets by 66 percent in
the next five years. r-Though not an excessively high rate of expansion
for an efficient utility of WPWAPDA's size, it may be expected to put a
severe strain on WPWAPDA!s resources until such time as organizational
reforms can be introduced. It will also put a severe strain on the
financial resources of the Central and Provincial Government unless -WWAPDA?s
internal financing capabilities are raised.

256. WPWAPDA's power investment requirements for 1970/71 through 1973/74
amount to Rs. 2,300 million (US $482 million), and an IDA credit - currently
being negotiated - would cover 5 percent of these requirements, other
foreign loans approximately 35 percent and loans from Government 37 percent.
Miscellaneous income would provide about 2 percent and it is expected that
WPWAPDA would finance the balance of 21 percent from its internal cash
generation. To make this possible, however, would require measures to
raise 7WPWAPDA's financial rate of return which is very low at the present
time. The following table clearly brings this out, as well as other
unsatisfactory aspects of WPWAPDA's operation in the 1965/66-1968/69 period.

Item 1965/66 1966/67 1967/68 1968/69

1. kWh sent out (million) 2,754 2,847 3,520 4,294
2. kWh sold (million) 2,089 2,098 2,486 2,939
3. kWh sold as a percentage of

kWh sent out 76% 714% 71% 68%
Electricity sales:

4. Revenue (Rs. million) 229 243 280 324
5. Annual increase, percentages 12% 6% 15% 16%

Operatina expenses:
6. Amount (Rs. million) 157 203 191 1/ 239
7. Annual increase, percentage 15% 30% (6)%- 25%
8. Operating ratio (operating

expenses to operating revenue) 64% 75%, 61% 66%
9. Net income (is. million) 114 (14)W/ 35 2

10. Rats of Return L.7% 3.5c' 6.1% 5.2%

1_/ nDe areanse
2/ Net loss

257. The data in the above table do not depict very successful operations.
Especially sIgnificant is the percen+age of kwh sold to kWh sent out whinch
shows a very unfavorable trend. 1966/67 was a particularly unfavorable year,
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as indicated by the low rate of return of 3.5 percent, but this was
primarily attributed to t.he aftermath of the Indo-Pakistan War.

258. LTON rt+es of re+rm hnve forced W-PWAAPDA to relv heavilv on borrow-
ings not only abroad, but also from the Central Government and the
Provincial Goverrment of' West Pakistan where it has pre-em Arted n significant
amount of scarce resources. This is but a particular example of the
ger.eral JLqadequacyw rof p.wt Move.-.nmen.t polic-vwith respect to the prie;ing

of public services. The proposed Government policy as announced in the
Fourth Trve=Year P Draft Outlie iS different: "The -ovexinment shnuld
issue directives to the public corporations to undertake a review of their

4nvessw ents nd performanuce ofO pastlu projecto. Ayadsti1ck in +1efo1
of a minimum return of 10 percent (over and above debt servicing obligation)
shoul ILbe lai do"l. I en, 1L.e14se rLeasu>e "viva' go fa . 4AoLn

the savings performance of the major public undertakings, which could make
a substantial contributuiLon to domestic resource rmobilization, a area of
critical importance in the next five years. However, there are already
indicat+ions that the Governm=-ent is not suffLcLently a7ware of the impWlica-
tions of the proposed policy for the power sector where sizeable tariff
increases are clearly called for to reach the objective of a -r&irmum

10 percent rate of return.

3. East Pakistan

259. The East Pakistan Water and Development Authority (EPWAPDA) is
practically the only supplier of power in the East Wing. Two independent
systems are operated, one on each side of the Brahmaputra. Overall
demand has been growing at 16 percent per year, with peak demands in 196S;
of 40 MW and 170 MW on the west and east sides of the Brahmaputra, respect-
ively. Inadequate expansion planning - stimulated by the liberal availa-
bility of bilateral credits - has resulted in over-investment in generating
capacity which will amount to more than 700 MW when present projects have
been completed. As a result, EPWAPDA's investment per KW of demand is
one of the highest in the world.

260. The standard of service is poor owing to environmental conditions
and to a shortage of transmission and distribution facilities. EPWAPDA's
proposed Fourth Plan investment program concentrates on investments in
transmission and distribution to correct this - the program includes an
interconnector to link the systems in the East and West,and Canadian
finance has been offered for this project - except for the $85 million
200-MW Roopp-ur nuclear plant proposed by the Pakistan Atomic Energy
Commission (PAEC) to be financed by Belgian sources. There must be concern
about this apparent misallocation of resources which cannot but result in
a worsening of an already serious situation of excess generating capacity.

261. EPWAPDA's staggering debt burden is a result both of overinvestxient
in the past decade and of an unsatisfactory financial performance as
evident in its getting hardly any financial return on its investment. This
situation calls for urgent corrective action.
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4. Energy Resources

262. About half of the electrical energy consumed in East Pakistan is
generated in one hydro-electric plant (Karnaphuli), but this represents
virtually full exploitation of the East's hydro-electric potential. On
the other hand, although hydro power also supplies about half of the
energy in the West, present capacity represents utilization of only about
10 percent of the estimated resources. When both Mangla and Tarbela are
fully developed, this figure will rise to 30 percent. Further development
of the West's hydro resources may not be economical because the potential
capacity is mostly in the mountains in the north and in Kashmir, an area
which not only presents political problems, but also is far from the major
load centers. Future expansion of energy usage will therefore have to
be based largely on resources other than hydro.

263. Natural gas represents the next maJor enerzr resource and is
abundant in both East and Wast. Reserves in the West are estimated at
15 million million cubic feet. but some of this is not economicalJ.y
recoverable or transmittable over long distances because of poor quality
or unfavorable location, but is suitable for zenerating power in the gas
fields for economic transmission to load centers. Reserves in the East
are estimated at 9 million million cubic feet. most of which should be
usable. Even if no more gas is discovered in the East (and exploration
has stagnated because of the present low rate of consumption as compared
with the proven reserves) assuming 60 percent is allocated to power
production this would be sufficient for 2500 MW for 30 years, or over
ten times present demand.

264. Pakistan has some coal in both East and Wdest but the deposits
sre either small. noor qualitv. or diifficult to recover and therefore
economical only if developed on a very large scale. At present, commercial
use Of PnkistAn Gno1 iS limited to the mines wninh sninnlv the qmrnl power
plant at Quetta in the West (15 MW, now being expanded), and minor use in
the East. Some oil is produced in the PnJab (about 15 percent of present
consumption of petroleum in the country) but there is no indication that
liquid-fuel reservres are Substantial. nwHoever, sinnific_nt am.ounts of
refinery residuals (from either local or imported crude) are expected to
be available for use in power production in the fLture -nd pla-n are in
hand to use it.

265. Pakistan is now constructing its first nuclear plant (a 125-MW

Karachi), being built under Canadian aid and due for commercial operation
ea r - iAn 19,71-. I lan con.s4U-L-;tr,ui0n has p-LJrvgressed4-ka 6 lerer-all`y on s(chWe du.'e.

Enough heavy water for the initial loading has been obtained despite the
cur.-ent Lv UortJage ofLi4L"L %AVJIUU.L)U±V ULLli Lau-r.L±tU.Lt%s fLr a

continuing supply have yet to be made. Construction of a second nuclear
plant i& PIrPoped, to be located at Rooppui- in Ea9t PaKistan- Belgian
aid is being considered for a 200-MW unit, but the technical and economic
Justification has not been fully established. Pakistan would be weil
advised to undertake a further study of the technical feasibility and
economic consequences of operating such a plant in the East Pakistan system
at this time, and to make a realistic assessment of the costs of such a
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plant in view of the heavy demands that would be made on foreign exchange,
technical manpower, and other scarce resources, and the heavy over-investment
in existing generating plant. Pakistan may have to turn to nuclear energy
in the future to conserve its own energy resources, but steps in that direction
at this tima seem premature.

266. This points up a recurrent constraint in Pakistan -- the lack of a
comprehensive energy resources policy. Such a policy should (i) resolvei
the present indecision as to what Dortion of natural zas. saY. could be
economically utilized as feedstocks for fertilizer and petrochemicals ancl
how much could be made available for power production, (ii) integrate thei
exploration program with forecast energy needs, (iii) rationalize the
reserve Droiections (i.e.. define reserves in terms of usable resources
rather than absolute amounts, on a common base), and (iv) establish guide-
lines for the most econonmic utilization of coWmrircAll enerc resources.
Coordination could be provided by the recently-established Geological and
Mineral Develnpment CoordinAtinn Rnard, hui+ a new cnmmernial AnArDv survov
to update and expand the study made in conjunction with the IBRD-sponsorod
1967 Tntiiu Baqin s+tiu (+he Iefti-ck report), 4is als neadedk e erAv

policy should be clearly established by the time the next major power
in-un+.manf. daecinin.n. mv-e "rmelire (i.e. 1079/74)-
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E. TRANSPORT

1 . Tnl r OU\.C 4 VP]

267. Ove r -Ih-e past ten years, transport 'as bcco.,e --i,oratan
'-'. I * 'JVi uliJ uJ U ULI J 11IIJJ U id LAU%IA.JL11C dIi ±I1 Udi. l CIIU dLIU

dynamic sector in Pakistanns economy: transport, communication and storage
nuow accountu for 6.5 percentu ol t1he luross Domest-c Product andi over 1the pastL

decade the sector has grown on average by 6.7 percent per year, as against
5 .6 percent for ie econo,y ds a whole. 'Ianspor' pro-vdes the ulk of
services originating in this sector. The important growth elements relate
to highway transport, port movements and air traffic. The contribution of
railway traffic has been negligible in the recent past. Most of the transport
growth occurred in vwest rakistan, reflecting h fast growth of the ecooIUmy
in that wing and the increasing trend towards commercialization of the economy.
In East Pakistan, transport growth did not exceed 41 percent per year.

268. lne characteristics of the transport industry difIer greatly between
East and West Pakistan. East Pakistan has numerous waterways, and inland
shipping - both by mechanized craft and traditional country boats - is a major
transport feature. Highways which must be built on embankments to avoid flooding,
are difficuit and expensive to build and are made less efficient by numerous
and inadequate ferry crossing. Railway operations suffer similar drawbacks.
To these problems are added the fragmentation and limited capacity of the
contracting industry in that wing. In the West, there is no inland shipping,
and highways and the railway provide most transport services. The table below
highlights some of these differences:

West Pakistan East Pakistan

Railroads

ton-miles (1968/69) 4.7 billion 0.7 billion
passenger miles (1968/69) 6.5 billion 2.2 billion

Highways

total road mileage (1966/67) 47,479 17,741
road mileage under Highway

Department (1966/67) 18,543 3,297
petrol consumption by motor

veh c es (long tons) (1968/69) 298,006 64,835
H.S.D.-consumption (1967/68) (gallons) 89.8 million 4.1 million
estimated ton-miles (trucks) (1967/68) 5.6 billion n.a.

Inland Water Transport

estimated number of boats nil over 300,000

1/ High Speed Diesel Oil
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2. West Pakistan

269. All transport modes, ranging from camel train to jet aircraft, are
represented in West Pakistan. The main traffic flows serve the thickly-populated
area in the northeast centered on Lahore. This area generates flows southwest
to the nort and industrial area of-Karachi some 700 miles away; west to the
industria:L and agricultural area around Lyallpur, Sargodha and Kushab; and
northwe.rst. to the andministrative eenters in R Iawalpndil and Tslamabad. and to
Peshawar and the Afghan border beyond. All these main routes are served by
rail, road and air transportV. FrV. snry years, the railways provided the main
means of mechanized transport, but over the past five years an increasing
n-rrnr%n-r+A n rf F-n rr-n QP h _rM 'kapn ^ "iAz hr -"^nA n nAA -- ;I 1 -i + +rn eif4'h r. q hn hown

little, if any, overall growth.

Road Transport

270. Over the years, use of highways has been growing rapidly, anc data
i:!eS + a s#A+ +1 . 4- - A |-_ P P4 _ A 4 -;o_A -- I +-A n ;+a

W O vjAv a oU VIL| .LLAs., ao .LA &I a LEJ 04. .5.45. . I .a Ua U VV i a L s s. 5V

of vehicle usage as well as increases in fleet size. Between 1963/64 and 1968/69,
the tracking fleet incree by about 6 percent a year whl h -- u- of private
cars increased at slightly higher and buses at slightly lower rates. Ihe total
vehlicle -leet stood7u/7,- at '4 I,00 inV .1968/69,r on-e mnotor- ve,ic.le-_ fo VI er 330ULY ~_
persons. This compares to one vehicle for 130 persons in Iran, or one for
_00 in India. During thi. periUd, use of high speed diesel (HSD) by mctor
vehicles increased by 15 percent per year - more than twice as fast as the
growth in the number of buses and trucks, which use most of the nSD. 1he use
of petrol, on the other hand, increased by 7 percent per year or a.t about the
same rate as the growth in the number of private cars. Tnerefore, while total
capital invested increased at about the same rate as the Provincial Donmestic
Product, this capital was used with increasing intensity.

271. Surveys carried out by the Transport Planning Cell of the West Pakistan
Planning and Development Department have provided a good deal of informiation about
trucks and buses (17 and 6 percent of the motor fleet respectively). Most trucks
are individually-owned and are operated by hired drivers. About 90 percent of
truck traffic is inter-city and very high load factors apply, averaging almost
95 percent. In the principal traffic direction, the average load is 134 percent
of official capacity while back-hauLs yield a 55 percent load factor. (The
figures are slightly higher for inter-city trucking, lower for local movements).
Trucks have an average lifetime use of 500,000 miles, running on average about
45,000 miles per year. The annual mileage figure would probably be higher if
there were no shortage of repair facilities. The high cost of trucks Ithe
effective ad valorem duty ranges from 40 to 45 percent) and the fact that invest-
ment funds typically originate from non-institutional sources where interest
rates are probably in excess of 20 percent.provides adequate incentive for the
intensive use of commercial vehicles.

272. Agricultural products account for almost one half of the volume of

all inter-city truck shipments with fruits and vegetables comprising the
largest category. Thus, a major portion of inter-city trucking deals with
goods which require quick delivery, a, feature in which trucking has a strong
advantage over rail service. Local traffic consists of agricultural commodities
(1/3 of the total traffic) with stone, ballast and petroleum products making
up another significant portion.
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273. About 80 percent of all buses in West Pakistan are owned by the
pu_lI el] y-owne d Lot d o aUL' Transport, uordorat0 (RTC), ULIh remaind.LIUer Uby pr.ivadute

owners. Like trucks, buses are operated with very high average load factors,
as the I folLowing UablWe lnd.ictes: 

Percentage of Trips Full' uor mo LJre th r u±i.

iouca± inber- G1 y

RTC 10 9

Private 99 90

j/ Refers to seating capacity.

The level of bus fares is an important policy issue. Financial rates of
return for the publicly-owned RTC bus operations have been about 3-4 percent in
recent years. The policy of low fares for the RTC causes chronic financial
difficulties and to the extent that it artificially induces traffic demand,
a misallocation of resources. It obviously places private bus operators in
a disadvantageous position. RTC's rates, therefore, should be raised without
delay, so as to achieve satisfactory returns.

Road System

274. The rapid increase in motor vehicle traffic in recent years has
placed a heavy burden on an inadequate road system. While roads currently
connect all important centers of operation and production, a large propor-
tion are single-lane with a capacity quite inadequate for the large volume
of motor-vehicle, animal, and pedestrian traffic. Traffic on these single
lane roads often exceeds 500 motor vehicles per day, considerably in excess
of the volume generally required to justify the widening of single-lane
roads to two lanes. Studies have shown that the widening and strengthening
of existing roads offers far greater economic benefits than new highway
construction and the authorities would be well-advised to take the conclusions
from these studies into account while designing an investment program.

275. There are about 48,000 miles of road in West Pakistan, or about
7 miles of road per 100 square miles. This compares to 4 miles of road per
100 square miles in India, and 1.6 miles of road per 100 square miles in
Iran. Forty percent of these roads are maintained by the provincial high-
way department. with the remainder under the control of District Councils
and other local authorities.



Road-user Charges

276. While precise figures are lacking, there is not much doubt that
public revenues derived from road users exceed expenditures on the road
system. The revenues are not, however, necessarily collected at the same
government level as expenditures are disbursed, nor are the greater part
of the receipts earmarked for road maintenance, improvement or construction.
In 1967/68, the Government of West Pakistan (GOWP) spent about Rs. 182
million on the maintenance and construction of major roads and highways.
In addition, other Provincial authorities and district and municipal agencies
snent about Rs. 120 million; to viAlRd an overall total of about Rs. 300
million.

277. Direct fuel taxes yielded a net return of about Rs. 2h5 million
in 1967/68 whbieh ae-e.idr to +te Central o-vernmaent, as did custordties
on fuel, vehicle and spare parts. These latter totalled Rs. 320 million

nmount from imports of coal, kerosene and
railway diesel fuel. The GOWP collected about Rs. 63 million in vehicle
taxes, while +he .unicpality +r oc+ri ch-rIs levied on g +.oodstaffic

totalled Rs. 140 million, inclusive of rail traffic. Thus, identifiable
road taxes ielded Rs.4 308 milion in 1967/68 - sligtly -n excess of
expenditures on the road system - while other receipts, of which a sub-
st-anti,-1 paxt -was adt- t t uus f. vhI J e roads, totalld4 nher

Rs. 460 million.

278. From the direct fuel taxes levied, the Central Government allocates

31 paisa per gallon bo a Road Fund. Withholding 15 percen' of Fund resources
for research, testing and reserves, the Central Government allocates the
balance to the highway authorities oI the respective Provincial Governments
for road construction on the basis of road mileage, population and Fund
contributions. Between 1960/61 and 19067/68 East Pakistan contributed
20 percent of Fund'revenues but received 28 percent of Fund allotments. West
Pakistan contributed 80 percent but received 72 percent. Total funds allocated
totalled Rs. 161 million during this period.

279. Of the expenditure by the GOWP Highway Department, construction
accounted for Rs. 121 million, maintenance expenditures Rs. 53 million, and
establishment expenditures Rs. 8 million. Expenditures by the G0W? on
maintenance work have increased at roughly 14 percent per year from 196;/64
to 1968/69, while construction expenditures have increased by over 20 percent per
year during the same time span. Maintenance expenditures are far below a
reasonable level.

280. Proposals for the Fourth Plan call for increased investment in
roads. About 1,250 million rupees has been requested by the Highway Depart-
ment, which is planned to be enough for widening and reconditioning 1,500
miles of major roads, 750 miles of minor roads, and for building 169 miles
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of superior highways The politicar reorgannizationof Ast Pakistan
surrounds all these plans with considerable uncertainty. Until political
prior + fiti Ce 2.r S-eDC!ttF led i+ -Jll A tcX fl;fjf;riil + + r -- Q;n 41 4- develop A) mentsIs | V ; 1 V i U V A_ VW '.St, V _~./JlZI V,F2-g9

in highway construction and maintenance.

Railways

281. The Pakistan Western Railway (PWR) is in a period of stagnation
in term ofraffi"c, and of slo-w deterloratJon 4n terms or operat-ing1.11 - rms I o1 -ri 4u I I i OA '.A i .~JJ VVk~UJ .'' 4 I V~ ± t J p l .L'J I r,

efficiency. From 1963/64 to 1968/69, passenger-miles have grown at less
thJan 1 percent per year, in spite of di sproportLiLona -Lin cas I

passenger service, while freight ton-mileage has decreased slightly. Ton-
miles per day per w-agon h'ave decreased Irut! 48U in 1963/ Do LiU in

1,068/69. The financial rate of return has declined from over 10 percent
in 1963/6h to less than 8 percent in 1967/68.

282. Tne Prw receives substantial subsidies from the Government.
Prior to July 1968, purchases of current imports were permitted at the
parity exchange rate of Rs. 4. 76 per US doliar ratner than at tne cash-
cum-bonus rates pertaining to most industries (about Rs. 8-9 per US
dollar), involving an effective subsidy of about Rs. 100 million annually.
Since July 1968 this subsidy element has been eliminated, except that
it continues to exist with respect to imports of capital goods. Government
capital funds are required to yield interest at rates far below the opportu-
nity cost of capital- ranging from 4 percent per annum (up to 1965) through
5 percent (1965-1969) to 6.25 percent at the present time. The subsidy
element in these low interest rates has not been computed but it is substantial.

283. Against this, the PWR has traditionally been used as an instrument
of national policy to subsidize the movement of some types of traffic (e.g.
foodgrains) and to provide services considered socially desirable, whether
economically justified or not. It is not known whether the uneconomic rates
and services demanded of the PWAR are balanced by the indirect subsidies
outlined above, but it is certain that the rate-making, operational, and
investment policies of the Rsilway are affected by its designated public
service role.

284. The PWR's services are being challenged by road transport offering

better service and in the case of trucking complete rate flexibility. While
railway traffic registered practically no gains during the five-year period
1964/65 - 1968/69, the Gross Provincial Product increased over 6 percent
annually, and the size of the motor vehicle fleet as well as the consumption
of motor fuels increased at least as quickly.

285. While road transport has distinct advantages for short-haul, low-
volume traffic, the railway can normally exDect to attract long-haul movements
or those involving high volumes of bulk traffic. If, however, the natural
economic advantages of the railway are dispersed or distorted by the direct
or indirect results of government policy, as in West Pakistan, road transport
may enernoah on the normal rail market; freouently re.sulting in an e-conomic
loss to the nation as expensive trucking replaces potentially cheap rail service.
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286. A change in government policy towards the role of the PWR, to
relieve it of its public service burden, and improved management to increase
efficiency are the prime requisites of the PER. At the present time, operating
inefficiencies appear to relate more closely to techniques and procedures ;han
to equipment requirements. This is clearly illustrated by an analysis o:f
rolling stock movements which reveals that loading, unloading and shunting
time account for 85 percent of the total for a specific movement, while only
15 percent relates to the actual running time over the route. Improvement
in wagon turn-around, which has deteriorated to 11.3 days in 1968/69 from
9.3 days in 1963/64, is therefore more a question of management technique
than the purchase of newer locomotives or additional wagons. Operations
consultants are now employed to help improve technical aspects, particularly
on the critical Karachi-Lahore route. The PWR is further committed to the
appointment of management consultants at an early date. If, in the interests
of transport coordination, the PWNR, released from public service requirements,
were required to pay realistic interest charges on borrowed capital, it wqould be
placed on an equal status with the road transport industry with respect to
service competition.

287. At the same time, a new outlook on marketing is required. Competition
from highways is increasing, and it would pay the PWR to concentrate on those
areas where it has a competitive advantage. Long-haul express goods trains,
say from Karachi to Lahore, which could handle bulk shipments, would offer
obvious economies over shipping by truck. Tr' however; the PIRI continlues to

try to compete for short-haul, small shipment traffic, its economic position
is likelv to deteriorate..

288. Under present condirtions it is estimated by the Planning and Develop-
ment Department of the GOWP that highway traffic will become increasingly
dominant in the next+ few years, as indicated iD the followng table:

Percenta----. stribution of Traffic

1Q67/68 197)./7<
(estimated)

Passenger-mi les
higrhwayst 52 6
railroads 48 0

Freight (ton-miles)
hi gbwaysq ).Ai 56
railroads 54 46

Investment -c-A,1-e Ad-ur 4-ing theFo PI an inclu R. 690 Vslon for P1

spillovers from the Third Plan and Rs. 810 million for new projects, for
u t 1.L of Rs. 150 * L,50 mT-ion. Of Ld.L tJ.. 11t. total 111.Rs 50 .LJ ml li a J_epLaL1Ue

for new rolling stock, Rs. 300 million for improvements in track, and
Rs. 220 for irproving signalling, marshalling yards, etc. The status of
this plan i3 uncertain.
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Ports

289. Karachi is the only sea-port in West Pakistan. Capacity at present
is roughly in line with demands for service, but a severe shortage of facilities
is likely to emerge within the next five years. There are now 21 berths, and
4 new ones are being constructed. WTater depths can accommodate most ships
(with the exception of the mammoth type bulk carriers) and compare favorably
with those in most ports in developing countries. Ships up to about 30,000
tons can be handled. The access chennel is sufficient at present. Delays in
handling cargo because of sea and weather conditions are rare. The good weather
has, however, encouraged the direct delivery of export commodities to ships by
rail and truck. The lack of a more organized system of storage for export goods
will likely cause delays in the near future as traffic increases. Import cargo
is now stored in well-protected sheds, and a system of 7 days free storage
followed by a, fee that increases quickly with the passage of time encourages
the smooth flow of import commodities.

290. Imports reached 5.5 million tons in 1968/69, with liquid bulk oil
aceounting for 60 nercent. Other imnortant imnorts are fertilizers- iron and
steel. Based on expected increases in oil, fertilizer, iron ore and iron
and steel. imports may well more than double their 1968/69 level by 197h/75.
Exports of 2.9 million tons were handled in 1968/69, the major commodities
being eement. cotton and cotton goods; rice, and liquid hulk (oils- Imnortant
increases are expected in exports of wheat, cement, and rice. This and other
increases may cause total exports to reach 5 mi llion tons in 1Q7h/75.

291. There a svernl aspects of carg, handling which will bPcome
increasingly costly as congestion increases and which could be remedied.
(1) Th.e shortage of warehouses for export goods causes an inefficient loading
procedure. (2) Crude oil is pumped to refineries 15 and 18 miles distant.
The refined oil is then pumped back to the port ares where it is loaded on
rail or highway carriers. This causes considerable congestion. The process
of 4 +. distr -ibuin fro.nn the. reafi,nery. need not+ im.pnger on, scn.arce .port r failities

in this way. (3) Inadequate highway connections could be alleviated with
bDy-p_as s, ro.u t- nre s a r ou W nd Ka rs + 1cahi tto the new -br-r nhie.y. (). )TAhere
are only three oil jetties, none of which are accessible to large tankers.
O2fshore storage anj pumping factrm equ irem t is moreatly berth. th port +is -

999 ~ml __ _- --- . : l____- ___4 Z_ z u __ 

currently exceeding 70 percent of its capacity which means that ship waiting
time during peak periods is often of a long durati on. A major expansioun of
the port would take about 5 years and is unlikely to occur in time to avert
severe congestion in the future. A completely new port could be built at
Sonmiani but this would probably take around 10 years. In either event,
it is important that plans be formulated in the near future. This is being
done.
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3. East Pakistan

Highways

293. Motor vehicle transportation, while less important than in the
West, has nonetheless increased at a more rapid rate than the East Pakistan
economy as a whole. Registration of vehicles increased by 14 percent per
year from 1963/6h to reach 6h,700 in 1968/69. There are still, however,
about 1200 persons per motor vehicle, roughly 4 times as many as in the
West. The fleet is divided raughly in the same proportion as in the West,
with buses accounting for 8 percent of all vehicles, trucks 13 percent,
cars 33 percent and motorcycles 32 percent. Vehicle use, as indicated by
fuel consumption, is difficult to gauge as no time series exists for the
consumption of HSD. Petrol use, however, has increased by only 6 percent
yearly - far lower than the increase in the number of vehicles - suggesting
that a growing proportion of new vehicles consume diesel fuel. One half of
all vehicles are registered in Dacca. with 20 percent in Chittagong and most
of the remainder centered on Khulna and Sylhet.

294. The road network currently consists of about 18,000 miles, with
about 3,300 miles of these maintained and controlled by the provincial
governmentfs Roads and Highways Directorate as the main trunk highway system.
Only about 2,300 miles are Daved and most of this mileage is 8-10 foot single
lane construction. Road construction is expensive because of the necessity
for substantial emhankmpnt work to nrevent floodinp during the monsoon. and
also because of the shortage of road-building materials, such as stone and
gravel

295. Inter-city road movements are hampered by inadequate crossng
facilities at a large number of rivers cutting the main routes. The economic
effects of irproving these crossings bybuilding bridges orinstaling adequate
ferries is to be studied under an IDA Credit in the near future. It seems clear,
ho'wever, that elimination of the uncertainties of t--l, or the loss of trael

time currently resulting from the inability to effect crossings quickly and
safelyr. ri 11 yield important net benefits and increase the scope of road
transport throughout East Pnkistan substantially.

296. Investment expenditures on highways have varied greatly from year to
year, but a. general upward trend s. visibl.. U4. 1°/ Rs9 .1. 7 D- llio a4re-

budgeted, compared to Rs. 78 million in 1965/66. Maintenance expenditures have
--cease conssety frr Rs 12 , m4 1' on in 04ff 1 to Rs. 27 r.llo in
- 4 G1- - .A -'ALj~U AI W11 C I LO * .LC -Il..LJ-.J. LI LAI £lJ( .1. .4. LC *LD 1- 114 4. .L 

1969/70. Their level, however, remains far below maintenance needs. Proposals
L'h 1LI i '.UJ .11I~ .L¶L CdJL JLU.L vA4I L L,UUS_ l.JDO LD * . 1v4)', .L .LJ V La WJL A .4 WIJ. l 1.II1

thrown-forward from the Third Plan will take up as much as Rs. 1,250 million.
LIIJ4s r,eans thlatv le-w new projects can be appr-ovedu and i,-,.pler.ente durngth
next five years. As with West Pakistan, the status of Fourth Plan investment

isunc erI,,ain .
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Railwavs

297. The Pakist_,n Eastern Railway (PRR), ronsisting of trunkated sections
of the former Indim rai]way system serving both Bengal and Assam, is beset
with t.he tp.chnical problems of onprating on two track ganuges (hroard and meter)

over its 1,781 system miles, and maintaining a connection between the two
ac:alp -vc+.Pm'n win rnil1.rnv fprr'ip. psr t.h4 nnt.orions]v iincfnh1 p

river. These problems are aggravated by an outdated rnte and fare structure
and inoffitient nnd inareo;iute managerial procedures-

298. A4s a result of these difficulties and shortcomngs, combined with
the fact that distances are short in East Pakistan and hauls of more than
300 miles are rare (the average is 150 miles), the PR is suIsceptible to
competition, particularly from road transport. Between 1963/64 and 1968/69,
w.le +hil tl,.,e Gross Daomestic Produc+ of Ea.0st Pakist+n grew by about 3- percent

annually, railway freight traffic (net ton miles) declined 5.5 percent annually
and-Al passenger trafi4 c (-p--a-n--les -rs An,

1
- .,1-+ a -percen+ per --r.

Clearly, the PER has been failing to maintain its position as the dominant
-arrier - lx] roa tr- sor -4--44lsti-- --- not av ailzble, the--re .s evide-4nce9-carIrI4. ± i VVIIJ.LJl I IJUaU SI L1j 9 'JI Us O d UJ. UL S. a CI 11. LIV k V CL .LC2UJA~- VIlIU ' %~

that most of the short-haul import-export traffic has been diverted to trucks.
Tlie grow,LJthW oLf 1UCIU r Ioa ItanspoI r is preseOnL1yJ4 IJndeIUreI byU theIC 60YO ±11 VLLAC in IC.k ±h l.Coua

system caused by inadequately bridged river crossings. The PER's competitive
positlon will be substantially w-eakened n a few years when road traffic can
move over the main road system without interruption and delay.

299. There is little doubt that the PER's future as a profitable prime
carrier is precarious and that important decisions must soon be reached with
respect to management and operational policy in the light of growing competition.
Emphasis must be placed on specialized high-volume movements of bulk commodities
instead of extensive coverage of the entire network, providing many services
which could be better served by road transport. Planning should stress improved
efficiency of service over existing high-volume routes rather than on continued
extension of routes into new areas (e.g. Faridpur - Barisal route), where traffic
is light or at best, modest. The schedule of rates and fares should be re-
structured to reflect these policy decisions, and operational tecnniques and
investment plans should be tailored accordingly. Even with profound efforts
in these directions, however, the PER would be hard-pressed to maintain a viable
financial and economic position in the face of competitive services because of
the inherently short-haul nature of most traffic and the low overall volume of
traffic available in East Pakistan. The authorities would be well advised to
include a study of the future role of the PER as a key element in the proposed
transport study to be financed by the United Kingdom and to be carried out by
the Economist Intelligence Unit.

300.* The PER is subsidized in the same manner as the PWR, with the same
rationale of public service applicable. As a function of revising the role
of the PER vis-a-vis the transport market in the province, these subsidies
and the public service demands on the railway should be reconsidered.
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_' %.T.a. h lie II.ru rP.lan caa LedC for eXpenc,u.L oUft5 Ul Rs. 79- IILLionL.L t1, VUiJ.1l

were t.o entail 528 miles of rail renewal (1/3 of existing mileage) ancl
renewal of 890 mniles of sleepera. During t.he first, four years Of^ :te Planl,
159 miles of rail and 308 miles of sleepers were renewed. Purcbases of 67
broad gauge passenger carriagee and 100) meter gauge passenger -erria.ges have
also lagged behind schedule. For the next five years, requirements have been
estimated au Rs. 1,2u0 mii0on, o5 wichn Rs. 60Q million will be Tor schemes
carried over from the Third Plan. phis plan is not firm, particularly as
it will be affected by the outcome of the proposed transoort study.

Inland Waterwars

The numerous waterways of East Pakistan provide an ideal setting
for transport operations, both local and arterial in nature. Two broad
categories of vessels eidst, country boats and the mechanized fleet. Country
boats are privately-owned and for t"e moet part comparatively small (5-50 tons).
They are powered by sails, supplement.ed by oars. It has been estinated that
there are over 300,000 of these craft, but little is ]nolon about. their precise
numbers or the quantituy of the transpportation services provided. By sheer
weight of numbers, they must be one of the most important transport. mocdes in
East Pakistan. The most important; commodities hiandled are jute, foodgrains,
fruit,s, and housing mraterials. Infcrmatio, abo.ut the rmchanized flee-t. and
associat,ed barges is essentially limited to a cerasus coniducted in 1961,5/66.
This census indicated that there were 133 steam-powered boats (97 pri'iately-
owned), 1,296 motor launiches, (1. 0h3) nrliv ately-owned), and 837 barges
(71±9 privately-owned). Tcn-nileage rTas about 350 million, and. more thlan
600 milli,on passenger miles were reported, but ae t*hese figures were iised
for tax purposes, severe under-report.ing na:.8- have occurred.

303. The inland mechanized flec-t ies rimarily concerned witb the movement
of jute to and through .Sulna and Chalr,a. an.chorage wh:ich after Independence
replaced the Calcutta area a.s the di&s.ributina and exoort centres for the iute
and jute products of East Pakistan. imaporte through Chalna handled b;y the
inland fleet consist primarily of foodgrains, coal and fertilizer. Oil products
originating internally from the Chittagong area are carried inland by a fleet
of small tuankers, while some general merchandise it ems are handled frDm Chittagorg
to the Dacca-Narayanganj area by a small fleet of ocean-going lighters which
offer limited comDetition to the railwav- for imoort traffic. While the countrv-
boat movements extend tvo every navigable waterFWay of the Province and the motor
launches offer passenger ferry services along mostu of the main rivers, the heavy
freighting activity is largely confined to the southern areas bounded by
Chittagong, Khulna. Chalna. and the Dacea area.

Ports

304. There are t,wo imnortant ports: Obittagong whieh hnndcAs about
70 percent of the tonnage, and Chalna anchorage, a lighterage port. There is
a severe imbalance between thb two, with nhi .anrong hnvining a lnr,ge excess of
imports over exports. while the opposite, thouch to a lesser extent, occurs
at Ghalna, TTrti1 Tndependence, Ch.ittagong wa3 a small port-servng the local
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needs of East Bengal and it wes overshadowed by C lcutta. Capacity in
19)X7 was in the neighbourhood of 5-0o,000 tons, end there were 1
jetties. A rapid expansion followed and capacity is now about h 1/2
miioni +.rtns From 19Q6/W6 to 1Q1`/(GSQ im- incre"sed -at-4, 4percent eyr- ye-,

just exceeding h million tons in 1963/69. Ex?3orts during those years
declined and fe]l belo- 500,000 tons in 1968/69, as -esu'-1t 4 a
in the volume of jute exports. Important imports are bulk .shipments of

cement (1i percent), and coal (7 percent), and much of the increase in
total tonnage hias b0een due t oil prdut and fodgal .3 -ic -port 

traffic exceeds 90 percent of capacity, resulting in many delays and long
queues, ani expa-dA-sion proigra to construct 6 new jVetties is AjdLILanU,

possibly with assistance from USATD.

305. Sixty percent of imports go to Dacca, 15 percent are used locally,
_ _ * 1 _ ___ _: 4-J _ . - - -- -- - t -- I S _A5M :, 1 X_X1_ _ . ~no anlu ,lkle r!eainder tlUt:o rUL9 II -Mga1 , I`vy11I-IJ:-e11t', and SlU Oy htit-. AoUUt. 30V perce1.u

of the import traffic is handled by PER, 40 percent by road, and the remainder
is shipped by- boat. or used locally. _xports are brought to Chittagong in the
folloiing proportion: rail 35 percent, road 50 percent, river 15 Dercent.
The imbplance between i iports and exports causes severe dif2iculties for the
PER, as many southbound wagons are empty. This problem could be eased by
bpeCIL.Ly.ig ta.t IVUrt UUV<V-I-LJu1v tLI[JL' Lz U1 EULU CuiUUmoQ LUl-es go to unailna

for delivery by the inland water transport fleet.

306. Chalna anchorage was established as a jute erport center after
Thdependence, to replace the t-raditional Calcutta outlet. Jute i:s carried
to Chalna. from the Dacca area, ilulna and other collection points by the
inland fleet and loaded into ocean-going vessels directly from the barges,
which serve as floating warehouses when ships are unavailable. The emphasis
on this traffic results in an unbalanced traffic flow since back-haul movements
are very light. In recent years, as conges-tion threatened Chittagong and
the rail. and road arteries north of that port, there has been increased
emphasis en imports of bulk items -through Chalna, such as foodgrains and
coal, but the port sti.ll operates far below the capecity of the anchorage
itself and the inland fleet.

307. Work is underway to build a permanent port near Chalna anchorage
at Mangla with Yugoslav financial and technical a.ssistance. However, the
development of large-scale permanent port facilities may be premature since
the ultimate utility of the location depends on the prospects for economically
dredging the estuary bar and channel of the Pusar River to permit vessels of
at least 30-32 feet draft to enter freely. At present, drafts are limited
to 25-28 feet - the same as at Chittagong. The Chalna anchorage provides the
logical access route for imports to the provincial districts lying west of
the Brahmaputra River which are effectively separated from the transport
services centered on the Chittagong and Dacca area.s by the river itself.
At the same time, through the inland fleet (most of which cannot negotiate
the open-sea passa.ge to Chittagong) Cha.lna offers direct cheap transport to
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the central Dacca area, which is the final or intermediate destination of
most imnort traffic. In 1968/69. Chalnn hnndled about 2 million tons of
traffic, nearly one-half of which consisted of jute exports. Imports
consisted largelv of foodgrains- coal and fertilizer.

)h. Pakrista.n TInternational Airlines (PTA)

308. hi" trnprainpes+patelry_ratrl inPai-n

It is a matter of national policy to encourage quick and efficient transporta-tion between the two ".ngs of the coutry. From 1963/646 198OAR/A6 revenue
-w- ng, of VL j . ~ L -1., _/ - -,' -4 - , 's/ _-, ,/

passenger miles increased by 14 percent per year to 961 million in 1968/69,
WiLJeL- I rvenue tLIVII-LLes also .in Uy '1 ecet VI Jper Lar to224 llion.AA

Load factors in both categories are now between 55 and 60 percent, a decline
of about 10 points from five years ago. This decline wa.s planned = higher
load factors mean a longer than optimal wfaiting time at peak hours for goods
and passengers. Total passengers using tihe airlne has increased fror. 67.3,000
to 1.2 million from 1963/64 to 1968/69, at a rate of 12 percent per year.

309. Domestic travel accounts for about 80 percent of the total and has
been increasing over the last 5 years at 13 percent annually, tne main routes
are Karachi-Dacca (15 percent of total) Karachi-Lahore (16 percent of total),
followed by Dacca-Chittagong (9 percent), Dacca-Jessore (8 percent) and
Lahore-Dacca (7 percent), Karachi-Rawalpindi (6 percent). Interwing passengers
thus account for 38 percent of the total, while intrawlng passengers account
for 52 percent of the total. The major international route is to London, and
passengers on this route account for almost 9 percent of the total.

310. The fleet has increased substantially and operations now revolve
around 707/720-b's (essentially for international flights), 4 Trident l-E's
for interwing and long intrawing flights, and 11 Fokker Friendships for shorter
intrawing flights. The Fokker Friendships are apparently very efficient, but
plans are firm for replacing the Tridents in the near future when they will
be delivered to Mainland China, which has recently purchased these planes.
Replacement of the 707's is less definite, and will depend on finding a suitable
substitute. PIA is investigating the possibility of purchasing a wide body
plane, but this may be costly. Other probable changes in the fleet include
the purchase of short take-off and landing aircraft (STOL's) for use in East
Pakistan. In addition, the airport at Rawalpindi has been enlarged and if
(as expected) it is declared an international airport, it may attract 5 or
10 percent of the stop-over flights presently going to Karachi.

311. PIA has shown a profit for all but a few early years of operation.
However, until 1965 no import duty was placed on fuel, and after 1965, only
fuel used for domestic flights was subject to this tax. In addition, PIA
receives a subsidy for each interwing economy-class passenger trip. This
is to make up for charges below cost for these services. The airline showed
a return of 7 percent based on the depreciated book value of assets and financial
costs and returns.
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5. Tn nrL A. i IN-ansport

312. Peflecting the small degree of integration bet wen the re-ional
economies of East and West Pakistan, inter-wing trade has so far played only
a very li1m ited role in Pa1ka eom T v alu o , d e

between the two wings came to about Rs. 2,250 million in 1968/69 - equivalent
UY.J v . v 9 X .C IS Li VL VillA Cs liL 4. &v 'JAL J AJ W 'JI. V. I Vi VI 'S CA WL tiA JCV . SICA CzA L IL'.J . LJ V VA.W Clu 

allowing for price differentials between external and inter-wing trade.
EV--io of -P 4 __ ing trad - -nd cone Iuen-y mover,ent towards c]losser,4JL~JAIJ UI LLi LIVl. W±L1~LII; t .~ll C E;t11, L ii '-i LV4J rSVCL lU Ui d.tS C

economic integration - at present faces severe obstacles. These stem in
- -- …---Po. a - _1part from the presentb exchange regime WlichL.LW1Lu fr a - de re ol mod 's

it more attractive for either region to obtain goods, which it does not produce
i Libe'i ±1n sufficient quantities, frm abroaud tuhan Lror it'uIe other r egionL.
However, they also exist in the movement of goods: shipping space is scarce
and often uiffUicul tU bUa1in; regulated freight rates are roughly eqvyLalent
to those between the United Kingdom and Pakistan, and effective rates are
often a multiple of regulated rates.

313. -neer distance between the two regions wI ll ine-vitably restrieL the
scope for inter-wing trade, and the imbalance in the movement of goods to
and from East Pakistan that exists now and ls likely to persis, adds
further to cost. Yet, it is doubtful that the possibilities for improving
traffic conditions have been exhausted. Tinether they nave or whether there
is scope for significant improvements in service and reduction in cost is,
in fact, an important question in connection with planned efforts to reduce
the economic imbalance between East and West Pakistan. Large shipments of
goods from West to East Pakistan could become an important vehicle for achieving
a greater net transfer of resources to the East wing. In fact, from the point
of view of the economy as a whole, there may be considerable economic advantages

in shifting part of the burden of adjustment to inter-wing trade rather than
assign the whole task to foreign trade. However, this approach would c-learly
not be feasible if present traffic conditions continued. A thorough examination
of inter-wing trade is therefore urgently needed.
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F. THE SOCIAL SECTORS -

1. Housiig'

314. Like most developing countries, Pakistan faces a tremendous housing
shortage. Though few people actually live in the streets, a very considerable
housing shortage exists in terms of sub-standard structures and conditions.
On this basis, a survey conducted in 1960 estimated the housing shortage at
600.000 units. and for 1970 that figure reached 1.6 million. These figu-es
would appear very much on the low side. Two contributory factors to the housing
shortage are ranid urban nopulation erowth and extreme povertv. Pakistan's
urban population grew by some 6 percent per annum over the past decade - by
rouehlv double the overall ponulatJon growth rate - and increased from 12.6
million in 1960 to 21.5 million in 1970. Most of the increase in urban pop-
ulation took npace in the form of migration from the rMral areas and was
stimulated by expectations of job opportunities and other amenities of u:-ban
life. These jioh expectations were, on the wholeJ- frustratedj and most or the
present city-dwellers are too poor to afford housing of reasonable quali-ty.

315. Performance in the housing sector during the last five years w;s
po * r T.1arQ -es. + were 1 av Tr 1 DWels r eltiv e +ti n-+.ilnl rpirnAQ nnrl Hnpqq

targets were not achieved. Often the shortfalls were sizeable. This was true
for the rublic as well as the private sector. Total h-ousn ned +fIqe

Third Plan period were estimated at 1.6 million units. While this by it3elf
w-as an1 unde'restim-atilon, it was not considered possiblle to build tlhat m1an;'y,
units anyway; instead, a lower target of 292,500 units was set, of which
80,000 would be built in the public sector. Actually, only 30,000 units were
built in the public sector - an achievement of only 38 percent of the target.
For te h eprivate sector a n officia Lici e stim at ±LeJ_ UbicU ULs t4hJ, only LAL,0 unitswere

built - an achievement of only 19 percent of the target.

316. The disappointing performance of the public sector reflects primar-
ily the low prlority glven to public housing: when cutbacks were requlred,
housing was one of the first sectors to be affected. There were also organ-
izationcal weaknesses; responsib -ility for imp1eent4n plot4 dvl,et- (lani~~iJiJO.L ~C~nn~~n. r~nj.JULniU.LiL- U.Y -.LI.) L LIIF±tV1LI OL LI r, P-L U LOZ;V ±UFII11t;;LIUL t% _LdALIU

acquisition, leveling and providing utilities) and house construction iEs
dfL.Lf. use d amiong sor,Ie h ia,LfI-dozen agencies withiln se-veraCU departments at the 

Provincial level, and several ministries at the Central level.

317. The urban housing strategy for the public sector consisted of three
partus, wh.jose, aJlUocatlions and achievements are as fololiUowsa

i/ EiducaUaU.LOI Ls UdatU wLtUh in a separate volume OI this report (Voluume III).
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Expenditures for 1965-70
(Millions of Rupes)I

Planndri Acrtual Est

(i) Slum improvement and low-income housing 513 167

Sub-Total 752 o6

(iiLTi-) -Inutil Work-ers Housln
(Public/Private) 350 n.a.

Total 1,102 n.a.

1/ Mission Estimate

318. Overall; the financial targets were not achieved. The industrial
Workers Housing Corporations which were to have been financed by the private
osnt.or (thouih to hR organized at the initiativR of the Gentral (ovPrnmont.

which would also provide some "seed capital") never came into being. The
nlhlic servants housing allocation was fully mt- hbut it fell shnrt of' its
original intent in that a large number of units went to middle and upper
inonme nublihi servants, whose needs c ould have been h nmt by the nrivate
sector.

319. The slum improvement and low-income housing program consisted of
three parts: (1) -slum impr-ovemnent in the sense of' !3riieliornatin thIevion
ment, i.e. improving water supply and sanitation facilities, (ii) low income
bousing

4
, mnvit.sx Cnor the ..cc+ reetlment of v.c,fNr.'on and (44ii) sel f=helpn low=r.cst

houses on 10 percent of the plots, and allocate the remaining 90 percent to
. J1 aIlS L..±iL) VVIJV V' r,LL4&j1. tAJLJ. Ii L pJi ) V±1 . IVVSJ aW V4..4J4 LUL LII LCl.flLX >*- SJVW V LI L'± s 3±1 V p.aJ.IL

and actual spending or of the physical achievements of these three activities
is ava4lalle. However, 4th1e 'large slortf''ICL- in 4-pe,,ntto --- 4---- already--L -VLJL ..LV IIUW U1 L.LVSLJ Li Ii.LL ±L JL1I.FLKL,LiIU1 UC. UJ.LAJi I.L ULIV;~LL~~LJ

meagre target for the program as a whole indicates that very little was accom-

320 * IIAL imLportuanu facuor which explains why pr.Lvae U t U p r

also fell short of its target is that it was fiscally unattractive to rent
houses. Lhle Draft Outline argues that au ithe presenu Ullrl such i-IvestUnlnutis
are subject to double taxation - to income tax as well as to Provincial and
Central property taxes - making the rate of return in a typical case as iow
as 4.5 percent per annum. There must have been other factors at work: a
lack of effective demand for new construction and a lack in supply of reason-
ably priced dwelling units.
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321. On the demand side, there is a lack of adequate mortgage financing.
The House Building Finance Corporation (H.B.F.C.) a Government agency and1
virtually the only institution active in house construction financing, made
loans amounting to about Rs. 235 million in the 1965-197C period. The alnnual
rate of lending dropped from about Rs. 60 million in 1965-66 to Rs. 40 mi7lion
in 1968/69. The drop in real activity is even more pronounced when accoant is
taken of the sharp rise in the prices of building materials, estimated in East
Pakistan at 50-60 percent since 1965. It reflects the curtailment of financing
by the Central Government and more recently, the lack of demand for loans asso-
ciated with the recent drop in economic activity. Out of the total of Rs. 190
million allocated by the Central Government for the 1965-70 period, only an
estimated Rs. 65 million was provided. The lending rate of 7¼4 percent effec-
tive in Apr:il, 1970, represents a moderately subsidized rate.

322. The major criticism of the H.B.F.C. is that its loans went mainly
to the upper income group. For 1965-70 the average loan was about Rs. 19,000.
Modifications in the existing system are presently being considered. One alter-
native is that the present system be modified to reach a greater segment of
the middle income groups - families earning from Rs. 300 to 500 per month.
A second al-ternative which is being considered is the creation of savings
and loan type institutions. A third alternative would be to allow commercial
banks a limited participation in this form of lending, though with adequate
safeguards to insure liouiditv - such as disrounting facilities with the
State Bank of Pakistan. The entire question of housing financing requires
careful consideration. Even withmut, maior institutional chanaes miuch can be
done. The formation of cooperative societies for carrying out housing con-
struction woulld helpn

323. On the supply side, there is an absence of large-scale construction
companies which specialize in constructing moderately-priced housing, whether
in verti cal struiicture or on ind-uiriiial plots. Gonstructionconanies face

financing problems. Unlike firms in other industries they cannot finance
canp-jit.al e,ni-nmiAent +th.rb ough no +ognn qmatns as the+ cm+l Ie Corporatlon

Facilities for financing buildings under construction are also severely limited.
Thus the absence. of deHmannd as inricra.tePd nhO-17P severPe-yr limit..s the Tmarkpt a.nnd

there were supply difficulties. There is a vicious cycle here: a narrow
market limits foot. rediuti ons made possible by large-scale construction, while
the high cost of house construction and the lack of mortgage financing limit
the siz T n te of the mrket.

32J,. In short, the performance of the public sector in the housing sector
has been unsatisfactory, both in terms of its own construction program -- which
failed to meet the needs of the lowerincome people and in terms of policy
measures designed to involve the private sector more actively in undertaking
housing construction progra-s. New policies and programs ae needed to make
at least a dent in Pakistan's very serious housing problem. The draft Outline
Of th1e F'ourth Plan makes some prioposals to achieve prgrs wt hu1-prg
ra sI. X ^&J I iI J U vU u IVVV 1'Ugl'tjU W1vIJ 1JUUj LLI, 9'Ut-

rams.



New Policies and Programs

325. The strategy prepared for the housing sector in the next five
years resembles in many ways the one adopted for the Third Plan. The
specific activities proposed and the amounts allocated are remarkably
similar:

Proposed Allocation
(Million of Ruines')

Astivit.v 1965-70 1/ 1970-7c 2/

TOUW t.'J tLL. .. LWL 4ALr4.t tLti 4. L4'J¶Lo-cos+ housling Mnd -sl,m i=,rovement 53l8

Industrial workers' housing 350 3/ 400
Public servants'! housing 239 332
Plot development 292. 223

Total public sector 1,394 1,435
Total private sector 3,650 U4,000

Gurandu Tot- '' 5,l. 5,435 

1/ Thirdu FLve-YeUdar rPlarn

2/ Fourth Five-Year Plan
T / m__ _____,1_ ___s_.)/ laken ouLu of th)e private secuuor

326. Individual allocations as well as the totals do not differ much.
'wnen the price rise of ab-out 30 percent of labor and materials is taken into
account, the Fourth Plan allocations appear even lower. In addition, as
was discussed earlier, the Third Flan performance was disappointing, thereby
increasing the needs. Thus, the Fourth Plan proposals do not represent an
ambitious program in financial terms.

327. Second, the announced objective of implementing a dual strategy
whereby the private sector will be counted upon to supply the housing needs
for the 28 percent of urban familles whose monthly income is above Rs. 300,
while the public. sector will concentrate on'supplying the housing nieeds for
the remaining urban families, is also not new.

328. Third, in terms of physical targets the draft Outline of the Fourth
Plan is even less concrete than the Third Plan. The Third Plan cited the
following goals:

Physical Targets
Activity (in dwelling units)

Low-cost housing 80,000
Housing units built by plot development

agencies 1/ 15,000
Private sector 212,500

1/ The Improvement Trusts and Development Authorities
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While the Third Plan gave at least some guidelines, the Fourth Plan has
provided no physical targets. The targets can, of course, be calculated
from costs for standard dwelling units; but in the case of "low-cost
housing and slum development" the allocations for these two items are
lumped together making it difficult to arrive at the physical targets for
low-cost housing units. 1/ This ambiguity reflects conditions at the time
of plan formation, and afterwards.

329. A fourth similarity is that both plans begin without a truly
low-cost design on which an effective massive housing program could be
based. Accepted urban low-cost housing designs that have been and con-
tinue to be used include about two rooms, a kitchen, and piped water and
sewerage facilities. At Dresent. such units cost about Rs. 10,000 includ-
ing land. 2/ Such units have been designed for families who could afford.
to nay onlv nne-fifth of the tvue Ponnomic rent This indiicates that a
design of a unit costing Rs. 2,000 could serve a large segment of the urban
populatIon on a slf-financing basis. Yet, no such designs have been prcr-
posed. This matter requires intensive investigation.

330. Fifth, with respect to public servants housing, as in the case of
the Third Plan, the draft Outline of the Fourth Plan emphasizes that dwell-
ing units should be built for low income public servants. Yet, this obje)c-
tive woas, no-t achieved duri.nlg the Tnhi>rd .Pn.an wit- a- large sh'are of t-he con-
structed public servants housing units going to middle and upper income
groups. "'so thk,ere i;G no c-lear indication of hlow thlis ob1jective wlll11 be
achieved during the Fourth Plan.

331. Sixth, both plans make provisions for industrial workers housing.
-LL ._ j~.LL Ui.J UA~j.dI~±)U LL' ULL UL4.L±d4L r- iiur uou r eu * n 4L -uJeIt- appears tl- hat thLe plans fLor 'Lie Fourth L' an are mr,oe concrete In thei

Third Plan this activity was left entirely to the private sector, and howi much
carme of it is not known. Presently, the CentraU GOvernuiment is taking a
more active role in this area. The proposal is that workers' housing be
f inanced by a tripartite group consisting of industry, workers' organiza-
tions and the Central Government.

1/ Slum improvement represents urban overhead expenditures designed
to ameliorate the environment, e.g. making parks, improving exist-
ing water and sanitation facilities, etc.

2/ This value is a rough average for East and West Pakistan. In East
Pakistan where costs of both land and building materials are higher,
the total cost may be about 30 percent higher. For vertical con-
struction the cost of materials (including the inputs of reinforced
concrete, iron rodding and cement) are relatively higher than land;
for horizontal construction - where bricks alone suffice for single-
storied dwellings - the opposite is true.
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housing has its built-in inequities: those fortunate few who are helped
wl4l bUe envied by those w.ho have t+o go without. Y.t, from th e socil4

point of view, it is important that public funds go where the need is
rea t In additi. T1-on, Inuch can b-e done Jn the way of. reduc-ing cost..Us.

From the social equity point of view, the entire concept of public ser-
vantIs housing shilou.LdI be re-eamined. It IIgLIy questionabuleuLL wyijLthejr

the Government should provide for low income public servants to the ex-
cLLU-LUsI 01 UoUithJer, n1Ut in liJhe Government serlIvi.cu. I.lJO -L eVidUeInUIce ULJdUt

low income public servants are underemployed. The fact that they have a
job with the au-vernment already represents a subsidy-.

333. Government efflorts in low incofe urban housing would go -urther

if there were concentration on lowering the costs of construction. The
Government should therefore concentrate on research and pilot projects
with a view to lowering the costs of providing housing, and this research
should not be narrowly directed at finding low-cost building materials.
Rather it should attempt to find suitable designs based on large-scale
construction. At the same time, more pilot projects should be carried
out. These should investigate the feasibility of such cost-reducing
features as (i) reduction of plot size, (ii) increasing the amount of
self-help construction and (iii) increasing the use of community water
and sanitary facilities.

334. Finally, construction should be carried out as much as possible
by private construction firms. At the present time, the government -

central or provincial, as the case may be - carries out these projects,
but there is evidence that if this activity was entrusted to the private
sector it could lead to cost reductions and greater efficiency.

2. Urban Water Supply, Sewerage and Drainage

335. Water service in urban areas is very limited,creating serious
health hazards for the population at large as well as for those without
access to piped water. In 1965, only 11 percent of the urban population
received piped water, 7 percent from individual home connections and 4
percent from community standposts. It has been estimated that from the
Rs. 233 million allocated to water supply systems in the Third Plan,
2.4 million persons were served, raising the urban population served
from 11 to 19 percent of the total. While this may be too optimistic
an estimate, the figure indicates that roughly 80 percent of the urban
population used water from streams which are frequently polluted and from
stagnant ponds.
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336. The sewerage and drainage problem is also a very serious one in
.5.7 O Ud.LLI .. 'M J AL7 U. ± O lVu t.J± C_... _L.A.. AL T S+ D 1- _+4. -U -.L -4 UL.-'4 ULJO. V + ..&.

7 percent of' the population was served by a piped sewerage system, some
Z e __fi.f u - .4aU6) percen't b-Ly an open sewa stemys ue and somIIe 2V8 percenlu was withoUJUt
service at all. There are few programs to alleviate theseriousness of
this situation and it appears that a major improvement in sewerage and
drainage systems will be postponed until later Plan periods.

337. Whjile urban population growth in Pakistan has been high, 82 per--
cent of the population is expected to remain in the rual areas. Here, too,
inadequate provision of water, sewerage and drainage services presents a
major health hazard to the population. The draft Outline of the Fourtn
Plan allocates for rural areas an amount that is three times higher than
the total spent in the past five years, but the total amount of Rs. i50
million is only 13 percent of the all-Pakistan total. This allocation
represents too much of an imbualance to the detriment of the rural areas,
and it is hardly consistent with the goal of upgrading ruraL village life
and with the objective of slowing down migration to the urban areas.

3. Health

338. The Third Plan provided Rs. 901 million for programs in the field
of health, including Rs. 272 million for the Malaria Eradication program.
Major programs for which these amounts were earmarked included hospitals,
rural health centers, tuberculosis control and medical education and train-
ing. Only 45 percent of the financial targets were achieved (i.e. of the
non-malaria control part) due to financial cutbacks and administrative
constraints.

339. The most disappointing feature has been failure in the implemen-
tation of the rural health program. It was estimated that by the end of
the Third Plan period 860 rural health centers and 2,400 sub-centers would
be functioning; actually, only 203 rural health centers have been commis-
sioned and a few more are under construction, but it is not known how many
of them are fully staffed and functioning. In East Pakistan, only the rural
health centers carried over from the Second Plan could be completed and no
new scheme was started. In West Pakistan, rural health programs remain almost
at a standstill.

340. There is no doubt about the need for new programs in the health
sector, particularly in the rural areas. It appears that more resources
are needed to make progress in this sector. The draft Outline of the
Fourth Plan indeed allocates more funds for the various health programs
and rightly puts emphasis on the rural health programs. The latter would
also be essential from the point of view of population control which would
benefit from an increased exposure of the rural population to general
health care.
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341. The analysis in the introduction to this chapter of the
constraints, un1der- Wich a«k tans econVomic nd 8oCial developUF 1nt will
labor over the next several years, and of the prerequisites of effective
management of the econoriV in These cir-umstanLces, clearly indicates t-he
need to pursue with determination efforts to reduce the rate of population
growth. Pakistan is still a desperately poor country, it WiLl rqui-re
rapid, sustained economic growth over a long period of time before the
great majority of its population can be said to enjoy a reasonably decent
standard of living. At present, the rate of population growth is high in
relation to attainable expansion of GDP - nearly half. As long as it
remains so, not only will improvement in living standards directly be slowed
down considerably, but also the scope for saving out of additional income
as the basis for accelerating future growth of incomes will be circumscribed
severely. Tnese arguments apply particularly to East Pakistan where popu-
lation is apparently growing even more rapidly than in the West wing,
probably by closer to 3 percent a year. It is difficult to see how the
economic base of East Pakistan can be broadened fast enough to prevent, in
the absence of a significant reduction in the birth rate, fu.rther declines
in acreage per farmer and further fragmentation of holdings, with all that
such deterioration would entail for the prospects of increasing incomes
through rising labor productivity. Moreover, Pakistan as a whole is not
richly endowed with natural resources so that sustained improvement in
economic conditions in the longer run will be highly dependent on the
training and skills of its people. Yet at present, Pakistan has one of the
lowest adult literacy rates in the world and even today only a small fraction
of its population of school age can be educated and trained effectively.

342. Obviously,these arguments, if carried too far, lead to a conclusion
which is patently absurd, namely that the objective of family planning
efforts in countries like Pakistan should be to reduce the rate of population
growth to zero and that actual performance should be measured in relation
to this objective. It is equally obvious, considering the complexity of
factors involved in reducing the birth rate, and the uncertain linkage
between family planning programs and individual decisions to limit the size
of family, that the effectiveness of family planning efforts needs to be
Judged in long-term perspective. In the short span of five years usually
adopted as the time horizon for planning, there are in practice fairly
narrow limits to the possibility of reducing the birth rate, regardless of
the amount of resources put into the family program. Two corollaries
follow from this line of argument: First, over any Plan period, it would
not be realistic to regard rates of growth of population and of GDP as
policy objectives that are substitutes for each other over a significant
range. Second, in terms of efficient use of resources, allocation of
resources to family planning is also subject to diminishing returns so that
beyond a certain amount it will be more efficient to try to achieve a
desired increase in per-capita incomes through growth in GDP rather than
through additional outlays towards reducing the rate ox population growth.
Nonetheless, when all these qualifications have been stated, it is
clear that Pakistan is still a long distance awav from any of these limits.
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343. In mid-1970, Pakistan's population is estimated to be 132 million,
of which 71 million are in East Pakistan and 61 million in the West wing.
This estimate suggests that Pakistan added 18 million people to its population
during the Third Plan period, 10 million in the East and 8 million in the
West. It is estimated further that at present the population is growing
at an annual rate of 2.8 percent, comprising a birth rate of 45 per thousand
and a death rate of 17 per thousand. In the light of present knowledge,
these estimates seem reasonable. However, they need to be treated with
caution since they are based on the 1961 census, adjusted for under-numer-
ation, and, in the absence of a reliable svstem of vital registration, on
sample surveys.

344. It was only in the mid-1960's that the extent or Pakistan's
population growth be¢an to be recognized. The First and Second Plans
had, on the basis of the 1941 and 1951 census, projected population to
grow by 1.h percent and 1.6-1.8 percent. resnectivelv. a year. In the
light of the 1961 census, the projected annual rate of grow1th was raised
to 2.6 nercent in the Third Plan. Even thi-q must be considered an
under-estimate - explainable in part by the desire to maintain credible
continui-ty with earlier nroieAtonn -- hecause information now available
suggests that the rate of growth of Pakistan's population increased to
over 3 nercent in +he q1Afl)jq_ Tn smr event; thaee ee8+±AmnteR nrnTPted

the Government to launch a country-wide scheme to provide information on
fsAmilv _1nnnin_ nnd servicvesi +tn the pnniolnon Tt-q nhientivean wq to

reduce the birth rate from 50 to 40 per thousand and thereby, assuming
a concurrent dline h in .the death ras+t f"rrnm 90 +to % pear thniousnd, +.n
lower the rate of growth of population from 3.0 percent to 2.5 percent.
The npr 'nri1-nm. .a4o la OR P R. 28 4114^" a, +equ -IIe+ 1to. +Isnn

1 percent of total public development outlays.

345. Present indications are that, in contrast to all other programs
which Twere cut back - a ^f +rr-h - ^nP 4 becus o +whe 4 t r44en

of resources that developed, the amount spent on the family planning program
-xceeded +],- 0.4gi;. ' loair 1, - __sde«l .1g-.- Pzs. ,7 ,411ion'A- - 4 WSU46 .LJ .L.44aA. 04.L 'JO.UIJ'J.A LJJ 0 ..4J1LAO L.%O C5.LV AUC-..6 AL - 0 AW ~ *I AL.L.L.LJ'Lji1

as against Ra. 284 million. It is doubtful that this fact by itself can
be taker.n aan idicatvor othe priori+y accorded the proram. by Coverr+men.+
Perhaps at least as important has been the large measure of external support
t-ht the pro.r* '1m 4 -attacld d +Jn .whe T.hir.d Plan period. T-.IA-A, W*

have been instances where, in the face of delays in the release of budgetary
A 14.M4..6, USe W.rgJr. WaI4 abl eLJ.&Iu tow 1..Ly oAn JJ.L.J4 1vLuO 1J. bU.e s L exteLA,C.%. OLL'JJL sj,

and where there was reasan to doubt that Pakistan's officialdom was fully
~'4-~ A -.4 .6L~ UA&V Y.L.LW.4J.4... W.L4 UL= A V6k' 

.
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doubt that the program enjoyed the full personal support of the then

who, open to criticism as some of his methods may have been, succeeded in
A.'..LAA&

6
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a success.

346. As it turns out, the program did not meet its targets, although
acuizat are n 2 wressive 1 miD inset-i on 660 volummion contraceptve
utilization: 2.1 million IUD insertions, 660 million units Of conventional
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contraceptives and 1.2 million sterilizations. Lack of a reliable
ystem. of vit+vo registrat4on w.orko it J4-ossib- to me-asue w4th &-h

accuracy the performance of the program in terms of a reduction in the
birth rate. 1owever, best available estimates indicate that in
1969/70 the birth rate has been 45 per thousand, down at least 5 per
thousand frm the levrel prevailing in the md4-1960's. T1i4 i4 equiva-

lent to only half the target; moreover other factors, in particular
charges~~~~~~ Jn I.w age str ctu. of the J. pop Li, aaini.d rit.I.g.& age at A..oJ. U

have probably contributed to the decline. Even so, this is no mean
nchievm.nt 4 ad 1- cor-ar4sorl 4-h r-ost progra^s the 4 ir Pn is4..+

has been remarkably effective.

347. Whether it can be expected to continue to be so is another matter.
g.eAA tU a LIO Ie WIVJ VEOUL J I l.LLLL41g IJLY r,41 1'J.. a1. bAIhO.L& C J11J1DI.g .L ivi aims au

reducing the birth rate to 33 per thousand by 1974/75. However, this
targe4t 4ia based - - --- v 1.,.4d brha4-te - 1.1 pe. -housa. -in 196,/7fr

Va -LO UCQO., wAL 'JJ I 0.1 0.0OLLMMU VJ.L WI AI atVO 'J 44.1. V%7 .L AIViJ LOAILAL 1A41 ~J..7I7 I '-
which is certainly too low. In this respect, the draft Outline of the

rA~~~- --- .2D5 4__A__A _4 . U __=A ___;4 _;_ U
v J uiA I 1..xA o0 1I1 AI-L G I U O. U.LL; * ;LI U Wm .DUj O W U±.L L- > I. v 9

45 per thousand and aims at reducing it to 40 per thouband which, together
-with arn assaumJ- deaUwhI ra-te ofJ 14 pJeJ.L tL.VUL.LZU, WVJU.lU AI,,1. LVWeJ.'LAIr 14.tlh

rate of natural increase of the population from 2.8 percent to 2.6 percent
by 197./75 C -ch a .eduction, 40 at44,d-A w.nld rep,esw, - ry
creditable achievement. The question is whether the Fourth Plan Scheme
as proposed can be expected to attai. tis objective, paticull i
light of the marked slow-down in performance of the program since 1969.
For an answur to tzis question, tne program may be exainewd -uder three

headings: organization, leadership and management, and financial allocation.

3480 As for the first aspect, major organizational changes are at the
core of te rFamiLy Planning Division's prOgram for 1970/71-197 W75. TJIe
most important among them is the replacement, within the next three years,
of aoout u550,000 viilage midwives by 17,000 full-time family planning workers
who will operate as man-woman teams, each team being assigned to 1500 - 2000
fertile couples as an operational unit. Family planning worKers will be
paid a salary plus a bonus tied to the number of births prevented. There
will also be changes in the organization oI- supervisory and administrative
functions with the general objective of streamlining and tightening them.
A second important change concerns the clinical aspects of the program -
IUD insertions and sterilizations. The program had already begun during
the 'Thlrd Plan period to move away from its original approach to family
planning as an lacdministrative function', which emphasized non-clinical
methods and understood its objectives largely in terms of getting contra-
ceptive supplies to couples. The Fourth-Plan Scheme implicitly recognizes
that, contrary to this original concept, clinical methods of birth prevention
have in fact become the heart ol. the program. It, therefore, provides for
further expansion in para-medical personnel and, for the first time, the
construction oIr family planning clinics.

349. Although these proposals represent major changes in direction and
emphasis, they are essentially a logical out-growth of the Third Plan Scheme
and intenaed to correct deficiencies which became evident towards the end
of the Third Plan period. One might question some detailed aspects of



the proposals. However, in general there can be no doubt that the Fourth
Plan Scheme correctly argues that the present organization, valuable as At
was during the initial nhase of the familv nlanning program, has outlived
its usefulness and that the emphasis it places on strengthening the
o7rganliatlon IR riaht. Tn narticular. the decision to reDlace village
midwives by full time family planning workers seems a commendable move as
these workArA will hA 1itera+tA aLnd nunnwntible to motivational instructions
and administrative guidance as well as able to transmit information on
local enditiAnnn The ohnnann in thA-orgqn4zation of supervisorv and
administrative functions should strengthen control over program performance.
Tnltim.nately of courase, it w.rill be esqential +o have a reabhle sytem of
vital registration as the basis for both accurately assessing the demographic
si+uation snd evaluat-ng the perforn-mnce of +he fQmilvr planning nrogram.
Steps towards establishing such a system need to be taken as a matter of
uvcrgen.r. Yet even th-4+h he benst efforts it wri1l +tmb s -jm Atn before such

a system can be made fully operative. It is therefore essential that
adeq1uate provisions a-e made for control of performnrce and evaluation in
the meantime . It is doubtful that this function is adequately provided
for lander the P.ropsed reorgenization of 4nsti+vutions engag in raqeAr'-h
training and evaluation.

350e The second aspect which needs consideration concerns management
and leadershIp. As regards r-.agen+, the obv..40us po4dnt to~ ) is tha.t

recruitment, training, deployment and supervision of the new cadre of family
pl& 'nr.ir.g wo.tfl4dsnrprze. .fl%.nnUn nn or .izat4ana n ,A n .h4 

4
e- v,n +4 7 +vaskI off
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very large dimensions and that the performance of the program in the years
4 - A C| t _- , - 1 I A- A_ 1 _ - - - X- 4-1 -_ s_ ^F - - - - - -; - - Pm roc 
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in coping with this task. Little more can be said now, except that the
new management appears to be tacklin.g its Job with resourcefun.ess ad
determination. Equally important as the management of the program itself,
hoJWeVVer, is W question of leadeshi that is th dgeo con.n t4iman uL

of the Government as a whole to the program and the role it is prepared to
pay- ln intliU I- the oouaior a sense of uargericy. mhrisn

pL i. -"Ins t.1010 .1±.Ling ini AdJ POkJLLJtL,VL 1.11VUU. 1A~ IIU- 01I.

question that strong public support at the highest political level
eontriuuted a gread Ua.L to the perlormauncu oth family plann.in.g progra,m
during the Third Plan period. Because of its close association wth the
.i. -rMlU - regiueV3 141 .L 1ilJ.Jy p.Ul[ulLg pugr-wn la.L80 cSwUC undIUer ataU Uk ULr'rL6

the disturbances last year. Since then, the Government's approach to
faWily planning has been noticeably low-key. Even he dr-aft Ouuline of
the Fourth Plan refers to reduction in the growth of population only as one
among twen a- specific targets for wte Plan period, omlts Lny mention of it
in the section dealing with the general framework of the Plan, and deals with
th prrogrkm itself Only briefly in the sectoral part of tUe dUcument. Mone
of this can seriously be taken as an indication of diminishing support for the
program,., and degree Uo ronmniitLMnt and public posture are obvious'ly nIot
necessarily related, and tactical considerations may make it advisable
Ltenyorariy UV refrainl from p-ublic anno-ulcement5s on the ubject*. Let it
is clear that in order to succeed the family planning program will need
public support at the inghest political level. UOtnerwlse, ouDTss about
the Government's attitude to the program will persist, particularly as it
appears that Pakistants officialdom as a whole has not yet come to regard
reduction of the birth rate as a matter of highest national priority.



nThe iinai aspect- needi±ng consl'era" on is th e i'nancua' a" ocau±on.
According to the draft Outline of the Fourth Plan, Rs. 607 million are allo-
cated to the family planning program, as compared to estimated expenditure
under the Third Plan of Rs. 357 million. However, such broad comparisons are
misleading, because Pakistan had an operative family pianning program only for
four years during the Third Plan period. In comparison with the 1969/70 budget,
the amount of Rs. 121 million allocated for the Fourth Plan period on an
annual average is only 11 percent higher. This appears inadequate for several
reasons. First, there are specific parts of the program for wnich the adequacy
of financial provisions is open to serious doubt. The Training, Research and
Evaluation Centers are one example. Unquestionably, re-organization leading
to removal of duplication and overlapping of functions will bring savings in
outlays. However, it is to be feared that a reduction in outlays by nearly
one-half will entail a serious curtailment of activity in a field that will
continue to be essential to an effective family planning program. Another
example relates to fees and incentive payments which have been reduced, appa-
rently on the grounds that the shift towards full-time family plannLing workers
and family planning clinics will make the expensive piece-rate apparatus
unnecessary. The validity of this view is open to question, and the matter
needs to be kept under close review.

352. Beyond these specific questions, however, there is the much broader
question whether the allocation in toto is consistent with the size of program
envisaged. As mentioned before, total outlays are projected at an average
annual level 11 percent above that of 1969/70. At the same time, the average
target population of women in the fertile age group will increase by 12 percent:
in fact, the increase may be considerably more if, as some demographers claim,
the number of womf±en in the fertile age was unusually small in the mid-1960's
as a result of events that reduced the birth rate in the 1940's. Thus, any
expansion of coverage within this group would be dependent solely on improved
efficiency through better organization. There is certainly scope for such
improvement and the organizational changes proposed should work in this direc-
tion, but it is open to serious question whether efficiency can be increased
anywhere near as much as is implied. To illustrate: the Fourth Plan Scheme
aims at inducing two-thirds of all women in the reproductive age group to accept
contraception, suggesting an increase from 7.7 million in 1969/70 to an average
of 18.9 million over the next five years. In addition, an increasing number of
participants will have to be replaced as they pass out of this age group. Such
a rapid expansion is probably well beyond the reach of the family planning
organization, no matter how well it is managed and financed. That is why it
has been suggested above that the program targets are unrealistically high.
However, even the more modest target suggested above, i.e., a reduction in the
birth rate by 5 per thousand rather than the program's 8 per thousand, will
require massive expansion in coverage. As the Family Planning Division gears
up to coping with a task of this magnitude, finances, within the present allo-
cation, are likely to become the dominant constraint on developing a family
planning program of optimal effectiveness such as Pakistan will need for the
reasons outlined at the beginning of this section. Therefore, careful watch
needs to be kept over the adequacy of financial provisions. Even during the
initial phases of the Fourth Plan Scheme the Family Planning Division will have
to be assured that it will receive funds as necessary to support a program of
the size +nvihp - let they feel ronqtrained toc+ t=.iler their plans) particu-
larly in respect of recruitment, to the financing in sight.



V. A POSSIBIE ECONOMIC FRAMEWORK

353, A numher of m-nior issues emerged during the Third Plan neriod -
particularly towards its end - which now require resolution, and the need
for a new development strategy is widelv acknowledged in Pakistan. The
Government has expressed its general position with respect to these issues
there must he PneelerqtAnn of production and income gronwth in East Pnkist.ir
in order to bring about rapid reduction in the disparity in incomes between
thR ttwn Wings and thpre hnc t.n be moe empnhasisc onr t.he scnial nsncnt.s of

economic growth. While not new, these objectives have now been given such
priority that they amount essentially to new elemwents in akistan's overall
objectives. Under any circumstances, such re-ordering of objectives would
have entailed profour.d changes in the structure of economic policies and
programs; against the background of the stringent resource constraint under
which 'Paki-stan labord tA S the end -+ a LOL;- la pe , dramatlc

changes will be needed. Increased external assistance could ease greatly the
process of adjustmvent. Towver as e^lained 4i - -rap 15O 4-4u -4ni-4

ing net transfers from abroad to Pakistan will require major changes in external
as sistance poll4cies- o-warA-d Pakist Ml -hs the- task is a]os - entirely4_L U0.1. )L) _L5s O 5JL' u U . d.aid LLL I f l±L , t,L±V UADEf J..i d.LIIIU0DU C,IiU-LL,L

Pakistan's.

354. Prolonged debate about the allocation of resources as between East
kan "Vs vPaki.stuan hlas de'layedI thi'oroughi examination of' 4thlenar-cnri

framework within which to formulate policies. The draft Outline of the Fourth
P]an contein--13 sor,e telemJents of such - frar,ework, but 4t is far frr, -o,,pletI dI1.1.I~~ii LDi=J~1JU L.U Ui Z)t4L;J d L'1Jt:IWU.L -r, LUU, 1. .u IS I.1d1- 11 1 CJill '. U ::DJA~U~

and some of its assumptions have been superseded by subsequent decisions.
herefore, ver-y litle in the -way of concrete policies has yet been made

explicit. Thus, the attempt, that is made below to construct a macro-economic
framework for the next five years, :is not to be seen as the quantitative expreziSiOf
of an evaluation of policies already decided upon, that is, as a forecast of a
course of events considered likely. it was drawn up rather with a view to
exploring how the various objectives might be reconciled within a reasonably
comprehensive framework, and to identifying points of pressure within such a
framework which would indicate the need for policy action.

355. The first principal element that went into the framework is the rate
of economic growhn. various considerations - discussed in some detail in
Chapter IV and essentially having to do with the low and declining rate of
fixed investment over the last five years, the absence of any prospect for
a sharp, immediate jiump in the investment rate, and the relatively large share
in future investments likely to go into areas where returns will take some
time to make themselves felt in increased output (transport, water, the social
sectors) - suggested; that use of an investment-growth approach was inappropriate.
Possible rates of economic growth were therefore estimated essentially on the
basis of judgements about the potential for increasing output from existing
assets, particularly in the two principal coimmodity-producing sectors, agri-
culture and industry. The conclusion was that, with appropriate policies,
it might be possible for GDP to grow by about 6 percent a year over the period
through 19h/7.5- Moreover, it appears possible for both East and West Pakistan
to achieve this pace. For East Pakistan this would imply an acceleration by
roughly one half, from an annual rate of about 4 percent in the second half
of the 1960's; in terms of per-capita income, it would, after a long pericid of

1, '7
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near-stagnation, provide for significant improvement. West Pakistan,
on t.he other hand, woLolci more or lpsq maintein the npce at .whi,ch it 1has

grown throughout the 1960 s.

356. Such a regional patterrn of growth wouild not, of course, result
in a reduction in the disparity in regional inromes from its present level,
but merely stabilize what has so far been a trend towards an ever widening
gap bet+Jeen incorm lovyols in the +.tWG l ngs Thie niqoe+ion was whete it.

might not be possible, within the next five years, to take a greater step
tows.rds the objective Of approxnmate p3-arity ifn lncomes, -specific1l 1 y 1 -ther

it might not be possible, through appropriate policies to accelerate growth
in East PPakistan beyond Aperent a -r . It is dtiffi^ul now +- see how
this might be done, for the key to the pace of growth in East Pakistan is
Ae ldd by t i,A ty-+odc_he se- ctor _ + 4 4 - L_ W 

contributing some 7-8 percent to regional product - is dwarfed by agriculturets
shlare oil near-ly 60- percent. Moreover, there ---e '4"i to the pac at 4hich
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the manufacturing sector can grow - set by organizational and managerial
problems in te public sector, tJatl are yet' to he overcor,Ie, and, iL thL
private sector, by concern over domination frorq outside East Pakistan which
_ __A___ _. 11 _1 - 1 4_1 - - -_ - 4 _ _ - - - - I. -L _- t_W-p the r L presUa bly d1vc idab Lkep UI'd rt oL gW VI UL iUo; as ea WIU£V
roughly in line with the pace at which entrepreneurial talent in East Pakistan
can oe butrycted o industry. In any case, the gro-wtu possibi'lties in
agriculture dominate. Here, there is indeed the promise of marked accelera-
tion from the slow growth - about 3 percent per annum - of the 19601s. This
promise centers on rice where new varieties could become the vehicle for
a major break-througn. in fact, achievement of a rate oI growtn oI 6 percent
in regional product is predicated upon this promise materializing, and it is
assumed tnat whatever is necessary - in the way oI inputs, services, etc. -
will be made available. However, here again, despite its dominant position,
rice alone cannot carry the whole sector, let alone the whole regional economy,
to rates of growth much beyond 6 percent a year. Although there appears to
be the potential to spread improvement to other crops and to areas now suffering
from severe physical hpndicaps, it is as yet difficult to see how these can be
overcome sufficiently rapidly - no matter what resources are made available -
to have significant impact on growth over the period as a whole.

357. The opposite question applies to West Pakistan, namely could the
rate of growth there be kept below 6 percent a year, with significant benefits
to East Pakistan. Consideration of the implications of such a course of action
suggests, on balance, a negative answer. There is no question that growth in
West Pakistan could be held down by withholding the resources necessary to
support growth at 6 percent, particularly in exchange that is needed to supply
inputs to agriculture and manufacturing, and that in this way additional
resources would be made available to East Pakistan. The argument against such
a course of action is essentially that, while it would undoubtedly slow down
growth in the West, it is unlikely to accelerate growth in the East over the
next five years. It would make it possible there to step up investment more
rapidly than envisaged but, questions of capacity for efficient
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absorption apart, its benefit would lie essentially in strengthening the basis
for growth in subsequent Plan periods. Implicit in this argument is, of course,
the notion that - within the margin that is at issue - growth now, even if
it occurs in Xbst Pakistan, is better than growth several years hence in
East Paklstan.

358. From the overall economic point of view, there is considerable support
for this argument. There is, first of all, the consideration of overall efficiency
in the use of resources by Pakistan's economy. A good deal of the potential
for obtaining growth through more productive and fuller use of existing assets
is located in West Pakistan. Withholding imported raw materials from industry
or fertilizer and other imported inputs from agriculture, in the interesl; of
creating new assets in East Pakistan, would make questionable economic sense
at a time when Pakistan as a whole is extremely short of resources. The second
consideration is that until East Pakistan has gained some ground in catching
up with the West wing in terms of per capita income and of building up its
economic structure, the task of generating the resources, in exchange andi
savings, necessary to support an expanding scope of Government activity and
a rising investment rate will fall primarily on West Pakistan. It is here
that a fast growing exportable surplus has to be produced and that a high
marginal savings rate has to be achieved. Any deliberate depression of the
rate of growth towards that of population will disproportionately narrow the
scope - in terms of both productive capacity and saving capability - and there-
by lead Pakistan as a wbole into a vicious circle from which East Pakistan, too,
is bound to suffer. However, this already anticipates a point that will be
made more fully later, namely that this argument in favor of high growth in
West Pakistan can be sustained only if in fact policy action is taken to
ensure that 14est Pakistan will fulfill the role as the economy's main generator
of resources.

359. The second principal element that went into the framework was the
investment rate. Here, the argument proceeded from the general pronosit-ion
that an economy at Pakistan's state of development cannot be expected to
be able to sustain economic growth at a pace sufficiently higher than that
of population to produce visible improvement in living standards with an
investment rate as low as 13 percent, the approximate level in 1969/70. The
question then was how fast it could be raised. It was assumed that the net
transfer of resources from abroad in 197h/7q would be rouphlv the same aP in
1969/70 - around US$500-550 million. However, as discussed in Chapter III,
realization of this amount can by no means be considered assured- as in the
absence of major policy changes by those providing assistance to Pakistan
and with continustion of nresent amounts and terms of assistance the net
transfer of resources would have declined sharply by 197h/75. As for sa'vings,
it. as w saqumed that WA-qt Pqkistan could achieve a mar-ins1 savings rnate of

22 percent; East Pakistan, allowing for a somewhat higher rate of popula-tion
growth andth need th n ere for more rape idP e 7flCvernment current

expenditures, one of 15 percent. For Pakistan as a whole, the marginal savings
rate would come to 19 percent. Going )er in the early ]960's, this
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rate dU.As not .loo J 4mposs.ble oflI ach4evement. However, 4. 4s very gh
compared to the recent record (6-7 percent), and would require that roughly

4.- A ' __ 3 -11: _P z --- - - .t . r 4 -: _-__ - - - - ML _: _3 -'u X -r ..n : 4_one UlAl IL u ue advtu 0ULI UIs J, LLA IV.1011W XU 1l I UIs-_L-p e U LXIL;UHIC;O . illJ 1 iLeUI U.tuO

ofreaclhng the rate assumed can be illustrated further by the tax effort that
-iS .L1fplie:U rouJLghA caiculatULVLon sugge1, t,l in. oLrde 40 , Ll dUale t, UV L1,JI U.LU,

adequately to overall savings required and to play the leading role in raising
the in-vestm-,ent rate in East Pakistan, tihe Governlmment -will have to raise
additional resources through new measures in the order of Rs. 10 billion,
over the five-year period through 197U/75, one nld a half times the a-mo-Lt
actually raised in 1964/65-1969/70.

360. Even with such efforts, however, the total investment rate could
only rise to 14.5 percent of GDP by 1974/75. Moreover, even this modest
improvement is very fragilely based, as becomes apparent when one realizes
that it would be practically wiped out if the amount and terms of external
assistance were not in fact improved as indicated above.

361. The possible macro-economic framework suggested by these considerations
is depicted in the table below:

1969/70 i974/75
Unit: Rs. 10 All All

million Pakisban West EssU Pakistan West East

GDD P 7,800 4,300 3,500 10,450 5,75-0 4,700

Gross Invest-
ment 1,000 650 350 1,525 820 705

Domestic Savings 745 495 250 1,250 820 430

Net Imports of Goods
and Services 255 155 100 265 _ 265

Abroad (255) (205) (50) (265) (140) (125)

Interwing ( - ) (-50) (50) ( -) (-140) (140)

E.xports 430 290 190 660 550 250

Abroad (430) (240) (190) (660) (410) (250)

Interwing
(net)(-) (50) ( -) 4 )(0) ( )

Imports 685 445 290 925 550 475

Abroad (685) (445) (240) 925 (550) (375)

Interwing (- ) (- ) (50) (- ) (- ) (140)

Consumption 7,055 3,805 3,250 9,190 4,930 4,270

- Continued -
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A19692/70 A 974/75
A~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I1 Il

Some Parameters Pakistan West East Pakistan West East

Rate of Economic
Growtn (p-a-)1' \ 

Investment Rate/ 12 i2.8 15.1 10.0 1.5 14.3 15.0

Average Savings
Rate v 9.6 11.5 7.1 12.0 14.3 .1

Resource Gap / 3.2 3.6 2.9 2.5 - 5.6

Marginal Savings -,I1'S
Rate i 19.1 22.4 15.

Rate of Export Growth b. 9.0 12.0 5.5

Abroad y 8.9 11.3 5.5

Rate of Import Growth 9/ 6.2 4.0 10.4

From Abroad y/ 6.2 4.0 9.3

1/ Compound Annual Rate 1969/70 - 1974/75

2/ As Percentage of GDP

362. Perhaps the most important - and certainly the most complex - issue,
the regional division of resources, remains to be considered. Much of the
debate in Pakistan on this issue has centered on the problem of financial
transfers. Undoubtedly, this is a very important aspect of the problem,
particularly for two reasons. First, private capital has so far probably
tended to move from East to West Pakistan, or at best been a neutral factor.
Clearly, unless very strong efforts, backed up by specific policy measures,
are taken, it will remain in this position, but, even with such action,
private capital can be expected to play only a fairly minor role in supplemen-
ting East Pakistan's own financial resources. Therefore, the main burde:na of
effecting the transfers necessary to raise the level of investment in East
Pakistan significantly must fall on the public sector. That means that resources
must be raised in West Pakistan, in excess of requirements there, to be transferred
to the East. Although no precise estimates have been made, rough calculations
suggest that net transfers'through the budget in the order of Rs. 1-2 billion
will be required by 1974/75, equivalent to 2-4 percent of West Pakistan's
regional product and some 20-40 percent of taxes and revenues presently
collected in the West. This indicates how crucial effective action to raise
additional resources for the public sector is to the whole effort to raise
investment and development outlays in East Pakistan.
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little attention, is that of the real transfer of resources. This arises
because the regional etoI±ULLies of East and West Pakistan are geographically-
separate, that is, economic relations between them are characterized by little
movement of capital and labor. It follows that flnanclal flows between
them must be accompanied by corresponding flows of goods if inflation is to
be avoided in the region receiving net financial flows, and defliation in the
other. This introduces a further constraint on the pace at which total
resources available to Pakistan for investment can be re-allocated as
between the East and West wings.

364. These resources consist of the savings originating in each of the wings
plus the net transfer of resources from abroad to Pakistan as a whole. However,
the savings of either province can be supplemented by means of running a deficit
on its goods and services transactions with foreign countries and for the other
region. Thus, if East Pakistan's savings are to be supplemented in order to
enable it to step up its investment faster than it can raise its savings, it
must receive a net transfer of goods and services either from abroad or from
Vest Pakistan. Given West Pakistan's savings, the constraint arises out of
two considerations: first, its ability to raise its earnings of exchange
from sales abroad fast enough to reduce its net dependence on exchange transfers
from abroad, while still meeting its import requirements; second, its ability
to expand its sales of goods in East Pakistan faster than its purchases from
the East so as to increase its trade surplus. In practice, there appear to be
limitations on both scores.

365. On external account, it has been assumed that West Pakistan will
be able to expand its exports by 11-12 percent a year which, if achieved,
would represent a very creditable performance indeed. Imports from abroad
have been assumed to grow by 4 percent annually, that is, by two percentage
points less than regional product, which it would appear difficult to reduce
any further without depriving agriculture and manufacturing of the inputs
needed to achieve fuller use of existing assets and/or without causing a
precipitate fall in the investment level. If these assumptions are accepted,
it follows that the only element of flexibility is in inter-wing trade. Use
of this trade as a major vehicle for shifting the balance of resources in
favor of East Pakistan would seem highly desirable from the overall economic
point of view. In support of its investment program, particularly in agriculture,
water and transport, East Pakistan will need investment goods that can be produced
in West Pakistan and, especially, because of the high wage content, it will
require consumer goods to supplement its own production which, again, it might
be possible to nroduce in the West, largely from existing canacitv. Alternati-
vely, these goods could, of course, be imported, but unless production in West
Pakistan and shinments of goods to the East are vastly inefficient economieallv.
scarce foreign exchange could be used more efficiently, from the point of view
of the ecAno-my as a whnhole- to financ-e imnort.s ofn raw mnterials to West Pakistan
for conversion into finished goods for the East than to finance the import
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of finished goods from abroad into East Pakistan. Yet, the extent to which
1san be A" -i rv.+ pai a J effi ,,lt to +.g enan As . z i%n+.=A in te.r IV

there are obstacles in inter-wing transport. Also, looking at the present
cormpos iuion of .L expor- .&.s by ' D.T-s -.IA P*4s ,- tok~ t -, -i + + t tcJAI~J/O. i.t~J 4. CAJ~.L U .yA V~ Uv A. Ca C"~ WUCUS fJ U4UA -- Q . a. - - -L..' .LIJ 1

identify commodities that might be capable of supporting an expansion of
s-uchj expotu5s a'ta, ar WriUaal ratue ri-.achlj 'Veyond, say 12=1±50 percenlr.

366f M- -J - .. : Thi is 4he 4si.a - has bee b- - lt_ 1 14 -nto the fram,ework (I1ep ict4ed..?UU * 111±5 ±5 jLO 11 U15I..LL~L C LJ1r lid 1Jti5 U%:MLA L)UL.LL ,..IaU L AJ S UdIIW'J.L P- UOU

in the table above. It suggests that by 1974/75 East Pakistan could receive
anet vtransf8r, of resorce fro, ',e West~ in the- ore fR.0 1..0-ili

roughly equivalent to its share in the total net amount of resources transferred
S~~~~~~~~~~ _ __ - _ _ 1 ^__ ____ _ __ _ _ T T_ _ - _M_ _.___ __1 2

irom abroad to Pakist-tan as a whole. As a consequence, West rPakstau WUUlU

by 1974/75 no longer receive any net transfers, that is, would have to rely
solely on its own resources Ior its development effort, while East PakLstau1
would in effect obtain all of the net resources transferred to Pakistan
from abroad. Even so totaal investment in the East in 1974/75 would s-till
be somewhat less than in the West. Nonetheless, it would grow very rapidly -
by about 15 percent a year, as against 5 percent in West Pakistan, ana Dy
1974/75 the investment rate would in fact be somewhat higher than in the West.
Trus, substantial progress towards parity wouild nave been made.

367. Furthermore, these calculations suggest that over the next five years
as a whole, Pakistan might achieve total investment in the order 19f Rs. 65,000
mi ion, as compared with about Rs. 4t7,00O million in 1965-1970. Uf tnhis
amount, roughly Rs. 27,000 million could be spent in East Pakistan, about
twice the amount actually invested during the past five years. Allowing for
private investment and for the non-investment content of development oatlays,
it should be possible to mount a public development program for East Pakistan
in the order of Rs. 22-25,000 million, including outlays by the Center for
the benefit of that wing, or more than twice the amount of Rs. 10,500 million
actually spent during the Third Plan period.

368. In conclusion, however, it cannot be stressed too strongly that
achievement of anything like the objectives set forth here - in terms of
economic growth, recovery of investment and the shift in the allocation of
resources towards East Pakistan - is crucially dependent upon action in
the realm of policy.

369. As far as the Government is concerned, there is an urgent need
to break through the stifling resources constraint that has developed over
the Third Plan period. On the domestic front, this pertains particularly
to Government revenues and the whole range of subsidies that have come to
form a quantitatively significant part of the public revenue and expenditure
systems; and in the context of such action considerable importance attaches,
for economic as well as social reasons, to increasing reliance on dire,ct
taxation. The estimate above of about Rs. 10,000 million having to bei raised
through new measures gives a rough indication of the dimensions of thet task

17 Translated into development outlays, the total would be higher and. come
close to Rs. 70,000 million, some 50 percent higher than the amount
actually spent in 1965-1970.
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that needs tackling. On the external front, substantial action will be
needed to provide the impetus to fast growth of excnange earnings and
to ensure effective use of exchange resources. Production-related policies
require adjustment to bring them into iine with the twin objectives of
obtaining growth of output primarily from better utilization of existing
assets and of channelling a significant portion of additional output into
export, particularly in West Pakistan. Measures remain to be worked out
to give substance to the Government's announced intention of improving
social conditions in the country. Finally, much needs to be done to
improve efficiency in the use of resources for public development programs -
in terms of tailoring approval of new projects more closely to a realistic
appraisal of resources likely to be available and in terms of strengthening
procedures with a view to narrowing the gap that has tended to exist between
stated macro-economic objectives and the selection of projects for execution.

370. As said once before, the task of bringing about the structural
changes that achievement of Pakistan's national objectives in the area of
economic and social development calls for, is essentially the Government's.
Nonetheless, there is a significant contribution that those providing assistance
to Pakistan can make. Analysis in this as well as earlier chapters of this
report has shown how strongly achievement of several of Pakistan's major
objectives depends on external assistance policy responding to Pakistan's
need for more room for maneuver than is built into the present pattern of
aid. This applies, above all, to need to so adjust aid policies that the
absolute decline in the net amount of resources transferred from abroad,
that would follow from continuing assistance in present amounts and on
current terms, does not occur and that net transfers are, at least, kept at
their present level of US$500-550 million a year. However, it also applies
to the composition of assistance as between project and non-project assistance.
Without the share of the latter in the total being increased significantly,
the scope for Pakistan moving in the direction of both using existing assets
more productively and shifting the regional allocation of investment resources
towards East Pakistan (where most projects will have a high local currency
content) will be circumscribed severely. This is particularly so for the
immediate future where structural rigidities - in the economy and in the aid
pipeline - present strong obstacles to changing the pattern of resource alloca-
tion, reRionallv as well as sectorally.
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